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Back iIi the 1940s a Ie~rned judge chided hi.tri for his failure to
respect the court; employers. governments and union officials had
a similar grievance. All agreed that the ironworkers lvere in a
fight against impossible odds. He did not listen. nor did the
ironworkers; together. quite incredibly. they won.
In the 1960s. as a pioneer in resisting "progress" through
environmental destruction. he led residents in a march against an
. expressway that threatened their homes. Wearing his mayoral
robes. paint-pot in hand for slogan-writing. brushing police aside.
.'
he had eVidently failed to develop much more respect.
In fact there is one source of authority for which he holds the
deepest respect: that rank and file whose mistakes. he believes,
will be numerous but never' as fatal as those made by even the
most brilliant controlling elite.
.
Not just in tribute. but with the warmest affection. this book
is dedicated to the man who grasped long ago. and proved in_
practice, the connection between self-management and the salvation of our environment:
ALDERMAN NICK ORIGLASS OF BALMAIN

1

Why Doo~day was

doom~d

This is a book about environmental crises. and the conclusions to
which they point. It seems a good idea to emphasise. at the very
outset. that it is not a treatise on Doomsday and how it must
overshadow all our other petty concerns. The doomsday industry.
so flourishing in the developed countries only a fe,,; years ago~
seems to have 'peaked early and gone into fairly rapid decline.
Once the television networks resounded with expert voices prophesying ecological disaster. and any new pathway to doom was
guaranteed its quota of investigative reporting; now interest in
the apocalypse has slackened off and the media have turned to
other things., '
' ,
change in fashion is not wholly to be regretted. The
, most publicised version of doomsday. for instance. centred on the
"population bomb". which we were urged to fear above all else.
The breathtaking arrogance of this analysis deserves some admiration; it was no petty task its disciples undertook. trying to' persuade their readers that the main thing wrong with the world was
the existence of those readers themselves. But it was only too
evident that when an ecologist, a population theorist or an econo~
mist voiced his alarm at the plague of "too many people", he was
not really complaining that there existed too many ecologists. too
many population' theorists or too many economists: the surplus ,
obviously consisted of less essential categories of the population.
Thus, as a concept seeking to win the minds of the masses, population panic can now be seen as containing. from the very beginning, the seeds of its own decay. But there are more' significant
reasons why doomsday ideas in general failed to sink deep ,roots
in the public consciousness.
'
,
We all know how ideas will flow to occupy a vacuum. but the
niche sought by these particular ideas was far from vacant. The
bulk of the population of the undeveloped world live continuously
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, with the threat of doomSdays over their heads;, but even in the
supposedly "affluent" societies, the life of the majoritY is hardly
so unflawed that they can indulge in the luxury of anxiety over
some remote apocalypse. There are threats much closer at hand,
promising an equally drastic demolition of the world as they
themselves experience it - for example. those that affect their
productive activities: whether their health will survive over ftfty
years of working life, whether they will have a job next wedc,
and whether; if they have a job, they will be able to drag themselves out of bed when the alarm clock rings. '
,
There is, of course, a sense in which they ought to concern
themselves with the fate of Humanity, in a longer term even than
'that of their individual lives. But this sense is not the one which
is apparent in much writing on ecology, where the masses' failure
to face up to' their responsibilities for Spaceship Earth is merely
an opportunity for the writer to demonstrate his moral superiority.
(I thank thee, Lord, that I am not as one of these, pleasure-seeking and apathetic••••) Such sermonising would be understandable
(although in fact superfluous) in a society where individual in·
terest and the general interest actually coincided. But no one can
point to an actually existing industrialised society in which such
a coincidence holds even as an approximation. Its attainment is
'still a visionary goal. A stance which assumes it already exists is
simply ludicrous ill its unreality, and cannot be excused just by
the writer's own belief in the myth he peddles.
The myth may, of course, be offered in a more sophisticated
form. It may start with a frank recognition of the inequality
apparent in modem societies, inequalities .of class. property
ownership -and race" as well as the most enduring, that of sex.
But transcending all these, it is claimed, stands the threat to rich
and poor alike, to black and white. man arid woman: the threat
to the biosphere. How can any oppressed social group realise its
, aims in a looted, poisoned and uninhabitable world? The struggle
'
,
to save this lV'orld must take precedence.••. '
, ,Similar voices were heard during the Vietnam war. saying,
"Of course in strict moral sense the Vietnamese have a just
cause, but if the United States faces defeat the whole worldincluding the Vietnainese - might well be destroyed in 'nuclear
war. So can't they cool it a little, not be so iritpatient?" Of this
voice we could say With reasonable certainty: ~t did not belong
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to a Vietnamese. (True, the speaker might reply: for obvious
reasons, the Vietnamese lacked the required objectivity.••.) Like·
wise, \....hen we listen to those who urge that we all conceive our·
selves' first and foremost 'as passengers on imperilled Spaceship
Earth, we may suppose that the speakers will seldom be poor
people in a society based on money values, 'or black in 'one that is
racist. or the wrong sex in one built on male superiority.
'
, 1111!re' is more involved in this ohservation than a mere
argumentum ad hominem. Ever since oppression began, the
, oppressed have been warned not to concentrate on the~r parti·
cular woes. lest a worse catastrophe fatally damage their interests
along With those of everyone else. The Doomsday ploy was not
invented in this century. nor even in this millennium. The ,vomen
of tribal society must accept their inferior status. for otherwise
the gods will smite the whole tribe for leaving the path of
righteousness. A man lacking the status of imperial citizen may
, feel resentful. but where would he be. where would all of us be,
.if the Pax Romana were shattered?
'
The dooms change, but not the ploy. To save the economy
on whose health we all depend. workers must accept a cut in real
wa'ges and even a certain level of unemployment. Sixty years after
a victorious revolution. one must queue for shoddy consumer
goods and work overtime without notice; only heavy industry can
safeguard us from imperialist attack, and private troubles must
be subordinated to the interests of "socialist construction". That
'such' arguments serve the interests of the privileged - whether
they be tribal elders" patricians and landowners, capitalists or
, bureaucrats ~ is trivially obvious. It is hardly less obVious that,
they, will be especially acceptable to and sincerely propagated by
many who. although not members of any ruling ~lite. do not
feel the sharp edge of particular oppressions. But what would it
mean if the unprivileged majority accepted the idea, downgrading
their own troubles because of the doomsday that threatens au?
They would be acknowledging that their own' experience had no
validity, that it had n'o integral connection with the General In~
terest (or the SoCial Fabric. or the Tribe, or Humanity, or what·
ever the touchstone of morality may be). The irony is that if all
the people towho'm such arguments are addressed were to be
subtracted from the whole, and if all their'discarded interests were
of, people
subtracted from, the Ge~eral Interest. then the
. number
.
,
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left would be very small, and the General Interest would be ex" posed as very particular interest indeed.
To the extent that the current Doomsday" impresses the
general public. it is a cheap aid to the preservation of the structure of inequality and privilege. As a form of social control, it
lessens the need for other forms (including overt violence) which
are both destabilising and more costly, and for concessions that
might be more costly still. But fortunately, the ideology of the
Great Threat To Us All has rarely succeeded in capturing hearts
and minds to the degree that its advocates would have wished.
Its general effectiveness and utility can hardly be doubted; but
always a few misguided people have emerged to insist, in the teeth
of all reason and logic, thai: nevertheless life had to be better,
and to struggle towards this end whether the h~avens fell or rio~.
That they were endangering the whole social fabric was an argu-"
ment they often could not counter in theory; the peasants in
revolt could with difficulty answer Luther's magnificent diatribes,
and early nineteenth-century strikers had few convincing replies
to the plain demonstrations. of political economy that their efforts
must be either destructive or futile. However, if they could not
give the refutation in theory, there were often eriough of them
to make tlleir point in pnlctice.
It is just as well that the various Doomsday thre'ats throughout history have failed to exert total social control, that blind"
Samsons have "risked bringing down the roof on us all rather than
accept their chains. Even when they failed - as they usually did
. - in their immediate goals, they achieved something much
'greater: the definition of what it means to be human, of what
human beings will tolerate and what they quite definitely will not.
If they had always bowed before the Doomsday threat, if they
had universally admitted that their own demands were trivial '
in comparison, then they would have got the treatment they
deserved: humanity would have defined itself as infinitely manipulatable. and the present world would be in such a grisly shape
as to exclude any hope for the future. From this point of view.
the failure of the current campaign based on Ecological Doomsday
must be seen as reassuring and heartening. Other animals may
'obey the simple dictum. "Above all. survive I " but the human
animal tends to ask. "Survive as what?"
Hegel was not wrong in seeing this as an important criterion

a
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. of humanity. The motives behind the rejection of Doomsday .
should not' be idealised. If someone wishes to excoriate the general
public for their greed, selfishness, short-sightedness. 'etc., it is
hardly worthwhile arguing about it; we could perhaps note that
if unhealthy societies depend on unhealthy general motivations.
it is just as well that'such motivations can sometimes produce
healthy results. Hegel himself saw the specifically "human" trait
as immediately issuing in the urge to dominate, and history as
propelled by the motor of Evil rather than Good; we need not
follow him all the way, but we should recognise the historical
'
.
phenomena which he is talking about.
It would likewise be mistaken to see the Doomsday proponents as linked in some cunning conspiracy with the forces of
privilege, huddling together in a smoke-filled room on Wall Street
to create their latest gimmick for keeping the masses subdued.
Quite to the contrary, the great majority of them must be credited .
with sincere concern' and a belief in, what they are saying. We
shall see later some of the true criticisms that can be made of
their motivations, but that they are conscious deceivers is not
one of them. This sfucerity requires that their objections to the
views above should be answered, not simply dismissed as apolo"
getics for privilege.
Their principal objection would be that Ecological Doomsday
cannot simply be thrown on the same "ideology" heap as all the
other doomsday threats throughout history. The cruclal difference.
they would say, rests in its truth_ Whatever lies might have been
peddled in past societies about the catastrophes that \vould follow any short-sighted pursuit of sectional goals, the ecological
crises are real and the biosphere is indeed in peril. There is just
so much oil and so much lithium; the' percentage of carbon
. dioxide in the atmosphere is increasing at a quite determinable
rate; the perspective of Ecological Doomsday rests not on dubious
sociological arguments. but on such brute ecological facts as
these.'
.,
The first thing to be said here is that this argument seriously
underestimates the content of truth in the doomsday ideologies of
the past. A total invention. a Hiderian "Big Lie", can have its
day, but not its century; ideologies that function successfully
over long periods as methods of social control need an empirical
data base, they need confi~ing instances that people can see for
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themselves. If they lack these, they will lack effectiveness too;
people are just not that stupid. A successful ideology ensures this
"confirmation" by pointing (explicitly or implicitly) to what
actually happens in the existing society, and by relying on a particular set of categories and criteria, peculiar to thai: society. by
which these phenomena are to be interPreted: thus it can simply
invoke. ·'brute facts". That another kind of soCiety lnight furnish
different phenomena can be conceded - but lees not go off into
daydreams, we're talking about reality. etc. And an unprejudiced
surVey of this "realitY", guided by those prevailing. values which
are simply cOnu:l-ton sense, must confirm the truth of the ideology
. ill question; otherwise it would not be an ideology~ but simply a
piece of false apologetics. A major ideology depends on, and itself
forms part of, a way of life.
,
From within this way of life - the current soCial practice
and its value judgements - ideologies are difficult to refute. The
vital "evidence" for the natural inferiority of women, for example,
does not lie in those dubious bodies of research whose findings in
learned journals purport to establish it. Much more decisive are
such brute facts as the paucity of women hi the leadership of
society (business, politics, the bureaucracy), and the segregation
of female labour into menial spheres. It is indisputable, and
apparent on even the most casual observation, that women do
not succeed and do not achieve in any way proportionate to their
numbers. It Can be argued, of course, that existing social institutions act to stifle woman's potential, which would flourish equally
with man's in a more equal society; the definitions of "success"
and "achievement" caD. also be challenged. But this invocation of
a possible but non-existent society, this appeal to values other
than those actually prevailing·- these are precisely what is excluded by the "uncritical positivism" on which ideologies depend.
The classic type of ideological argument is at bottom a crude one
indeed: "If you're so smart, why aren't you rich?" .
Doomsday ideologies are no different in this respect; they
have always had their brute facts, their empirical evidence,· their
·'truth". It would be a strange society, in which a fundamental
attack on the ruling group's interests did not threaten it with a
real catastrophe - that is to say, a destruCtion of the preconditions of that society's existence. Is it riot a "brute fact" that, in
. a capitalist soCiety, production and employmerit all depend on an
,
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encouraging rate of profit? Or. in another context: who can deny
the unifying and essential role fulfilled by the Communist Party
of the SoViet Union? How can one set out to sabotage that profit'
motor. or undermine the "leading role of the Party". without
putting the'whole social fabric at risk? Such doomsday ideolowes
are a powerful piece of blackmail. If their'lack of rationality is
to be demonstrated. it is necessary first to step outside their
"realitY.. and its assumptions. to reject both the existing practice
and the existing theory. along with their pretence at a reciprocal
justification. But this rejection is open to the charge of nihilism. '
unless one can point to a real alternative. grounded in possibilities that are actual and not merely logical. It is only in such an
alternative design that the relative importance of various "brute
facts" can change.' "
,
"
,
Of course. the possibility of an alternative can be conclusively
"proved" only by its establishment. MarX knew this when he"
wrote. ~'Philosophers have only interpreted the world ••. the
point is to change it." Generation.s of anti· theoretical bureaucrats
have quoted this approvingly. charging it with a "brisk Salvation
Army ring" (in Koesder's phrase) that elevates administrative efficiency or mindless militancy above clear understanding. In fact it
is his deepest theoretical statement; he appreciated both the real
strength of ideology and the' inevitable weakDess of unreafued
theory. But it is the initial stage of rejection that concerns us at
this point. Why should' the Ecological Doomsday ideology be no
worthier of adoption than the other Doomsdays that preceded it
in history or accompany it now?' ,
'
, It should be apparent that to reject it, does not imply a
wholesale dismissal of those "brute facts". any more than support
for higher real wages in a time of recession implies a denial that
, the level of profits determines the health of a 'capitalist economy.
Some of the data on environmental deterioration is summarised
in this book. and it is a matter for grave concern. The question
is not whether the data is true but rather what it means. " ,
Writers on the ecological crises often leap straight from the
considerations which are important in plant and ailimal 'systems
to the ecosystem in which humanity operates. It is true that useful analogies and' iD.sights
be gained thereby;' but these
become seriously misleading if they are stretched beyond certain
limits. Humanity' is not
some Arctic fox. programmed
" , . ,
' for'
.the..

can

" . '

,
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hunt and blindiy:suffering vast sWings in its population ill consequence, as it kills off its food supply of hares. The interactions
of people with the environment centre predominantly on their
productive 'activities, and biological programming has been quite,
secondary in these activities since at least the Stone Age. The
nature of productive activity depends chiefly on people's relations
with each other~ These relations determine how people assodate
to produce, what technological methods they use, what products
can result, which items of consumption they desire and what level
of consumption will satisfy them. In every important way, the
effect of human activity on the environment is determined by
those institutionalised interactions between people that we call
a "soCiety".
This simple fact may seem too obvious to be worth pointing out.
But although the fact itself is simple, the social. phenomena it
introduces and their interactions are far from simple. What happens if, for any reason you like (the fear of permanent cortical
strain, perhaps),: we decide to simplify things by ignoring this
whole determining level of sodal interaction? A clear and uncomplicated picture emerges, one which is reassuringly familiar to
us from the study of plant and animal ecosystems. An aruma!
species - homo sapiens, in this case - has started to erode the
environmental prerequisites for its own continued existence. Like
an over-efficient predator eating out its prey, like a herbivore overgrazing its only means of subsistence, the species is threatened
with extinction.
,
We have seen that this whole picture is no more than an
analogy, the crucial differences being that decisive control does
. not operate merely through biological programming in the case of
hOmo sapiens, but is situated predominantly in the social structure. (Not that social structure is altogether inissing in the nonhuman kingdoms - but nowhere else does it determine a dynamiC
of environmental interaction, which is the relevant aspect here.)
But usually it is only after the sketching of the Doomsday picture
that belated recognition is given to some of the peculiar aspects of
homo sapiens. In fact it is difficult to avoid doing so. Evidently
this aiUmal reflects on the condition of its' species, communicates
these reflections to others, writes papers in journals, utters meaningful sounds at herd-gatherings C'conferences"). These activities
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give implicit recognition to that neglected ~ociru level; explicit
acknowledgement will often follow. and even recommendations
(usually either hypocritical. inconsequential; or both) for· the
changes which need to· be' made in the current sociru arrange. ments. thus indicating the existence of yet another level of interaction: the politicru.
..
But all of these corrections come a litde late. and their possible effects have already been restricted by·· the . limitations of
the original picture in \vhich the homo sapiens creatures interact
witli the environinent as simply and direcdy as a programmed
consumer-type aIumru or producer-type plant. The particularities
of their production and consumption are taken as fixed and
.known; this means. as we have seen. that the particularities of
their social arrangements are taken as fixed. along with the con- .
stituent values that decide what will be produced and what needs
to be consumed.
'
.
Such assumptions - of a social structure given in its essentials once and for all. of prevailing vruues which must simply be .
accepted - are precisely what is required to found an ideology.
as we saw above. The particular fallacy here - the ludicrous initial
neglect of humanity's socl:U interactions - is probably common
to all those ideologicru structures known collectively as "soci~
biology". It is this indefensible replacement of the notion of
humanity by 011e of a super-Robinson Crusoe, free of sociru interaction, that vitiates most attempts to apply ecological wisdom
our present situation.
.
This methodologicru error creates the possibility of one that
is even more serious: a prophecy whose utterance contributes to
its own fulfilment. For ruthough the formulation of the Doomsday theme bypasses the world of social interaction. the public
statement of the theme necessarily 'enters into that world and
plays a role that its proponents do not usually. intend, and which
may well run counter to their aims. Since they have not tried to
elucidate the connection between social structure and environmental damage. they cannot know the effect 'of inserting·a new
factor into social life: they cannot predict the outcome of their
own actions. This is no mere debating' ·point. Perhaps it will seem
natural that if grave damage to the biosphere is really at hand.
people must be. urged to· subordinate everything to its preservation. ~ut does it a~so seem natural that if a patient ~as a high

to
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. ~d mounting body temperature, he should be forced to take an
ice-cold bath? In both cases, unless we know somethirig about
the source of the trouble and how it is actually related to the
human activity we are recommending, we may well be assisting
the spread of the diseaSe.
It is -clear that in lookirig at data on the enVironmental
crises, as we start to do in the next chapter• .we are abstracting
from the whole social context in which alone these facts can have
their true meaning. Abstraction is no vice in itself; it becomes so .
only if its partial character is not borne in mind, and if concl~sioils are drawn which might apply to this abstracted w~rld
but not to the fuller one that actually exists. We shall try to see
that facts. are reinserted iri their true setting before any' major
conclusions are drawn. But even this preliminary phase of the'
study inay mislead the reader, if its· abstractness is not kept in .
mind. Even the phrase "ecological crisis" could be a source of
confusion, suggesting the very same picture of the human animal
versus the environment whose defects have already been noted.
In fact, just as human interaction with the environment is
above all a social phenomenon, intimately derived from the social .
structure and its economic apparatus, so we should not expect
crises to express themselves in some distinct "ecological" sphere.
The crises to be expected are social, economic, political; environmental constraints cannot express themselves otherwise in human
affairs. Given the complexity of the interactions here, and the wide
. range of policY choices, it would be foolhardy to attempt a
general prediction of the forms in which environmental factors
will find expression.
Isolating this "environmental" level by extrapolating from current data certainly does not mean that life will correspond to
these simplified curves, nor even that this level must emerge as
the determining one. For example, we refer in the next chapter to
the "Green Revolution", and point out its flaws even when judged .
purely as a "technical fix" for agricultural problems. But for
most of the farmers, affected by it. the development of a crisis
as a result of these technical aspects of the Green Revolution \vas
, anticipated by another crisis. inasmuch as this "revolution" was ,
initiated for the benefit of the wealthy landowners and multinational "agribusiness", aggravating still further the plight of
the small farmer. The moral here should be applied generally:
16
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draw no conclusions from a "purely environmental" approach
until the phenomena under consideration' have been reinserted iri
their full social and economic context.
'"
' ,
, The error of unjustified 'abstraction from the concrete social
setting is not' one that can generally be charged' against' socialist
, and especially marxist writers on environmental questions. They
do not usually make the mistake of neglecting class relations or
, forms of property ownership. for example. and their work is' consequently distinguished by a higher degree of realism. ' One is
sometimes left in doubt. however.' as to whether the conclusions
follow from a concrete analysis. or whether one set of methodological assumptions. that of the "ecological" school. has simply
been rejected in favour of another set (the universal adequacy of
a 'class analysis. or the axiom that all major problems must dis~
appear with capitalism). The chapters' that follow contaiti criticism of the conventioruu wisdom among socialist writers on these
enVironmental questions. Because these criticisms may sometimes
seem severe, it should be emphasised that the writers in question
are' infinitely more deserving' of study than, for example, the
"Spaceship Earth" school. In tribute to a tradition which has prevented the grossest confusions from predominating, 'the brief survey of environmental issues in the next chapter beghts by referring to Marx. "
" ,
'

\
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Can science save us?
Marx liked to use a "iord sometimes translated as ;'metabolism"
(Stoffwechsel) in treating man's mteraction with the natural
world. This concept of a reciprocal "exchange of niatter"l is still
useful as aD. antidote to the idea that we simply draw from an
essentially infinite reservoir of air. water and other resources. The
, dangers in this one-sided view were noted by Marx in a strikingly
far-sighted pasSage criticising the sharp division between country
and town, which upset

the

. • •• the return to
soil of its elements consumed by
, man in the form of food and clothing, and· therefore Violated
the eternal natural condition for the lasting fertility of the

soil.
It is true that little-appreciated but extensive damage to
the environment by human economic activitY had occurred long
before Marx's day. Faulty irrigation procedures over centuries
explain some of the desert areas of Iran and Iraq where civilisations flourished in. biblical times; and even as a hunter. man was
able to. alter the ecology of his world (as with the North
American prairies) by the deliberate use of a powerful tool: fire.
But the exchanges man now conducts with the environment
are on so vastly expanded a scale that qualitatively new consequences are possible~
First. materials are being extracted from the earth's finite
, stocks at such a rate. and with such acceleration from year to
year. that exhaustion now threatens. The time-scale of this crisis
depends. of course. on the path assume4 for world development;
current growth curves, plausibly extrapolated. predict the crucial
date as falling within the next century for many important
materials. This date varies widely. of course. from case to case.
Some materials. like coal. may last for several centuries on this

18

calculation; others. like oil (and the political repercussions of this'
fact are already apparent). are likely to approach their exhaustion
point in a matter 'of decades. Needless to' say. shortages and
higher extraction costs would be having important econolnic and
political effects long before the exhaustion point was reached. .
Secondly. the scale of industrial activity now affects quite
basic properties of the earth as a medium for life: its air. its
water and even its temperature. In this phenomenon of "pollution", little comfort ~should be derived from calculations involving the "dilution fallacy". where one divides the total global
"reservoir" (of air or of water, for instance) by the aGIOunt of
polluting products. Such calculations will often pu:;h . the crisis
point reassuringly far into the future; but industrial waste .has
already killed all but the hardiest fish in Lake Erie. and the existence of such calculations does not always allow Japanese policemen to direct traffic without frequent recourse to artificial
oxygen.
Thirdly. the rate of increase of industrial activity poses the
problem of qualitatively new environmental damage on a global
scale emerging Within the lifetime of a single generation - and
requiring to be solved just as rapidly. A slowly-developing
deterioration in the soil. extending over centuries. permits migration to new land, or the time to develop a new form of economic
activity and the new culture it demands.' so that farmers can
gradually change into desert-dwellers coping with the new en·
vironment. But when the outlets for migration are blocked.
because of the absence of any unspoilt environment. and when
the changes intervene in a single generation. the problem of main· ..
taining the existing level of population along with its .cultural
values (which' apply to a past situation) becomes acute. and so
do the associated political stresses.'
,
But are these crises really so inevitable? After all, their onset has been provoked by the spectacular upsurge of science and
technology.in recent times; Can we not rely on that same factor
to deliver the solutions to the problem,S it has posed?·
,.
Such faith in scientific progress is recommended to us by a wide
variety' of thinkers. ranging over most .of the political spectrum.
True. they will say, we do not yet know how to dispose satisfactorily of the waste ~aterial' from nuclear reactors; but muc~
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work is being done on this problem, and we can be confident
of the result. Shortage of materials? But usually there is ari 'abundance in deposits less rich than those currently being worked;'
perhaps prices will need to rise to justify their workirig, perhaps
more efficient extraction methods will be devised. Or, as the past
has so often demonstrated, substitute materials will emerge as
the product of scientific advance.
Pollution? But the technology for its reduction at the source
is, iIi most cases, already Mown; it is a matter of compelling its '
adoption by legislative or market mechanisms. Of course, there
are more disturbing exceptions, such as "thermal pollution',' the steady rise in the temperature of the earth's surface because
of the heat exhaust from industrial production. But even in such
'cases, we should recall how often science has achieved the seem,
inglyimpossible.. ~ • ~
We are asked, in fact; to stop woriying so much, because
something will tum up. Now, this is not an absolutely unjustified stance; all our acquaintance with the character of scientific activity assures us that something relevant will turn up. This
is hardly enough, however. The real question is whether these
relevant contributions will solve the environmental crises, or
whether they are more likely to aggravate them.
In estimating how scientific and technological advances are
likely to affect the environment. we can go seriously astray if
the model in our minds is that of "problem-solving". By the very
"nature" of things, humanity is not confronted \vith a number of .
single problems which science can solve one by one. If this were
the case, we could be much more confident of the outcome: a
new fuel supply today~ a cure for oxide pollution tomorrow, etc.
But iri fact we face a whole complex of interacting problems;
hundreds and perhaps thousands of them, which must all be
"solved" simultaneously.
The mere discovery of a substitute material, for example, is
not enough; if its production entails a large energy input, or the
polluting of the air or water sources, or an eventual disposal
problem after use" then it is simply solving one problem by
aggravating others that are just as finally ominous.
, -It is illuminating to review, for instance, the concrete ways
in which Malthus has been "refuted" in the last generation or so
...- that is to say, to examine the methods by which agricultural
20
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yield per acre has been exponentially' ("geometrically") developed
over that period. A doubling of yield in such a time is hardly
. compatible with Malthus's assumption that only a "linear" in· crease is possible (by bringing new land under cultivation): yet
such a doubling is recorded for several crops as a result of new
agricultural technology. .
..
Corn yields on United States farms more than doubled in
the period between 1945 and 1970 - from 34 bushels an acre to
81. But. in a world increasingly preoccupied with energy prob.·
lems. the new methods were ominously inefficient in t~eir use
'of fossil-fuels: in 1970. as compared to 1945. over 30 per cent
more energy had to be supplied to obtain a bushel.
The increased application of fertiliser nitrogen was crucial
to the new yield. its use being multiplied no less than sixteen
times over in the period. But the increment of fertiliser· needed
to ensure the last 10 bushels or so (which must now be obtained
if the farmer is to stay in business) is cinly inefficiently absorbed
by the crop: most of it runs off into rivers.
The resulting pollution (the water can become unfit for
human consumption) aggravates an already serious situation iD.
the United States. whose industrial and domestic water supply
is in grave peril. Extrapolation of the figures for organic wastes
run off into natural waters leads to the conclusion' that oxygen·
renewal mechanisms could collapse in about thirty years - and
sooner in particularly polluted areas. The consequences for human
health alone can hardly be overstated. Pollution by mercury and
other toxic metals. phosphates and sewage must also be reckoned
with: it is still not known whether the combined effect of these
various pollutants is simply the sum total of their separate effects.
or whether tliey can' help to make each other more damaging - '
as there is some reason to suspect. .
Chemical insecticides and herbicides - so-called "pesti·
cides" - came into massive use in this period. and so contributed
to the increased yield. But they did so at the expense of an en·
vironmental pollution that has only just begUn to be appreciated.
~nd of unanticipated ecological damage (in upsetting the balance
species) that has sometimes reached the proportions of a '
disaster for the very crop the pesticides were supposed to protect.
The possibility of such damage is· concealed by the very word
~'pesticide" itself. implying as it. does ~'highly selectiv~
weapon,
.
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that ruins unerringly at those species, and only those species, which
are classified as "pests"; but in fact these agents destroy far
more widely. IrOnically, if a "pesticide" happens to kill off, with
equal efficiency, the species whose predation normally controls
and checks the pest population, the result will be an eventual
increase in the number of pests.
Nevertheless, these technological advances indeed "solved"
a particular· problem - that· of increasing crop yield (permanently or temporarily). And they solved - in passing, one might
say - another problem: that of making room for the expresSways and urban extensions called for by the niultiplication of
automobiles and industrial activity. (Crop area in the USA
declined significantly in this period; but improved technology
allowed the reduced area to supply. a gross output considerably
.higher.) .
.
But, far from contributing to solve the entire complex of
problems we are \ considering, these technological advances
actually deepen them. Of course, biological rather than chemical
agents may be arrived at that can control pests innocuously;
ways of preventing the ""run-ofr' of surplus fertiliser may be
developed. But the rust is no simple problem, involving as it does
a knowledge of the complex interactions betweri species in the
region concerned, and has yet to be demonstrated on anythirig like
a general scale; the second proposed solution has not been shown
to be economically feasible. All we can say at present is that, in
both cases, the existirig technical solutions were no solutions at
all.
.
Another significant advance in agriculture has been the development of "miracle". crop varieties (like the miracle rice m-8)
.with an extraordinary yield. The planting of such
optimum
vaCiety may appear to be pure gain with no untoward "sideeffects"; but fears have already been expressed at the possible
consecluences of extensive switching .to "monoculture" of this

.
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Single crops are notoriously vulnerable. to destruction by
single predator or disease organism; this vulnerability is greatly
enhanced when the gene stock is limited by the breeding of a
single variety which thus limits the planfs range of adaptability
to an environmental attacker. It remains to be seen whether this
vulnerability - of which there is'no doubt - leads to disastrous
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failu'res like that of the Irish potato crop in iS46. when the potato
bligbt organism took advantage of the plant's restricted capacities
for defence (and the population of Ireland fell by a third in two
years). Even ~ no such disaster ~ccurs. the detection or suspicion
of such an attack would necessitate massive and permanent application' of chemical pesticides - with all their attendant ecological damage.
These developments in the field of agriculture have been cited
because they are relevant to' consideration '0£' the "Malthusian
fallacy" in its original classic form. They confirm. of course~ that
Malthus was wrong: exponential increase in agricultural output
is not only possible but has occurred and is still occurring. But
it takes place now in an already overloaded environment. where
an enormous industrial establishment makes continual demands
for fresh land. pours its wastes into any available water source.
burns great stores of fossil fuels to make the chemical aids that
advanced agriculture requires. Thus agricultural advance cannot
help contributing to the overall waste of resources ~nd pollution
of the biosphere: industrY's demands for land and labour oblige
it to seek ever higher productivity - ill a domain where almost
any massive intervention by technique will cause an ecological
upset~

\

'The fact that "solutions" to a problem can worsen the global
situation is not hard to illustrate from the sector of non-agricUltural production too. Take the well-known case of detergents.
As a petro-chemical replacement for soap. the production' of
detergent is not limited by the availability of animal and vegeable fats and its cleansing powers are greater. But its manufac~
ture needs about three times as much energy as soap. implYing.
greater pollution of the air through the fuel burnt. and in addition releases harmful quantities of mercury. These disadvantages
are minor. however. compared to the water pollution it iives rise
to after use - whether from the non-degradable forms passing
unchanged through sewage treatment plants. the phosphate content that stimulates algal overgrowth or the substitute for phosphate (NTA) found to cause birth defects in'laboratory anim:lIs.
Perhaps the most revealing case-study of all is that of the
power industry. Indeed. its modern form might be regarded in
toto as the teduiological solution to a fundamental problem:
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that of findi1'ig the "muscles" to do the \vork. and the "stoves"
to supply the heat. for all the new devices of industCialised
so chi ty. This solution comprises. for example. a multitude of
ingeriious sub-assemblies whose complexity would never be
guessed from the simple label of "boiler": new turbines and
generators of staggering siZe and performance: high-voltage distribution networks whose design requires thousands of manyears in research and development.
But the difficulties to which this "solution" has led are wellknown. Coal-burning stations emit noxious oxides and contribute
substantially to air pollution in the cities: oil reserves are rapidly
diminishing: all conventional power stations pollute the water
and the air with their discharges of heat. It is the scale of the
power industry which makes these phenomena as troubling as they
are. and this scale was made possible omy by the scientific achievements themselves.
.
Today a further solution is proposed. which overcomes many
(though not all) of these problems: the recourse to nuclear power.
. Once again. the new "solution" brings new problems. But these
problems are on an altogether unprecedented and more ominous
scale; moreover. the detailed history of nuclear power reveals in
the clearest possible way the limitations and dangers of the
"technological fix". For both these reasons we shall study the
nuclear project in some detail below.
.
Here we shall mention. just. one aspect: the nuclear
. industry's fuel problem. As we shall see,' the uranium reserves
regarded as "exploitable" today are inadequate. in the sense
that they do not guarantee a fuel supply over the lifetime of
stations already projected. (These projects. it should be added,
are highly unlikely to be fulfilled.) But it is not hard to find
assertions - some of them from authoritative sources - that
this is a non-problem.' Granite rocks contain uranium - only
a tiny quantity per ton' of rock, it is true. but then there is a
tremendous amount of granite in the world. A simple calculation shows that this source could supply humanity's needs for
centuries, .even in a fully nuclearised society. Of course the minirig
costs would be high, but the question is one' of resources, not
cost. AOd even here. we can certainly expect that minfug methods
will be improved and cheapened in the future. as they have been
in the past. etC.

---------------------------_.

This whole argument is a striking example of "linear" thinking. in which the solver cOncentrates on one problem 'and is blind
to others which are even more pressiDg. The energy needed to
, mine a given grade of uranium ore is easy to calculate. and in the
case of a grade as poor as 'granite the answer is rather discouraging. To extract a ton of uranium. more power would have to be
used up than that ton could later yield when "burnt" in a nucIe'ar
power station I
/
Similar illustrations could be supplied almost without limit.
The "advances" in question should not be seen as unhappy deviations; 'they are squarely in line with the traditions of scientific
progress. Their ill·effects arise above all from the scale on which
production now occurs. a scale which radically affects the environ~
ment in an essentially new way. and from the criteria which
determine that scale and its associated products. in the advanced
industrialised societies we are considring.'
,
,
, In a rational economy,' any such advances would be carefully studied to deterinine their overall impact on the environment. In the pr'esent state of our ecological knowledge. which is
generally quite inadequate to allow' any confident prediction on
theoretical grounds. this would mean a lengthy trial period. extensive field studies and cautious. graduated implementation. But
the exisJirig criteria for production are evidently hostile to such
considerations. which would act as competitors with them in
determining the shape and scale of the economy~
,
It may seem surprising that science falters before this problem
of predicting the outcome of technolOgical advance. After all. if we
can put men on the moon •.• ? But this surprise ultimately rests
. on a' nlisunderstanding of the way science has relied on its own
version of the "cunning of reason". Scientific advance has always.
used the strategy of pushing where the resistance is small. of
tackI.it1g those problems which our present level equips us to solve~
And this has largely meant. in practice. the deeper examination
of domains where a single. law dominates the phenomena.
Domains where two laws. two interactions. are equally important.
are the domains that give rise to the notoriously difficult problems.
A simple example is provided by classical. i.e. non-Einsteinian. astronomical theory. We have known since the time of
Newton the preCise form of th~ gravitational attra~on between
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two bodies (the law of the inverse square). We can write down
the equations governing the motion of any number. of bodies
- even, say, a hundred":" which interact in this \YaY. Such an
array of symbols can appear very impressive, but really it siniply,
re-states the problem in terser language (mathematics). The point
is to solve these equations - that is, to find the motions which
will satisfy the conditions spelled out in the equations, and thus
,. satisfy Newton's laws.
In which cases can we find this solution? Certainly not, iri
general, for a hundred bodies, and not even for ten. We are
assured of success only in the simplest possible case: when the
number of bodies is two - that is, when only. one interaction
appears. Then indeed our skill is sufficient, and we can find a
compact expression with which to predict where the two bodies
will be located at any future moment. But if three bodies are involved, no such powerful solution can generally be found. In
special cases we can predict roughly how the bodies will move,
but only roughly. Or, if we are prepared to do a lot of aritlurietic,
we can use the equations to work out where the bodies will be in,
say, second's time, and then use that result to predict where
they will be after another second, and so on. This last method, a
very melegant slugging-match, is really a confession of failure:
like most irielegant "last resorts", it will be confided to the riUndless attentions of a computer.
We· should not, therefore, let the mighty achievements of
classical astronomy blitld us to the primitive level of its skills in
cases where more interactions than just one are at play. And this
incapacitY holds true even if, as. in the astronomical case, the
strength and nature of the interactions are known exacdy. But
the problem of human interaction with the environment involves
dozens, even hundreds of separate interactions, which are all too
strong to be safely neglected. More troubling still is our ignorance of their strength and nature: hardly one of them can be
described With anything like the precision that gravitational law
allows in the astronomical case. Thus; in order to make any progress, it is necessary to work with simplified models (perhaps too
simplified) and to omit many (perhaps too many) of the forces
at' work. The most ingenious approaches result in conclusions
which can· be applied to the real world only with the greatest
caution. In' the field of mathematical ecology. real understanding
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can hardly be said to have begun. This theoretical poverty does not
mean, of course, that 'science haS nothing to offer. It can point
to the dangers,' describe possible interactions, lay down a programme of study and experimentation. But this is just what it is
not allowed to do, what it is not given either the time or the
power to do, in the societies we are considering.
'
,

,

"

Nothing that has been said above should be seen as justifying an "
anti-rational position: There is nothing anti-rational in appreciating the limitations of the natural-scientific method - it is rather
the blindness to these limitations which is highly irrational, and
dangerously widespread. Hegel's maxim was that when Reason
gets us into trouble, it is Reason and only Reason which can get
us out again: if scientific advance has made the environmental
crises possible, then is it to new scientific advances that we must
look in order to overcome those crises?
'
It is no idle pedagogy to remark here that for· Hegel,
"science", in our sense of the word, did not exemplify the use of
Reason but that of the Understanding. The Understanding uses
precisely defined categories and mutually exclusive opposites; in
its propositions, the subject and the predicate are related only
externally and do 'not interpenetrate.
This is indeed the method of procedure of the "natural
sciences", and if Hegel could admire' its achievements even a
century and a half ago, we have even more reason toflnd them
awesome today. But the limitations of the "Understanding", even
in its own realm of the natural sciences, are now clearly apparent.
It is no longer even a good approximation to adopt a viewpoint
in which man "manipulates" a whole array of. disconnected
spheres of natural phenomena, ignoring their reactions both upon
each other and upon himself.
'
The environmental crises are "drumming dialectics" into our,
heads. In a practical sense the science of human ecology cannot be
a "science'~ at' all, at least as we have- previously understood the
word. We cannot and should not expect it to develop into a tidy
discipline with a guiding set of "objective laws", on the lines of
physics or chemistry. Its comprehension of man's situation in the
biosphere must be dialectical or it will be nothing. Its discussions
will be necessarily suffused with the concept of human choice, of
a subject whose every action "upon" the environment reflects bac~
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to alter his o''1n nature.
.
. Such. a comprehensIon of the human ~ituaticin must· differ .
radically from the science we know. Where the one abjures
questions of social organiSation as "political'·. the other can
achieve nothing if it does not treat,as fundamental those political
parameters that determine the scope and nature of human intervention in the biosphere. Where one strategy bases itself on the
. pOlvertul sunplification. the overriding single law and the uruversal insight. the other must "descend" to the unique concrete
sitUation; to the problematic surrounding crop growth in a limited
region. to the process of social living in a particUlar city. Where
. the one can be pursued by savantS detached from the complex they
, endeavour to explain. the other is necessarily a study from within. and must be fatally crippled by any lack of intimate involvement and concern.
,None of this implies. of course. the death of the sciences we
know. whose usefulness will continue. even if in modified form.
But the major problems noW'. on humanity's agenda imperatively
demand a new type of comprehension. of which only the dimmest
outlines appear in our ecological grapplings today.
It may be asked why oUr present" understanding of the
universe. as expressed in the natural sciences. should be so committed to an evidendy inadequate viewpoint. Why does it lend
itself so readily to the furtherance of destructive production processes. and sci badly to their harmonious control?
One answer comes from Marcuse. who sees science as a
mode of understanding that exalts and seeks domination over
things. Thus we should not be surprised. he believes. when its
achievements are readily turned into instruments for domination
over people. These two types of domination will not in any case
be so different if. in the basic economic relationships of the society
concerned. people are already treated as '.'things". with one sole
propertY of interest: their labour power. seen as an instrument of
production like any other - like a ton of coal. like a milling
. machine. .
.
.
.. The sort of ansWer that is needed.' however. is not quite like
this - however true and full of insight it may be. The point
at issue here is best made by returning to a question which we
raised earlier but did not discuss: the criteria for production
.. today. It is these critena. whatever they are. which deterrirlne
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the destructive manner in which science and technology are
applied in the' economic sphere. More unportantly. and' more
fundamentally for our purpose. it is these criteria which deter~
mille. the productive processes that threaten the environment so
disastrously.
'
,
Thus it is the dynamic of present· day industrialised society
which requires investigation. But the viewpoint from which the
investigation is to be made needs to be specified. If we fully appreciate what perils the environmental crises hold for humanity. then
we will automatically appreciate the necessity of social change.
to the full extent required by the situation. But this implies that
we must know just what conditions of present-day societies are
responsible for the damage. And it is not enough to have an insight into the present form of occurrence of these conditions.
Something more fundamental is needed: othenvise. we would all
be unwittingly advocating and' working for a "changed societY"
which actually contamed those conditions in a different form.
and our new society would then simply reproduce the fatal
damage of the old, despite the best intentions on our part. .
There is a traditional socialist answer to the question. and
it deserves careful consideration. Any attempt to lay the blame on
an abstract "industrialised society". it would say, is simply wrong.
It is capitalist societies which ravage the environment, just as they
exploit the working class; it is the universal rule of the profit
motive which makes environmental harmony impossible, and
tUrns the dream of scientific advance into a nightmare. The solution. then. is to eliminate the private' ownership of the means of
production. and to replace production for' profit by production
for use. Only this will en'able central socially-motivated planning
to harmoDlse the economy with the needs of both humanity and
the environment. The grotesque blunders made by stalinist planners are in no way inevitable. and could be eliminated along with
the other stalinist distortions of socialism. . , '
'
,
In its denial that any essential ecological harmony can be
achieved by a capitalist society. this analysis is qUite'valid. Advocates of the' opposite view may point to the abatement of air
pollution iti'many cities. to the regulation of factory effluents or
".:...- 'extending the argument - to such accepted measures as
factory safety laws and taxes for welfare. in order to illustrate
how capitalism is not irrevocably committed to the
profit'
motive
.
,
. "

,
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But where environmental activity. legislative or administrative •.
is concerned. the empirical evidence of the last decade shows
capitalism to have remedied too little too late.
Wtwe minor adjustments can be tolerated. the system usually
erects formidable barriers to any major advance in environmental
hygiene or husbandry. A striking example is supplied by case
already mentioried: the ageing of surface waters in the USA. due
excess of nutrients - above all. phosphorus. This serious
to
detenoration. in which the water becomes choked with algae.
has been linked to the. phosphorus run-off in human. and agricultural \\Tastes and - most importantly - in detergents.
Evidence of this link with phosphate detergents had emerged as
long ago as the 1960s. but legislators arid lobbyists had to reckon
with the Soap and Detergent Association. representing 90 per
cent of the country's soap and detergent manufacturers. Halfway
through 1977. about a decade after awareness of the problem
and its obvious solution. the outcome of the battles was hardly
consoling. Only three states (Indiana. New York. Minnesota) had
phosphate laws; and in one (Minnesota) the ban was under suspension pending court appeals. while in another (Indiana) a bill
to repeal the ban had just died in committee. but further repeal
attempts were not excluded.
For an ecolOgical policy to be even half adequate. it requires
both massive governmental spending and serious redirection of
private investment. The "stagflation" which has emerged as the
malady peculiar to present-day capitalism gives no grounds for
optimism about the likely scope of either of these measures.
Advisers are riot likely to urge. on the one hand. spending· vast
inflationary sums which the state. racked by a permanent "fiscal
cnsis·'. does not in any case have. Nor will they recommend
fomudable additional constramts on the private investment which
- in the conventional wisdom - must b-e encouraged on penalty
of s~agnation.
The basic explanation for capitalism's ecological failure has
been given in marxist terms by Habermas:
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; Capitalist societies cannot follow imperatives of growth
limitation without abandOning their pririCiple of orgamsation; a shift from unplanned. nature-like capitalist growth
to qualitative growth would require that production be plan- .
I
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ned in terms of use values. The development of productive
forces cann<)t. however. be uncoupled from the production
of exchange
Without
violating the logic of the system.
. . ' values .
. , "
.
, This does' not mean. of course. that capitalist societies can take '
no measures whatsoever ill defence of the environment. But these
tend to be confined to cosmetic exercises. to only partially effective and belated cures for already palpable damage (rather than
prophylactic action against foreseeable threats). or to (readier
and more extensive) assistance where the anti-pollution industry
can establish itself as a vested interest.
"
It is important to recognise this final incompatibility betw'een
capitalism and the' environmeitt~ and any "ecological" school
which evades this conclusion must discredit itself fundamentally.
But can 'our analysis end there? It would be nice to' think so
- that environmental threatS must disappear with the elimina~
tion of the profit' motive in production.' But' there is another
possibility: that the overthrow of tlui capitalist system. though
necessary to this end, is not in itself sujJicient~
, .
, A preliminary point is worth considering here: the environmental damage 'which is on record as having taken place, and
which still continues. in the Soviet Union. Now the Soviet Union
may' be variously regarded as
fully' socialist country.' as a
."degenerated workers' state", as a bureaucratic society. as a statecapitalist society. or. more ludicrously, as red fascism. But whatever View one takes of the Soviet Union's socio-economic struc. ture. one must acknowledge that its productive processes are not
determined by a profit motive that is in any way akin to
capitalism·s. How does one
account for environmental
damage? If one wishes to cling to the traditional socialist view,
while at the same time confronting the ecological deficiencies of
the Soviet system, one can of course do so: the discrepancy can
be explained away by a number of different arguments, some of
them worth' consideration. However, the point is not to explain
away but to explain, and in order to do this we must pin down
more precisely those factors guiding capitalist economies which
also embody the threats to the biosphere, and see if perhaps the
Soviet system a,lso contains them.
. .
.
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Consumerism and its needs
What factors. then. are impelling these economies towards ecological disaster? It is not hard to pick out some of the crucial
variables: industrial output (more 'exactly. its rate of increase).
the consumption of non-renewable resources. and the degradation
processes (particularly of air and water. but also thermal) summed
up as "pollution". It is not the amount of production required to
satisfy basic demands - food. shelter. clothing. transport that pushes these variables close to the danger-point. Even twenty
cir so years ago. when United States per capita production was
easily capable (if the existing social inequality had been
nated) of meeting these demands for every citizen. pollution was
a minor (if real) problem and the rate of consumption of resources
less than half its present level.
The doubling of production in this last period has enormously aggravated the environmental problems. while in no way
doubling the satisfaction of these basic needs. This is reflected in
the growth of the advertising industry, so indispensable to the
creation of demand. As Barry Commoner sho\vs, it is in the industry catering to these demands that the most polluting and
resource-wasteful technologies are concentrated; these are also
the sectors in which the highest growth rates obtain. Galbraith
also has noted the fundamental economic importance of this
phenomenon of the creation of demand. which ensures that vast
sums expended in new 'capital investment will not be lost through
the absence of a market for the goods produced.
The baleful social effects of this creation of a "standard consumer" - including the subordination of mass culture to this
pnority goal. the intrusion of economic imperatives irito the
"private" life of the drawing-room, - have been dissected by
many authors (most of them following Marcuse); these analyses
are of great importance, but are not relevant to the present dis-
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cussion. All we need to note is that the bulk of the present-day
problems associated with growth of the GNP. use of resources and
pollution in fact stem from 'a specific stage in the economy. which
for want of a generally accePted, term. 'we shall call "con.
.
sumensm .
This consumerist eco~omy has some extraordinary features.
Galbraith. for instance. has recalled how the pundits of the last
generation were set to sPeculating. once they had understood the
significance of the GNP's annual increase in the USA. In '1941. it
seemed likely that production would double in about tWentY
years; thus a working week of twenty hours or so could replace
the then 40.6 hours. How would' people employ their greatly in~
'cre'ased leisure? What would be the new possibilities and the new
" '
problems?
'
, The possibilities were never realised and those particular
problems never arose. It turned out that production indeed effectively doubled. and in less time than predicted; but in 1965 the
working week had actually increased to 41.1 hours.
'
What was being produced in that "uruiecessary" twenty
hours a week? Some real additions to comfort and well-being, of
course: television sets. more widely' distributed air-conditioners.
greater availability of automobiles. But it is evident that the
bulk of the time cannot be accounted for' in this way: to see what
it produced. we must look at the chrome on household appliances, 'the aluminium beer can~ the wider acceptance of a
"planned obsolescence" in automobiles unrelated to their basic
'pedormance, a' multitude of new "created" needs such as men's
toilet aids, plastic packaging, detergents instead of soap.
'
'The evidence suggests that something'like half of the (nonmilitary) production in the United States today satisfies "needs"
which did not exist in 1946. a time when basic needs were already
pitched at a level far exceeding the expectations of the majority
of humanity" today. That power-operated windows in cars and
after~shave lotions can be a source of enjoyment need not be
denied; what can be queried, though. is whether the sum total of
such pleasures is worth twenty hours a week of compulsory labour
for life. This point - one of considerable importance - is taken'
up further below.
" '
,.
Here we need to note only the association of the environmenul crisis
with a particular
criterion for production:
resources
"
.".
' .

..

"
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. will be used up. and :i ne\v technology adopted. if a demand can
be created' for the goods produced that allows profitable sale.
It is this element of the creation of demand which now dominates
the market.
. Of course. there is a sense in which. as Marx pomted out.
demand has never been ··spontaneous": the "need" for a definite
product of human labour cannot arise before the production itse1f
is within man's powers (th'e phenomenon of "production creating'
consumption"). The conscious shaping of demand for goods produced. actually
early form of advertising. existed in capitalist
societies from the beginning. But we now observe a majority
dependence of the economy on prior and intensive shaping, of
the mass of consumers - to such an extent that the costs of this
preparation in the case of a single product. even if one ignores
the more general campaign sustaining the generalised "consumer"
values. can even exceed the direct costs of production. It is this
··consumerist" stage which must be recognised as qualitatively
new in its dynamic. if the whole environmental Crisis is to be seen
in its true perspective.
, ,Military production. a giant industry with a unique role ill
stabilising the, economy. might be thought to escape the "consumerist" criterion; But in fact. this industry provides perhaps
the most striking example of all. While the immediate "consumer" of war commodities is the government. its buying decisions are influenced, by wide circles outside its ranks: the
"defence lobby" in the United States does not neglect any rele~
vant governmental body or a single one of these possible influences
in its intensive campaigns to ensure the market for a new development in military "hardware". The possibility of a a "sale" is suffi. dent for the preparation of the "consumer" to begin; the
rationality of the relevant "demand" is beside the point. It is
not unheard of for the industry to urge the necessity of new
'·hardware" items that, in the opinion of imperialism's own
nuclear-deterrence theorists. would actually reduce "national
security" -, see. for example, the controversies over the multiple
independently-targeted re-entry vehicle (MIRV). the anti-ballistic
missile systems. or the need to "improve" the submarine·lauriched
nuclear missile beyond the aIIeady over-killing Poseidon stage (the
ULMS system): The campaign succeeded in selling the consumer
the first of these: after an initial success. the market created for
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the second was blocked by the ftrst SALT agreement: despite its
heavy initial price-tag ($40 billion), buyer resistance to the third
"commodity" was easily overcome.
none of these cases was an
argument presented that was "rational" even in ~perialism's own
terms.
The assimilation of even the market in military goods to the
general pattern of "created demand" is illustrated by this illuminating plea against the ULMS "buy", from a former deputyp
director of research for the Central Intelligence Agency:

In

We must not fall iDto the trap of buying new military
hardware just because we have made technolOgical 'advances:
there is no quicker way to price ourselves out of the security
market.
'

As this miiltary example shows. the web of consumerism is
spread to take in bigger targets than the isolated shopper in the
supermarket. or the potential customer _watching television co~
mercials. Commercial exchanges between firms and institutions .
are likewise subject to it, so that their economic' ~'rationality"
-in the traditional sense is no longer always guaranteed.
. At a certain level of size and turnover - a level which varies
from industrY to industry - a firm is failing to keep up with the
Joneses iF it does not install its own computer. One wonders how
often this acquisition is actually a rational buy, terms of overall
cost' reduction. The tum to automatic data processing is' accompanied surprisingly often by subsequent delays in service and
monumental foul-ups - blithely explained by the fact that "we
are now computerised", as though of course there is' a price to be
paid for progress. The question is whether 'this punitive price,
which almost always stems from extra administrative complication and not from the computer hardware itself, has really been
calculated in advance when the decision to purchase was made.
It is a fact seldom taken: into account that new technology
will generally involve new sources of breakdown and inefficiency.
It should be remembered here that an increase in size is almost
never a straightforward scaling-up of the old installation, but will
.require innovative features in design and manufactur~: thus the
technological prejudices that accompany consumerism - new
is better, bigger is better - strengthen the likelihood of econo~
lrucally irrational decisions. These ~tem not from errors in the
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handling of known data. but from the eXistence of defects that
were unforeseen arid unforeseeable.
The ,electrical generation industry s~pplies some striking
examples of this. Nuclear power stations haye shown in practice
that their efficiency falls off drastically as their size increases. so
that the bigger ones produce far lesser proportion of the output to be expected from their rating. It might be thought that.
nevertheless. economies of scale in their construction could compensate for this lower efficiency-per-megawatt; but the facts show
otherwise. From data on US and British reactors up to the end of
1975; one can predict that a station of 850 megawatt capacity
will produce less electricity than one 30 per cent smaller. (This
is remarkable enough to require emphasis: not just, a lesser
amount per megawatt of capacity. but less absolutely.) It only
remains to note that, throughout the world, the niedian size of
the stations under construction or on order is in the range over
1.000 megawatts. where the deterioration is even more marked I
Nuclear power stations have irrationalities all their verY own,
as we shall see. but this is not one of them - the "diseconomies
of scale" here are shared. at least qualitatively, with coal-fired
stations. Under the headline. "Question mark over big generators", the New Scientist has reported Professor Say. "elder statesman of electrical machinery hi Britain," as believing that "powerstation generators have grown just about big enough". The writer
notes that "it is becoming mcreasingly clear that larger inachines
are less reliable". . ,
, Some hint of the phenomenori referred to above - the unforeseeable troubles arising with the new technology of larger
installations - is conveyed by one sigilificant statistic: the rate
of "forced outage". This is roughly the percentage of time for
which the unit is out of service due to breakdown. For smaller
units. in the range 130 to 199 megawattS. this rate is less than
4 per cent; for units over 600 megawatts, it is over 14 per cent..
These more frequent breakdowns could hardly have been foreseen, when tlie decision was taken to eruarge the average capacity
of power stations.
,
,
A 1977 study \ of electricity generation in the UK by
Abdulkarlm and Lucas has shown conviricingly the failure in
strictly economic terms of the bigger units. Their work supports
their conclusion that "the economies of scale in verY large plant
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have not been sufficient to offset the attendant disadvantages.·~
and that "better results might have been obtained with sets bet. ween 200 MW (e) and 300 MW (e)." To appreciate the significance of this last figure. note that sets of 660 MW (e) went on
order as long ago as 1966. and that the most generally favoured
size of station today is 1;000 MW (e) or even larger.
.
Critics of contemporary technology have tended to concentrate on its social effects in the larger sense. and with some
justice. But they thus appear to admit by default its "technological rationality". But the examples just cited show that larger
and more "advanced" installations can fail even on the narrow
test of economic efficiency. This should not be too surprising:
consumerist values. with their prejudices in favour of the new
and the bigger. may well substitute ideology for rational calculation when new investments are being decided upon.' It is really
only a question of how far such an irrationality has spread .
. ' Interesting and important as this topic may be. it will' not .
be pursued further here. where' our concern is rather with the
effects· and operation of consumerist values among· the' general
population. as an ideology vital to' the maintenance of existing
systems.
.
A possible source of misunderstanding should perhaps be
cleared away first. To assert' that consumer values constitute an
"ideology" is not to preach some simple-life asceticism. nor the
even 'less justified doctrine that everyone in the industrialised
countries already has enough to eat. adequate housing and so on.
and therefore should turn their attention to other things. (People
who attack "materialism" in this way tend to be quite well off.)
Consumer values. as a stabilising social institution. are somethirig quite different from 'this' alleged "materalism". which is
nothing more than the justified desire for a comfortable life~
("Comfort" here means the satisfaction of eurrently accepted
needs. whose level and composition are of course historically
conditioned.) "Consumer values'" refer to a complex of quite
different goals and motivations: possessions as a major source of
self-respect. the future valued according to the hopes it holds out
for fresh consumer satisfactions. the social' system judged by its
capacity to provide them (or the illusion of them). the continual
creation of new commodities 'and new demands - all accompanied by. anddependiIig upon. the downgrading of competing
,
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values and alternative satisfactions.
..
..
Ari eConomic system based primarily on the satisfaction of
existing needs will come up against market limitations that check
its unlimited growth: but the effective·removal of the constraint
that rieeds must already exist. and the possibility of creating new
needs no matter how irrational. ,will allo\v much greater expansion. (What "irrational" means in this context. is discussed further below; it will be enough for the present purpose to recall the
unsatisfactory "deal" these needs imply - the paltry return for
twenty hours a week of compulsory labour.)
Whether consumerism as described can remove all barriers
to economic expansion.' and what factors determine its law of
inotion. are questions that need not be answered here. What the
record already shows as true for the USA. and highly probable for
other advanced capitalist countries. is that another barrier is
approached long before market limitations or other internal socialeconomic constraints have decisively undermined the system.
This barrier is composed of the various "environmental" factors surveyed above: a generation or so of the consumerist society.
at the high productive level of the USA, already poses the threat
of destroying the terrestrial preconditions for any kind of production inside its boundaries.
. . Once thiS is appreciated. the warnings of the "doomsday
prophets" take on an altogether different meaning. They are sometimes taken to be saying - and indeed. they often are saymgthat there are limits to the power of scientific achievement which
are absolute. Absolute. that is. in the sense that these liinits
obtain irrespective of mankind's social and political arrangements.
. This may arouse grave and justified suspicion. 'particularly
among socialists. Too often in the past. such assertions have been
attempts to present the frustrations and. pessimism of the
capitalist system as the permanent or ontological human condition. We have already noted. however. one interpretation which
indeed implies 'such limitations: if "science" is taken simply'
as an institutionalised activity. conditioned both by its historical development and its present social context. To· ask
what this activity can achieve is not the same as asking what lies
withiri the power of. human reason; limits on the one do not
. . imply limits on the other. (There· is little point in considering
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here whether the rational activity of humanity is itself limited
in its possible achievements. Such discussions can quickly take on
uneasy theological overtones. resembling familiar and essentially
sterile arguments of the past. Can God create a logical imposs~
ibility? Is
bound by any kind of natural necessity? etc. If we
recall Feuerbach's analysis of God the Creator as simply the
rational powers of humanity rid of all flaws and projected into the
heavens, this resemblance is no accident.)'
'
But this is not 'all. The "problem" which has been set for
this historically conditioned "science" is itself historically conditioned. What is being asked is really as follows. Can we anticipate a scientific and technological progress that will permit' the
continuation of, consumerism, by solving' the various crises it has
already begUn to entail? Both the evidence on rec'ent record and
"theoretical" stUdy 'of the question indicate that the answer must
be a firm "no".
"
.,

He

The ecological dangers that can now be foreseen for humanity
arise, then, from the peculiar character of production in a consumer societY: on the one hand, its irresponsible technology; on
the other. its inbuilt tendency to push against all rational limits.
'The crucial question for mankind's future thus becomes: What
societY can be envisaged that lacks these destructive features, and
how can such a society be achieved?
If we restrict our examination to the purely economic, a
ready answer emerges, as we have already seen. Capitalist plan·
ning for profit which implies the massive shaping of consumer
demand into precisely those channels most harmful to mankind's
future, must be replaced by central planning of a far different
kind: plaflrung which adopts more far-sighted and rational
criteria for production, taking fully into account the ttue overall
social cost of a commodity - which includes the usage limited
resources and the deterioration of a limited enVironment.
, As far as it goes, this reply may appear adequate: but in
fact it does not go far enough. Certainly capitalism must be elimi·
nated if consumerism is to disappear 'and production to be gUide'd
by rational planning, but our description of its replacement suffers
from' a fatal abstractness. It is abstract because it is incomplete
and does not consider a human society in its entirety. The sphere
this term auxiliary institutions such
of production, including
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. as its regulating bodies (whether m~rchant gidids. trade associations or state planning coriunissions)~ never exists as a thing-iIiitself. but as an abstracted aspect of a social. totalitY.
The dynamic of this living totality will certainly remain a
mystery if we neglect the significance of the domairi of production. which constitutes the skeleton and ftxes the metabolic parameters. so to speak. of the social organism. But we should not
be deceived. for all that. by any misleading use of the concepts
of "base" and "superstructure". which results in assigning a lesser
degree of reality and necessity to that pad: of society outside the
productive sphere. .
_.
Here. if anYwhere. the truth is the whole; arid the whole
- a human society - cannot endure without those social and
political institutions that validate and· stabilise the current mode
of production.
. "Consumerism" is not merely a deftned stage in the productive and marketing arrangements of the capitalist economic
system: it carries with it a whole penumbra of social and political
consequences that define
social totality. Its relative stability
over a whole period has been achieved as the end result of a process of historical growth. in the course of which there developed
institutions and values consistent with its productive base. If we
are to enVisage a society lying beyond it - arid we have seen that
humanity's survival eventually depends on making exactly this
passage - then it is not simply an alternative productive base
which must be proposed. ,The requirement is larger one: the
institutions and values which can plausibly succeed those of consumerist society must also be apparent.
.
Of course. there exist any number of ways in which we may
dodge this task. We may simply refuse to "prescribe" the future in
such detail. and leave it to emerge as it will after the defeat of
capitalism. Or. with more apparent sophistication. we may rely on
a change in the productive base creating its olvn institutions and
,values to stabilise that changed base: such' a mechanical
"marxism" would. however. owe little to· Marx and much to
Kautsky - or to Stallii.
.
.
However we avoided the issue. our omission would entail the
same unwelcome consequences. We would be proposing future
society whose stability we could not demonstrate. a procedure
m~ch less "scientiftc" than "utopian". Given the oyerwhelming
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case for socialised industry that now exists in the facts, this defect
might not worry us too much: much more serious is the implication for political practice it Contains. To the extent that the institutions and values which will stabilise the future society are unknown to us, then we are likewise helpless to see how they will
grow out of the struggle to achieve it. But it is~ only in this
struggle that the new values, for example, can emerge and develop
- unless we retain faith in some "outside" force that can implant
them, incarnated in a God, a Robert Owen or a Committee for
the Cultural Revolution endowed with omnipotent .propaganda
.
powers.
Lacking this knowledge, we are likewise limited in our appreciation of what this struggle means. Ali important part of its
historical significance - the way it is building new people for a
new 'society - will necessarily escape us" and we could easily
neglect, or even set ourselves against, the very features of it
most essential to the denouement. Thus the question of the stability of the new society, of the institUtions and values it will in part
presuppose and· in part develop, is a vital question that simply
cannot be dodged with impunity. It is no academic query that
can be left to some vague future era but one of immediate
significance in supplying a perspective 'for today's campaigns, a
crucial link be1:Ween the present struggle and its future goal.
. That future goal is a society beyond consumerism:' we must
start by considering the nature of the' stability that the 'consumerist society enjoys today. One particular aspect of this stability is especially relevant to this discUssion: the social values
which secure its mass acceptance. These social values are in the
main well-known and almost universally accepted as "natural":
the desire to possess, to objectify oneself in the goods one "owns".
to achieve status. social admiration and so on. To appreciate the
power and sway of the'se values, it is only necessary to review the
competirig values which are slighted in comparison. ,.
We begin on the banal note 'that one can act freely only when
time is 'one's own. If we contract to submit ourselves to' outside
direction for a certain period, we severely limit our freedom during that t~e. Now histo~cally. the proletarian· condition has
demanded just such a surrender of freedom for the bulk of the
wage-earner's available hours, a demand enforced by the need to
live -interpreted in a near-animal sense, as the need for food.
1
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clothing arid shelter. But as we. have already seen. the remarkable thing about the mass attitUde to freedom in the consumerist
society is that. this sacrifice is made to obtain goods which one'
cari survive without. Something like twenty hours a week of active
life.
such a highly~developed consumerist society as the USA.
is exchanged to satisfy needs of fairly recent creation.
Nor can it be said that the constraints of the average workplace allow of much satisfaction in this bartered time. For the'
blue-collar worker. labour is repetitive. trivial and meaningless
as ever. from the viewpoint of the individual's self-fulfilment.
and the factory remains the epitome of naked dictatorship in its
" strictly hierarchical relationships. The white-collar worker of low
skill has entirely comparable conditions. while the frustration of
higher. skills in '''semi-creative'' work is in many ways more
damaging.
This overall picture is left unchanged in its essentials by the
lucky. few whose work allows some genuine creativity and selffulfilment. however impaired in actual practice by the distorting
framework of production for profit. It is a picture of massive
repression; the stifling of one's urge to self-fulfilment in the most
important segment of one's life. the spending of vital energies
at tasks one would never dream of freely choosing.,
It is riot hard to understand why people should thus barter
agood part of their lives. when" they can obtain the basic necessities in nO.other way. But it is a remarkable tribute to the success of the consumerist structure and its dominant values that
millions are willing to sacrifice double the time needed for a
reasonable livelihood. when the surplus time is rewarded by commodities and semces which were not felt as mass needs even a
few decades before.
. These rieeds are recent in' origin. and their birth has been
assisted by external and deliberate stimulation. Can we therefore
brand them as "artificial" or "unreal"? No. To do so would be
to embark on a dangerous and slippery path indeed. .
"Artificial"? This .would imply that there are "natural"
needs' which can be clearly distinguished from artificial ones.
Perhaps. with some difficulty. we could list certain requirements
(mainly nutritional) for the preservation of a human organism.
But from this biological standpoint. the need for cooked - or
,even cultivated - vegetables. for example. would certainly be
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artificial. and every human alive. even in a hunting society. would'
be a bundle of artificial needs. Moreover. the external and
deliberate stimulation of needs is a common feature -in human
cultures. We would be quickly led to the conclusion that every
human being' since society began has been "artificial" - a
remarkably misanthropic verdict. unless the term loses all
'
pejorative implication at the price of becoming vacuous.
"Unreal"? But then we must know what "real" needs are
- those correspondirig. presumably. to the natUre of a "real"
human being. Unless we are prepared to claim divine revelation
on the subject. this also is a dubious position to maintain. But
its logical difficulties are less important than its inherent- elitism.
which is rather breathtaking. You think you need a car, but I
know you are wrong; really.' you don't. How strange'. then. that
you feel equally a real and an unreal need alike! Evidendy your
experience of yourself is only an illusion. and you will have to
defer to my superior knowledge of you. My claim' here is in~
fiinitely more arrogant than that of any psychoanalyst; it is' not"
your hidden subconscious urges that I know better than you. but
those overt feelings and wants you directly experience. (And as
for me. could any of my needs be unreal? I can hardly 'admit' that:
it could turn out then that my need to explain the unreality of
,.
your needs was itself unreal. ...)
, If a structure of needs is to be criticised. it is not on the basis
of any such distinctions as these. Even a need for heroin cannot
be denigrated for some inherent quality which makes it inferior to other needs; it is its consequences which matter' and.
above all. its consequences for the fulfilment of other needs. If
these other. downgraded needs are altogether absent.' or so
repressed that' they might as well be absent, then there is nothing
to appeal to. no inconsistency which might shatter the existing
structure of needs - ' tJ.iat is to say. radically alter the relative
strengths with which they are experienced. Such a terrible vision •.
taken for the reality of consumerist society. has plunged some
'
thinkers into the most pessimistic depths.
But to entertain this vision, it is necessary to overlook a
persistent body ,of contrary fact. The present dominance of consumerist values is not to be identified with' its total and irrevocable triumph. as we shall later see. But first we should deepen
' "
the discussion of what that dominance means.
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. Self· fulfilment in l."orking time. as we have already said~ is one of'
the "goods" downgraded by consumerism. But it is only one of
the avenues to self·fulfilment'that are blocked by the operations
of this society. Just as its industry depends on the shaping and
maintenance of "mass consumers". its political strUcture relies
on mass voters and mass citizens. Networks of institutionalised
and bureaucratic domination surround them throughout social
life. crushing individual or community initiative and ready with
intimidatory punishment for those who do not comply. As corisumers. they are absolutely free to buy what they wish from the
display of commodities they have been programmed to need: in
. every other social sphere. they crouch at the bottom of a pyrainidal hierarchy whose apex they will generally not even know
and whose decisions they cannot possibly influence.
, Of course. a total reshaping into this ··perfect consumer" has
never in fact been achieved; the advertising agencies have never
created the perfectly plastic market they would like. mass resistance continually draws the line that demarcates the human from
the robot. new sectors of revolt continually appear. But it remains
true that. for the majority. self· fulfilment in any real sense is ex-'
eluded by the social structures they inhabit: the institutions for
its repression are everywhere: and this at a time when the rational
justifications for such repression - traditionally based on the
. . iron "natural laws" of production and its necessities - have
dwindled to almost nothing.
.
It is worth stressing the satisfactions which are lacking (and
not without good cause) in consumerist society. to appreciate fully
the important role played by consumer values. For increasingly.
the right to ··choose". the assertion of personality. the experience
of the new. become restricted to the .commodity market. to the
simple act of purchase. It is this' "power" which has to make up
for the loss of an the others. Illich sees this stifling of creativity
- or even of simple self· assertion - in terms of a lack of
"activity contexts". of opportunities for active self·fulfilment.
But this lack is no mere superstructural flaw to be remedied by a
change in educational procedures: it is the necessary and omnipresent mark of advanced capitalism's all· pervading repressiveness. A society based on the administration and management of
needs will not tolerate the competition of other needs -like
those for self· fulfilment pr true community - which cannot be
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satisfied by a ready-made commodity. No conscious conspiracy is
called for here: some things just look like good busine~s' and
others dci not.
'
In this sketch of the role of consumer values. their compensatory character has been deliberately stressed. It is true that the
"goods" for whose absence they compensate were never a pronounced feature of the life of the masses even in preceding class
societies; but the social context of justification was then crucially
',',
different. '
,
'As Marcuse has rightly noted. the gap between the degree
of repression called for by the discipline of production. and the
degree of "surplus" repression which actually exists. has never
been so glanng. Yet the ideologies once so important in "justify.
ing" the need for repression have lost much of their former hold.
whether they be religious creeds. or fairy. tales based on the myth '
of "free enterpriSe" (anyone can get rich if 'he works hard enough;
the 'tycoons are exceptional men rewarded for their far-sighted
courage and industry. etc.).
"
'
The capitalist "solution" to this problem of justifying
irrational repression is adeceptively simple one: it derives directly
from consumerist production itself. The economy is self·justified:
it produces the goods; goods never before generally available.
novel and startling from year to year. The question does not arise.
as to the quality of the satisfactions that these commodities fulfil. True. one may doubt whether the spectrum' of goods produced
reflects a rational allocation of resources. whether the conditions
of their production do not, definitively close off vital areas
satisfaction, But such doubts imply a comparison. a consideration
of other economic and social arrangements as a real possibility.
the posing of an alternative. Arid the present structure asserts its
oWn self-contained "rationality'~ by excluding any such alter~
natives. reducing them to ineffective shadows in comparison with
the dolninating actualitY of its own enormous installations and
colossal activity.
'
Here. then. is the crucial service performed for the capitalist
owners by the consumer values that "stabilise" the consumerist
economy. They fend off the danger of revolt against a present
weight of repression that is unjustified either in the facts or by
the ideologies useful in the' past. The satisfactions' they fulfil
have the well-known defects associated with "quantitative" needs:
i
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their objects are "things" which deteriorate or can be expro- .
prlated. and more is never enough. But this structure of satisfactions is protected from really effective criticism (which could
only consist in its rejection in favour of another set of choices)
by the mobilisation of a 'whole gamut of repression directed
against the emergence of richer alternatives.
,
Gintis is right in emphasising how. in the given social context. consumer values must be granted to possess a certain constrained rationality:
The reasonable individual response. then. is (a) to disregard the development of personal capacities which would
be humanly satisfying in activity which. is not available and.
hence. to fail to demand changed activity contexts; and (b)
to emphasise consumption and to develop those capacities
· which ace most relevant to consumption per see ••• The
"sales pitch" of Madison Avenue is accepted bcause. in the
· given context. it is true. It may not be much. but it's still
'
· all we've got.
In this enlarged perspective. it can now be seen how' inadequate
is the proposal simply to replace the productive machine of consumerism - merely altering the thrust of technology and imposing a socially motivated plan. If consumer values are vital to the
capitalist class in fending off the mere threat of an as.yetunrealised alternative. proponents of a society beyond consumer~
ism neglect at their peril the question of a replacement for so
deeply entrenched and dominant an institution as the consumer
values of today. Yet. if mankind does not pass beyond the con. sumerist stage. it incurs the real danger of lapsing into a shattered
and impoverished condition'that could only be reckoned a his·
torical defeat without precedent.
Let us look once again at the "purely economic" solution:
the socialisation' of the means of production. and global planning.
Would this be sufficient to avert the crisis? Would these featur~s
alone. independently of the rest of the social structure. guarantee
. the passage beyond. consumerism?
Instead of taking the question in this abstract form. it is
better to consider the countries that fit this description in the
'world today. and in particular those of their number - the
USSR. Poland. Czechoslovakia. the German Democratic Repub-
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lie. perhaps Hungary - whose technological level qualifies them
as candidates for the consumerist stage.
~
,
'
, It is true that 'the profit motor in its capitalist form does not
drive their industry. and this is a difference not to be overlooked.
Undoubtedly. some of the cruder technological crimes against
humanity are either eliminated or more easy to eliminate. given
the absence of profit-hungry corporations in intimate union with -'
an understanding state. But as these countries increasingly acquire
the technical capacity to create a demand and then satisfy it.
will they abjure the harmful gimmicks that proliferate among
their capitalist predecessors. will they deliberately check the flow
of consumer goods in the interest of long-term rationality - in
a word. refuse to sanction the deadly reign of consumerist values
in their societies?
"
,
"
Let us answer with a counter-question. If the regimes in
these countries set themselves against consumerist' values~ what
satisfactions can they offer in their place? For we have seen that
these values can play a vital role in stabiliSing an advanced industrial system, and their eliinination ,';ould evidently require
.'
,
that substitute incentives be found.
'
Can they offer real control, of working conditions to men
and women on the job? At the present time a Soviet' factory is
every' bit as hierarchical in its structure as General Motors, its
workers no less impotent and alienated: (If Soviet trade unions
are entrusted with, for example. the administration of welfare
services, this needs to be counter-balanced by the generally greater
autonomy of the union in a capitalist country, and the greater
possibilities there' for "wildcat" action on the factory floor.)
~'One-man management is an article of unshakeable faith in the
bureaucratic creed. The bureaucrats' arguments against workers'
councils as organs of real power are well-known (particularly 'in
Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia): arguments that to()k the
form. with Gomulka in 1957, of determined manoeuvres that
, undermined the councils established the previous year, arguments
that took the form, with Brezhnev in the Springtime of Prague,
of guns and tanks.
'
It is the sa~e story. when we consider the possibility of
providing "activity contexts", that is, mechanisms for the flower~ng of creativity and initiative, in any' other social' sphere. The
structure cannot permit -such satisfactions: they would be even
47 .
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more dangerous for the bureaucracy's rule than for that
the
capitalists. CommunitY power to manage local affairs? The
democratic government of universities. and institutes? Perhaps
some forms can be allowed - provided they have no content.
For any significant fulfilment of popular aims and iriitiative in
such. spheres would be mcompatible with the bureaucracy's
"right" to a monopoly of all important decision-making, or to
cover this naked truth with its customary verbal veil. it would be
an attack on "the leading role of the party"_
Satisfactions which could replace' those of the consumer
culture. then. seem no more available for Brezhnev to deploy than
they are for Carter. And indeed. the "general line" of the bureau-cracy. when it partly replaced repression by concession. confirms
, this conclusion. Some of the worst repressive measures of the
stalin era were eliminated. but thereafter the bureaucracy's thinking ran unmistakeably along the lliie of material concessions.
Workers' councils are anathema and trade-union elections
are
run from the top; but Fiat is bringing the automobile age
'-to Russia. and CoCa Cola is on sale in Warsaw. Pleading with the
Baltic shipyard strikers. Gierek explained that Poland's economic
plight made it inipossible to cancel the price rises - but promisedto allow free trade-union elections and greater democracy. But his
subsequent actions were a product of the bureaucracy's real situation. not of his momentary platform needs; the price rises were
cancelled. the union and political structures remained unchanged.
To see the implications of all this. let tis imagine that the
environmental crisis in Poland had been actually far, more advanced than it was, at the time of the Baltic outbreak in December 1970. Let us suppose that
Environment Colnmittee of the
. State Planning Commission had previously prepared adequate
and rational recommendations for the conservation of resources,
the proper ecological testing of new products, the checking of the
consumerist gallop to perdition. Let us even suppose that the
Central Committee had accepted all its recommendations and embodied them in directives.
Now consider Gierek's situation, in the first few weeks after
. he displaced Gomulka from pow~r. With hundreds of their number shot down in the streets of Gdansk, the shipyard workers still
refuse to call off their strike, and are gathering wider and wider
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support that extends even into the party apparatus; the strike
movement has already reached' Lodz and Krakow and shows no
sign of abating; inheriting
economy in the direst of straitS. '
Gierek - ' hailed as above 'all the great "teclIDocrat" ...:.. is
desperately seeking to squeeze out of it the goods needed' to buy
off the revolt: a diverSion from capital investment funds here.
ex'tra aid from the Soviet Union there. At last - but only after
anxious months - things quieten down. Knowing full well that
the regime has been granted only a precarious respite. Gierek has
embarked on a reshaping of the economic structure which is
designed to stimulate production of the commodities in greatest
demand. Apart from a few measures that lift the lid some\vhat
where 'the ferment is too Vigorous. as in the new freedom to travel
abroad. his designed solutions are all in the commoditY sphe're:'
to alleviate the hungers of the consumer. As for any other kind
of satisfaction - we must never forget the need to preserve "the
leading role of the party". '
,,'
"
At this moment - in our fictional construction - the
Environment COmmittee submits a report. It has happened to
review some, of the major decisions underlyitig the economic reconstruction. 'and is gravely disturbed. This new' plastiCs enterprise. for example; is the Central Committee aware of the
evidence already accumulated in the USA, that certain common
vinyl plastics are' actually slow' poisons? And what is known of
the pollutiotiiesulting from' the proposed' discharges into the
Vistula? Referring to the 'criteria already laid down and accepted
by the Central Committee. they propose a suspension of the project until the proper laboratory and field studies have been done
- ' perhaps a year. perhaps three or five. • •.•
','
The new industrial complex in such-and-such a region is to
depend for its power on giant coal-burning generating stations:
has the atmospheric pollution effect been reckoned with. or the
heating of the exhaust river? Once again. 'on the environmental
criteria adopted. delay and reconsideration will be needed. ' - '
We would' really enter the realm of fiction if we imagined
that such a report would even arrive on Gierek's desk. A sieve of
lower officials always exists to protect a "great man" from having
to waste his time with crackpots. And to a subordinate aware' of
the regime's preoccupations. knowing the general thrust'towards
consumer sati'sfaction that is its major strategy for survival.. what
.
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couidappear so blatantly irrelevant as these demurrals? Anyone
foolish enough to persist with such objections would nsk havirig
them described by an ugly word fudeed: sabotage.
Certainly the Environment Committee will be 'allo\ved to
continue functioning - if it acts with "common sense". All kinds
of anti-pollution devices and resource-conservation measures can
be proposed and even agreed to - provided they do not impede
the whole-hearted passage to the consumerist society. Izvestia
once revealed how fundamental are the obstaCles to a rational
environmental policy in bureaucratic state. The criterion for
judging a plant manager is not his concern with the state of the
world in ten or twenty years· time; it is his ability to, produce in
the· present the goods which justify and stabilise bureaucratic
. rule. If he "fulfils the plan", then a polluted river or a squandered resource is altogether secondary. As Izvestia put it
succinctly, in discussing the pollution problem (which is already
serious in some areas of the USSR), "Victors are not judged'"
Thus the mere existence of planned, nationalised industry
cannot prevent the gallop .towards a destructive conSumerism.
Undoubtedly some environmental measures will be taken. and
probably. on a larger scale than in advanced capitalist countries.
But the inability of the bureaucratic societies to transcend consumerism emerges' clearly, once we recognise that consumerism
is not just a particular organisation of the economy, but a way of
life, once we pose the question: what alternative satisfactions
Can be offered to replace consumer values? For the bureaucratic
~ocieties, no such alternative·has yet been found ..
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an alternl:ltive

Measured against the demands of the ecological crisis. then. a
certain "traditional" forin of the socialist prescription must be
declared badly wanting. Elimitiation of capitalist ownership and
the introduction of a central plan do riot in themselves solve the
problem: the praCtice of the USSR and its imitators'shows thiS'
clearly enough.
. '
A project for social change is simply not a realistic one unless it can demonstrate. in theory at least. the stability of the
social structure it advocates. But this stability mu'st have rootS
in the social values which the structure nurtures and reproduceS.
Programmes which lack such provisions are deficient indeed.
They cannot be taken' as seriously proposing an alternative so'cierY;
at best; they are' visions' of a temporary phase. a "holiday" perhaps. fated todisintegiate and give way to a more stable' society
whose shape could only be guessed at.
. No socialist programme would want to be construed as proposing such an unstable interlude. Yet many such progralnmes
pay scant attention to the nature of the consumerist values holding
, sway at present. and even less ~ to' the process by which they are
to be replaced. It is only fair to aSsume that in fact these programmes have a source of stability in mind. and to make good'
their deficiency for them: their future society will secure adherence and maintain its stability. through the continued fulfil·
ment (perhaps more efficient. hopefully more egalitarian. cer·
tainly cleansed of the distortions due to the profit motive) of
consumerist values. Production will increase faster once the
waste and' the technological barriers of capitalism are Swept
away; humanity will reshape the world to suit its genuine social
needs as never before: science' will flourish in a nel\/' golden age.
'But we have already seen how, this is a prescription f~r
ecological disaster. that it can p~ace no limit on ~e gobbling
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up o{resources arid the poisoiling of the biosphere.
If
projected new society depends for stabilitY on the
reproduction and satisfaction of such a value system. it is pointless to add consoling afterthoughts. Any talk about a rational
use of resources. enVironmental conSiderations behind the central
plan. etc.• cim only be window-dressing. not a genuine ecological.
policy that significantly alters the thrust of the productive macho,
ine. For if consumer values are really dOminant. how can such
drastic interference find general acceptance? And if it is not
generally accepted. then what is contemplated must be the rule of
ecologically wise. essentially benevolent dictators. The arguments
against this particular illusion hardly need pursuing here. (Save
to note. perhaps. that the supply of wise and benevolent tyrants
is no more lavish today than at other times in history. and no
eaSier to guarantee in advance.)
,
I
.
Does this mean that general acceptance of a rational ecological policy cannot occur? Are people too short-sighted. too
stupid? Of course not. But the continued existence of a society
in which such a policy was generally endorsed would demand
. a previous arid vast change in prevailing attitudes. People do not
. live by sacrifice alone. nor even by the act of rational acceptance.
What then would they be' living by? Not consumerist values.
quite evidently. They must be obtaining other satisfactions in life.
endorsing their social arrangements in the light of quite different
values. What could those values be? And so we come back to the
same question as before: .the need to envisage what values can
replace those of consumerism. It is time to consider what these
might be. and whether their development can plausibly be anticipated.

a

To arrive at a society operating by new values. is it necessary to
change human nature? A mmm in popular everyday psychology.
as much of an Iron r.aw in its own domam as the second law of
thermodynamics. asserts the impossibility of such a change. This
maxitri. however. assumes an unchanging "human essence" which
it is difficult to justify from the record of history. Challenged with
this "law" in his days as a propagandist for socialism. George
Bernard Shaw used to admit that he knew nothing about human
nature: all he knew about was human conduct. and that seemed·
to be infinitely variable. If his reply reSembled the "law itself" in
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In fact. however: there are barriers to the free play of lmagimition much more serious than any such dogmas. The history of
our time must be made in accordance With the conditions we find;
and today• .in the countries we are considering. these conditions
include' above all the material and cultural components of
gigantic productive machine. We can consider, alterations to this
machine. but we cannot realistically envisage its abrupt elimination. which could occur only at the expense of the very kind of
crisis we are seeking to avoid. On the other hand. however. it is
inside this machine. iri the sphere of production. that most of
humanity experiences the constant and daily deprivations which
urge them towards a life of consumerism - by a process of elimination. it might be said. It is here that the bulk of the workers'
energies are expended. inside a hierarchical structure where they
must produce the means while they are stricdy forbidden to
decide on the ends. Most jobs are experienced as senseless. affording only minimal opportunitY for the exercise of any skill. Moreover (as we shall consider later in more detail). the mam tendency of technological advance. as it is at present implemented.
further
the content of sense and skill.
is to reduce even
,
.
.
It is difficult to see how consumerism can be significandy
undermined without a radical change in this determining sector.
It is not just that some satisfactions must be'sought to substitute
for those 'missing in the workplace; more specifically. the attitude
of passive acceptance which is obligatory there makes it a valuable training-school for the passive role of consumer in the larger ,
society. Thin is to say. to contiriue with the alienated ;,vorkplace
is necessarily to prolong the sway· of consumerism. and invite
ecological disaster. And conversely: no ecological harmony is
conceivable unless the producers control their own labour
activities.
.
The' nature of this control must be. deep enough to allow
them to remove or at least severely restrict the present sources
of their powerlessness. 'At least three issues present themselves
here: (1) management of the workplace. (2) the nature of the
job. and (3) the constraints imposed by the economic context
(above all. by the "market'1.

a

1. Management should not be confused with the present
fashion for "participation" or "consultation" or even "co-
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management". It is quite clear that these are simply schemes for
keeping the ultimate control in hands other' than those of ,the
workers concerned. (They are nevertheless of great significance in
themselves. and we shall return to them later.) These proposals
, are designed to give the illusion or the feeling of control; but it
is only the reality of control that can achieve the goal we are
seeking. Such genuine control can only come about ' th'rough
the historical1y weIl-known designs for "workers' assemblies"·
electing "workers' councils·~that control a board of management. We review later the evidence for theiC practicability; here
it need simply be remarked that they are no theoretician's
dream. but a spontaneous and powerful phenomenon which has
appeared in al~ost every working-class upsurge in history. .
. 2. The second issue of control concerns the specific character of the job"':- theorganisa'tion of the work process. the al1ocationof tasks. the relation to the machine.'
'
'Some of the changes needed here - to relieve boredom. to
widen the range of needed skills ' - are familiar from the literature on "job enrichment" (including'in this term "job rotation"
and "job enlargement"). Adopted to attract or retain workers in
a time of labour shortage. or as a desperate' move' to increase
productivity. their use represents an attempt by management to
reconcile irreconcilables: to "humanise" a productive effort whose
ends (higher profit. increased productivity) remain inhuman in
treating the people employed simply as productive implements_
Nevertheless. these efforts today at "job enrichment'" are useful
in indicating what is possible even under such crippling constraints. and together with "participation" schemes we shall discuss them later. when we come to consider the practicability of
the sort of changes we are discussing.
But control over the conditions of individual activity must go
further than the simple reshuffling of workers' tasks in a workrelationship which is otherwise unchanged. To rotate among a
dozen equally monotonous and senseless tasks on a conveyor-belt
assembly lirle. for instance. is certainly better than spending one's
life at the same station. But it is no less suitable as a conditioning for the passive life of consumerism in one's free time, espedaIly if the object of this activity is still the same.
t~chnology to the human
The conscious adaptation of modern
"
. ,
~.
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needs of its operators raises some knotty qu~stions. Where the
allegedly "more productive" and, "more modern" machine is in
bct less efficient even by narrowly "economic" standards. niuch
of the difficulty in replacing it would disappear. We have already
seen. in chapter three. how this may be true in more industries
than one would suspect. But where this technological "irrationality" 'does not hold true. the question adses of a humanisation
of techilique which may rrouce output. There is no conceivable
"plan" devised by "experts" which can efficiently regulate such·
situations. Evidently two sets of values are in conflict - a conflict which Can roughly be described as extra wages versus extra
toh~rabilitY of the task; satisfactions off the job versus satisfactions on the job. In a specific \vorkplace at a specific time - one
where we do not happen to work - the body of people absolutely
incompetent to recommend which changes are 'desirable include
the reader and the writer of this book. The value judgement involved can. by its very nature. issue only from the workers concerned.
Our own incompetence here is the very point which needs
to be grasped. Certainly there is a role for specialists of various
sorts. who can offer the data on machine performance and the
likely effects of a certain kind of workplace organisation; but the
fine balance between opposing satisfactions is a balance'that exists
in the workers' heads. not in the specialists'. And if this balance
is struck elsewhere. it can only remain an alienation iniposed
from outside. This is equally true iIi both cases. whether the
external compulsion is to operate an even more dehumanising
specimen of advanced technology. despite their objections. or
whether it is to accept alternative technology of lower output
that will reduce wages against their will.
_We are returned. even more forcefully. to the essential 'step
already recommended by other considerations: the full and iID-/
mediate control of their workplace. by-the producers themselves.
.

,

3. The third aspect of this control involves the influences
on productive activity of the social context; above all. of the
market. Market forces are said to be blind. but this makes them
no less repressIve in their alienating power than an identifiable
capitalist or bureaucratic administrative intervention. It does not
matter if a particular article is desperately required to satisfy a
I
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human need; in a market economy it functions solely as a commodity. 'and' it has, no' value if it has 'no exchange value. If the
human being who is in need cannot offer the dght money at the
right time. the article
not be produced.'
, ' ,. ,
,
Human beiDgs the'mselves fall under' the same "law of the
market". Strictly speaking they are not human beings at all. with
creative energies they need to exert and skills they have the right
and the duty to exercise'. Under market conditions they function
simply as so much labour-power, a commodity like any other; if
this commodity cannot enter profitably into the general system
of exchanges, then it has no exchange value and therefore no
value. It goes on the industrial scrap-heap.
It is wrong to think that the institutions of workers' control
sketched above are incompatible with the inhumanity of market
conditions. An economy in which "workers' co-operatives" simply
replaced capitalist (or state-run) firms, competing in a market
much like the present one, would be hardly less alienating than
the one it succeeded. Indeed, we hardly need to talk about it so
hyPothetically; all the points in question can be illustrated from
the System actually existing in YugoslaVia. '
There, the constitutional provisions for control of the individual workplace" covering most of industry,' are of 'the kind
sketched above. A workers' assembly, comprising all the per, sonnet elects 'a workers' council, one-third of whose membership
must face re-election each year. This council supervises the day~to
day operations of' the board of management, whose constitution
must have the approval of the assembly. As far as they go, these
arrangements are admirable and represented - indeed, still represent - ' an enormous advance in comparison With the statified
industrial structur~ of, for example.' the Soviet' Union. Unfortunately, they do not go nearly far enough; and the' easily observable tendency towards it consumerist societY in Yugoslavia, propelled by the motor of consumerist \'alues, is understandable if
we look at the actual experience of th~ workers in the sphere of
production.
,
,
'
The bulk of production in Yugoslavia is carried out according to "normal" market criteria: commodities have no vaiue if
they have no exchange value. These market forces can dictate the .
nature of technology,' the kind of goods produced, and indeed
the 'closure of p~ticuhir enterprises. Far from chec~g the die-
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tatorship of these market forces. the Yugoslav regime has in
recent years opened up even more spheres in ,vhich they can
, establish their dominance. Under such conditions. the workplace
can hardly be seen as a realm of freedom. We started above by
noting the powerlessness of workers in the workplace. the severe
restrictions on their self-expression iIi almost every particular. the
repressiveness of hierarchical factory regimes. But how can the
powerlessness of the workers be more brutally emphasised. what
.repression of their vital energies can be more severe •. than the
verdict that society has no use for them? Yet in Yugoslavia. the
unemployment rate is staggeringly high. even in comparison with
the faltering economies of Western Europe.
.
The banks have a predoininant say in the provision, of finance
for new undertakings or for the expanSion of old ones. Market
criteria apply here too. and investment funds tend to go where the
prospect of return is best. Thus the existing disparitY between the
rich constituent republics and the poor tends to become accentuated. and regionalist· jealousies threaten the very integrity of
the nation.
The Yugoslav experiment started from an econonuc and
technological base closer to the Middle Eastern level than to the
European. This still shows itself in the lower average standard
of schooling, for instance. As a result. there tends to be a considerable gap betWeen the average worker's educational skills and
,those of a tertiary-trained specialist. The latter, then. are well
placed to exercise a disproportionate influence in the running of
the enterprise.
helps to explain the unhappily frequent
instances where management boards have turned into bodies alien
to the work force. There have even been cases where the workers
have gone,on strike (and have even "sat in") in order to advance
demands made on "their own" management.
A full account of the Yugoslav experience cannot be made
here. In case the aspects touched on above are too dispiriting.
however. it should be noted that later on we shall fInd the problem we are discussing to be much more tractable iIi more deve!- .
oped countries. where the levels both of schooling and of regional
development tend to be more homogeneous. And it must also be
said that the above sketch cannot be 'regarded as a fair summary
of Yugoslavia's overall position. especially the importance in
ideological terms of a country claiming to have a "self-manage-
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ment" system. The negative features have been cited for a definite
purpose: to indicate how impossible it'is to arrive at a: solution
while confining attention to the level of a' single factory. There
cannot be' ghettoes of genuine workers' control in a social context of market commodities and of the relations they give ris~ 'to.
We are forced. then. to look at the wider society. and consider
what arrangements are needed to replace the present supports of
consumerism.
Foremost amongst these is. of course. the market. The mar~
ket is a method - ' "blind". inefficient. inhuman in its opera~
tions - of orgaiusing the economy: an alternative which brings
the economy under some kind of conscious regulation is usually
known as a "plan". The kind of planning familiar to us from the
Soviet Union is diametrically opposed to the objectives we ire
seeking. Arrived at by bodies at the summit, based on values '
adopted by a handful in authority, imposed on the enterprises as
an external decision with the' formal binding force of law, it
represents perhaps the most pathetic attempt of the bureaucracy
to act as the incarnation of all wisdom and the, arbiter of all
social values. The results are no less pathetic - even by. their
own standards of technological rationality - and may be read
in the record of shoddy commodities and botched, agricultural
schemes. It is a form of "planning" which assumes an alienated
and powerless producer. encourages the development of the most
unrestrained consumerism and pursues an unmistakeable path to
environmental disaster.
The only form of conscious control that is compatible with
the other necessities we have recognised is a plan arrived at from
below. At any previous stage of technologic;tl development, 'such
a form of planning would have met with formidable difficulties.
mainly connected with die availability of information and its speed
of flow.' Today these difficulties can' be regarded as essentially
solved, with the advent of high-speed computers and consoles for
widely-disseminated access. Stephen Bodington's book Computers,
and Socialism makes a thoughtful examination of the possibilities
. thus opened up, and it hardly needs repeating here: it demon~
stratesthe practicability of planning built up from the' "grass
roots", given the collection of the required information, its storage
.
"
and above all its universal accessibilitY.
5~

But even if these "technical'~ problems of democratic planning are soluble. questions about the values underlying production
'and exchange must still be posed. What would be the considerations guiding workers in a particular enterprise. when they take
decisions about their productive actiVities? How far would they
be prepared to adjust their own requirements to ,vider social
needs?
, It goes without saying that their role in formulatirig those
wider social needs would be a real and active one. Any restriction
of decision· making to some ruling clique. any pretence of ··consultation" which in fact takes the decision away from the entire
body of producers. will lead to the most ruinous results. Cut off
from a real participation in decision-making. the producers will
natUrally. retaliate by considering themselves free to pursue their
own particular interests. They Will not feel themselves bound by
policies decided in their absence. no matter what gloss is cast
'.
'
over the harsh reality.
If the' rulitig pririciple is this kind of "particularism". the
war of all against all would rage once more among the industrial'
collectives. And indeed. the' feature of Yugoslav society which is
probably the most damaging to the economy is not among those
mentioned above: it is to be found in the "leading role" accorded
to the Yugoslav League of Communists. The' society reminds one
of botanical "chimeras". in which a layer of tissue from one plant
grows over the tissue of another_ On to the body of a bureaucratic
society. where the familiar processes of single-party rule funnel
all effective political power towards a narrow stratum at the top.
there is grafted an essentially alien institution: a modicUm of
"freedom" at the level of the workplace. (It should perhaps be
repeated: if YugoslaVia is frequently cited as a negative example.
it is not because it is the most obviously open to criticism among
the non-capitalist countries. but for precisely the opposite reason:
because it has gone the furthest. if still only a short distance. ' along the road that interests us here. In more detailed discusSimi. one would need to point out. for inStance. how the thrashing out of differences at the commune level. between repreSentatives, of various iriterests. actS as a partial brake on the particulanst drives.)
We have talked above as though power over economic life
goes together \vith power in'the political sphere: and indeed the
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two cannot be separated. In an advanced capitalist society. no reaction to the larger world is more common than the feeling of
powerlessness. and it accords with the reality: lack of power at
work. lack of power in the political sphere. Political freedom and
genuine participation in the, political process - in any society.
but particularly in the new arrangements we are considering-':'
can never be marginal to special groups: artists. for example.
or the intelligentsia in general. If we seek to understand why the
population as whole today adapts so well to their role as passive
'consumers. we cannot overlook the effects of their powerlessness
citizens. Their much-noted apathy. their tum" from public to
private life. has a firm foundation in the nature of the political
process in a parliamentary system. and in its manifold devices for
discouragmg participation. The sham character of their own
"political power" under that system can be fo"rcefully brought " .
home to them ~ when their house is sentenced to death by bulldozer for a new motorway. when their factory is closed down by
" the decision of a handful of people far away. when a "bipartisan"
policy asserts that widespread unemployment must continue for
years. I
The devolution of power to the local community is an essential part of the remedy. It is especially important from the environmental ,vieWpoint. when we consider those rare but valuable
instances in which a vigorous local mobilisation has halted a project particularly harmful to local residents and the environmental
cause alike.
.
.
As well as providing an autonomy that would secure real
and effective control by residents over, their immediate living
situation. the strengthening of local powers' (with much smaller
electorate than at present) could be the base and the model for
the kind of participatorY democracy that we have seen is essential. The representation of these smaller units of residents. workers and consumers could make up the entire structure of political
power up to the highest level. with" the population represented at
" the base by" candidates known to them. under" their effective
control through the meclUnism of recall. Decisions by the higher
levels would require the assent of these units at the base. Such a
system is. of course. inconceivable so 1001g as the formidable
weight of the productive machine is owned "as property by a small
class of capitalists. or held in the monopolistic c~ntrol of a~
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equally small group of bureaucrats. But we have seen how the
changes necessarY for ecological harmony. with their unavoidable
attack on the values of consumerism. not oilly make real democratic control possible. they positively demand it. as their essen~
tial complement in the political sphere. if the whole enterprise
is not to be vitiated.
.
We have considered above only the barest minimum of social
change. demanded by the ecological crises - those changes affect
the economic and political foundations. It is not clear that even
such a lninimurit of change is practicable - that is to say. realisable as part of a coherent structure of institutions and values.
new and stable -social system. Even if the argument above is
accepted. it shows little more than 'that a society equipped with
the ""grass-roots" structures outlined would not necessarily tread
the consumerist path to environmental catastrophe_ nus observation is important enough in itself. but at the present state of the
discussion it is almost wholly abstract. Presumably a society would
be siriillarly benign if everyone obeyed. for instance. the commandment to love one another. We have not yet considered
whether the current world provides evidence for the emergence
of such "grass-roots" structures. This must be done. but we
should first note the implications of the apparently simple requirement that a social project be coherent.
'
. In a complex system of any kind. persistence in time is
achieved through the mutually supporting interactions of all the
constituents. none of which is unaffected by the dynamic of the
whole. and none of which fails to affect that whole. And a human
society. with all its institutional and cultural activities. is nowadays a system of great complexity indeed., The values of con- .
sumerism are inculcated and reproduced by. the life experience
of people in aImost every social sphere they, inhabit. not jusi:: on
the job. in their neighbourhood or in political life. We have a
vastly ramifying system to deal with; that is why recipes. for
change must likewise ramify throughout the whole of social life.
The partial remedies sketched above contain a common
factor. which can be generalised into such a theme of soCial life:
thai:: of self-management. The prevailing assumption today is that
power belongs properly at the top; that agreed upon. mechanisms
for some degree of intervention from belmv (consultation. plebiscites. the election of representatives) may be provided. The com- '
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mon theme of self-management is in flat contradiction to this.
It allocates power in decision-making to the body of people most
immediately concerned and affected by those decisions; that'
agreed upon. mechanisms for reconciling conflicting interests
(horizontal consultation. representative advisory bodies) may be'
required. The self-managed socialist society is not a fresh invention; many of its leading elements can be found in old anarchist
writings. as a: strand in Marx. in the ideas of guUd socialism and
in many other sources. What is ne\v is the way it has now been
put on the agenda by the ecological crises of our time. when the
essentially hierarchical society of consumerism has revealed the,
threat
it
poses for the continued
existence of human civilisation.
.
' .
,
The longer-term aspects of this threat were sketched cursorUy in
chapter two. But there are signs that the environmental irrationality of these societies is iti fact increasing. and that the threat to
the biosphere may become serious in much shorter term.
It is sometimes comforting to reflect that. after all. hierarchies have their own rationale of action. even if its goals are
repugnant. Capitalists want to make profits. bureaucracies seek to
expand 'their control; neither group would consciously destroy the
conditions for its own survival and prosperity. Surely. then. this
limited "rationality" will act as some protection against shorterterm destructiveness. however ineffective it may be in permanently
preserving the biosphere?'
' ,
But this consoling reflection overlooks some important traits
of modern hierarchies. Where money is to be invested •. the new'
goods produced will not be uniquely determined simply by req'uiring that the output should yield high profits. br increase a group's
economic and political power. A wide range of choice still exists.
and it cannot be assumed that the choices made will always be
rational. event on the hierarchy's own terms. Nor can we leave out
of account the eXistence of real contradictions in their systems.
which confront them with choices only between the bad and the
worse. '
In convincmg ourselves of this irrationality and of the dangers
it, holds. it is advisable to give facts priority over theoretical
analysis. To take the measure. then. of the present envirorimental
dangers. it is' illuminating to consider the dynamic of one particular industry: the generation
of electricity in nuclear pmver
,
' .
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stations. The implications of the nuclear story are far-reaching
both in practice and in theory, and supply the best means of
deepening our discussion of the ecological prospects of selfmanaged socialism.
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The i~rationality and "ratio~ality"
of nuclea~ power
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To see the significance of the nuclear power programmes. one
needs to appreciate the sheer magnitude of the economic commitments involved.
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The mid-seventies plans of the leading capitalist countries
aimed at generating most of their electrical power by nuclear
means before the turn of the century. implying an unprecedented
speed of construction_ Over the next decade alone. the us government hoped to see nuclear capacity increased eight-fold. France
and Japan roughly fifteen-fold. These plans entailed that the
USA, for instance. would spend a trillion dollars (that is. a million
million) in the next two and a half decades. According to· one
estimate. this meant that the nuclear power industry would have
absorbed. in the neXt decade. over 50 per cent of gross USeapital
formation. A:r.i obvious question poses itself. if funds are allocated
on such a scale:' where will the capital come from. to "establish
the industries needed to utilise the electricity then produced?
Prese~t 'plans are. as we" shall see. somewhat less grandiose.
but these extraordinary targets of 1975 must nevertheless make
us wonder about the dynamic of a system which coould seriously
propose them. Shortage of capital has indeed been a contributing
factor to the downward revision of the programmes. but there
are other reasons stemming directlyor indirectly from the dubious
and indeed dangerous nature of the technolOgical project itself.
These assClciated dangers are quite transparent. and· this
very transparency is worth noting. It is not a matter of waiting.
till consequences difficult to foresee have come to· pass .:..- as. for
example. the· polluting effects of detergents had to show themselves. or the automobile exhibit its capacity to· congest. pollute
and deform a whole· city. The dangers inherent in the nuclear
..
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development have. on' the contrary. been evident for many years;
These dangers have been adequately explained in a number of
publications. and here we shall simply summarise them. TheY fall '
under the following mam headings:
1. The spread to country after country of the' materials for
nuclear bombs and radiological \veapons. materials unavoidably accumulated in the normal operation of nuclear
power plants. .
2; "Unscheduled" discharges of harmful radia~on t() the
environment in amounts exceeding the low levels pre.
scribed in normal operation.
3. Catastrophic releases of fuel or waste materials. following a "melt-down" of the fuel after an accident.
4. Deliberate release. or the threat of it. of radioactive
materials. by criminal extortionists or the insane
("riuclear malevolence").
5. Environmental damage arising from nuclear wastes
(whose disposal remains an unsolved problem).
6. Undesirable political and social measures adopted to
cope with these hazards.
The possible magnitude of some of these dangers can be judged
from the simple facts concerning the highly toxic. element
plutonium. The maximum permissible annual intake of plutonium
is at present one fifth of one millionth of a gram. a quantity
known to be capable of causing cancer (and considered too high a
risk by many authorities. including Britain's Medical Research
Council). But the most common type of nuclear reactor. in
normal operation over one year, produces about 200 kilograms
of plutonium.
Of course. stringent precautions are taken to ensure that this
'and other radioactive poisons are contained and never reach the
atmosphere. But no' system of containment can be perfect, or
verified with absolute accuracy. (Today, for example. the inventory of plutonium in the fuel cycle plants cannot be checked to .
better than one per cent.)
.
.
Suppose then that, by the end of the century, when upwards
of 'two thousand reactors are envisaged. a small fraction of the
plutoriium generated in a year "leaks", to the atmospherewhether by accident or malevolent design. If the leak as small

is
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as one hundreth of one per cent of the total. this still constitutes
a' maximum permissible dose for every person in the world. twenty
~n~~

"

,

The nuclear programme thus embodies a proposal to organise ..
power production around stocks of highly poisonous substances in
quantities almost unimaginably vast in relation to their toXicity.
To accept such a programme. one would need to be supremely
confident of the social system in which it to be implemented confident both of its ability to maintain unprecedentedly high
standards of technic3.I skill with absolutely infallible rigor. and of
its political and social stability over many,generations. Such confidence is today quite rare. and for good reasons•.
Despite the quite extraordinary and often ingenious safety
. routines implemented by the nuclear technologists. whose efforts
to achieve the impossible must compel admiration.' the safety of
the US nuclear iridustry' has already been the target of damaging
criticisms. These concern the workings of one hundred' or so
reactors in the world's most industrially advanced country; what
can be expected when perhaps two thousand reactors are operat- ,
ing in dozens of countries throughout the world?
Some indication of an answer to this question was given by
Jean-Claude Leny. mana'ging' director of Framatome; in March
1975. It took the form of a broad hint to investors that the profitability of nud tar power in France would not be allowed to
suffer -like the 'American industry's - from an exaggerated concern for safety. As for the possibility of 'malevolent activity. the
infant nuclear industry of the USA can already record. amongst
dozens of other incidents, a threat to crash a hijacked plane into
a reactor, a series of apparent sabotage attempts in a reprocess~'
ing plant, and the selection of nuclear plants for terrorist blackattacks by follo\vers of Charles Manson.
.'
The damage arising from nuclear 'catastrophes would not be
confined to 'the existing population or to the country of occurrence. The very nature of the radioactive threat lends itself to. dispersal in space over national and even continental boundaries. and
to persistence in time so that generations remote from the present
suffer illness and death (the genetic effects of radiation). The
lesson from the .USA in particular is that the industry's safety
standards will tend to be proportional' to; public concern over the
issue; in this light~ the struggle against nucle~r power c~~ be seen
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as

asimple struggle for human survival on the planet.

The disposal of waste materials from reactors - and of the
worn-out reactors, themselves - remains an unsolved problem.
Its magnitUde can be gauged from one figure alone: in one year
of working an average reactor today creates one thousand times
the radioactivity of the Hiroshima bomb.
While research proceeds on possible methods of permanent
disposal. the best the industry can come up with is "waste management" - that .is. retrievable and (it is hoped) secure methods
of storage. Here it should be noted that the cost of this "tem. porary" storage (which is by no means at satisfactory level of
security) will rise in the next two and half decades to some
seven billion dollars iIi the United States alone. It is easy. then.
to understand the fear. expressed by the US Environinental Protection Agency experts. of "the possibility that an interim
engineered storage system may become permanent solely due to
economic costs."
.
To understand the ominous implications here. one should
first note that the interim methods make. the poisonous waste
"retrievable" - or in other words. accessible. Thus they continually invite malevolently-inspired acquisition or atmospheric release. ,Also. the time scale of the "permanent" storage required is ~
not in dispute: the long-lasting component of the wastes (particularly plutonium) must be kept rigorously clear of the environment
for hundreds of thousands of years - half million. for safety.
This poses the unprecedented problem of finding a storage which
will not be' distUrbed by the geolOgical processes that occur over
such a time span. Research has not yet proved that such storage
exists.
Here. once again, an issue of sheer survival is involved, in
the struggle to prevent such irresponsibility towards future
generations.
The nuclear industrY has generally treated critics with disdain, making concessions to them reluctantly and only after public
opinion has been roused. But in recent years, some of the more
far-sighted proponents of nuclear power have started to recognise
the strength of the opposition's case, particularly in the area of
"nuclear malevolence". Their proposals for coping with nuclear
hazards. constitute in themselves an equally oritinous political and
social threat.

a
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Thus the US Atomic Energy Commission has proposed a
special federal police force devoted to the security of plutonium
plants and shipments. It has complained of recent court rulings
pro'tecting individual "privacy. and requested legislation which
would' facilitate security checks on nuclear' industry personnel.'
,
With the projected growth of the industry. the numbel; of
workers affected by such restrictions of civil rights could run into
millions. Already. according to The New York Times. Texas
state police keep dossiers on opponents of nuclear plants.
.
An altogether similar perspective for Britain 'emerges from a
detailed study in 'which the National Council for Civil Liberties
participated. Already the Atomic Energy Authority·s Special Constabulary. alone among private police forces. is empowered to
carry arms at all times. and to arrest on suspicion. The spread
of fast breeder reactors. and the" associated multiplication of
plutonium shipments. would entail serious inroads on traditional
liberties: '
~
,
'.
,

I

(

The extended infiltration and observation of active politically radical groups' appears to us inevitable. But there are
grounds for thinking that such scrutiny ••• might overlap
to cover other classes' of political'association~ News media /
editors would then have two reasons for beulg cautious abou't
publishing stories relating to important aspects of the nuclear
power" programme - the existence of a D-Notice and increased possibilities for falling foul of the Official Secrets
Act.•• : the brutal message of the Atomic Energy AuthOrity
(Special Constables) Act seems to be that plutonium 'security
is not simply more important than democratic' controls. It
may actually be incompatible with those controls.. ~. The
prospect 'of disaster might well force them to use all available methods of'gaining "information ••• if tlie application
of torture proved 'successful and publicly accePtable in" a
single such instance.-official temptation to use it again at
times of civil crisis. unrelated to plutonium. would be considerable:
' '
.
These are some of the' possibilities the study foresees.' Repugnance for such measures should not blind us to the reality of
the dangers they would be designed to counter. A few kilograms
of plutonium make an ideal we~pon for blackmailing a whole
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city. because of its extreme toxicity and convenient dispersal into
small particles. Even graver is the real possibility of constructing
a nuClear bomb with plutonium obtained from reactors. Nuclear
industrY protagonists denied this possibility for many years. but
a 1976 study at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory indeed found such
a potential in this "low-grade" mateiial. and in 1977 the US
Administration admitted that it had in fact actually exploded such
aweapon. Thus. explosions within the range of 100 to 1000 tons
of TNT equivalent would be within the Capacity of "amateurs";
any government \yith nuclear power plants would be able to manufacture weapons many times more deadly.· After an extortion
threat. successful or not. an atmosphere of hysteria could well be
envisaged. in which authoritarian "law and order" proposals
. would be difficult to combat. They would even have' a certain
rationality. inside a, globally irrational context.
'
The risks just outlined justify the verdict that a major
development of nuclear power is irrational. if our criterion is the
welfare of humaiiity. But this is far from the only sense in which
ive can justly apply the epithet "irrational" to capitalism's nuclear
perspectives.
It should first be appreciated that the current nuclear programme is not a long-term solution to the problems of power
generation. even in the opinion of capitalism's own analysts. It is
seen as merely bridging the gap between the present period
marked by diminishing stocks of oil. arid the situation in three
or four decades. when alternative sources of energy will be commercially viable. The tapping of the sun's energy is one important
such alternative. to which capitalism is now belatedly starting to
devote increased research and development. funds. The primary
aim here is to find ways of reducing the capital costs of largescale solar power plants.
For reasons discussed below. solar power is still seen as less
. attractive than fusion power - a variety of nuclear plant working
on a. different principle from the current models. Existing "fission" reactors rely on a controlled version of the nuclear reaction
- the "splitting" of a heavy atom such as uranium or plutonium
- which in its convulsive release produced the explosion of the
Hiroshima bomb. A "fusion" reactor would be based on taming
the nuclear reaction underlying the hydrogen bomb. in which
light elements "fuse" together to form a heavier element. Steady
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progress is being made in the research on controlled fusion. particularly since a Soviet breakthrough in this field some years ago
- the "Tokamak" development. It is generally believed. however,
that several decades will elapse before commercial fusion reactors
enter into serVice, even after a basic design has proved itself in
'
.the laboratory.
'Thus, present nuclear programmes are su'pposed'to justify
themselves by their contribution to power needs in the next few
decades. But it is precisely in this short term that there arise the
most serious doubts of the programme's utility.'
'
In the first place, the cost of a unit of nuclear-generated electricity is claimed to be now competitive with, and (in the USA
at least) even cheaper than, the cost when oil or coal is used as
in conventional power stations. But it is well known that this
competitiveness is based on comparatively cheap fuel costs, using
uranium extracted economically from high-grade ore; and the'
estimated world supplies of this ore fall far short of the fuel needs
over the lifetimes of the reactors now planned. A I,OOO-megawatt
(electrical) reactor 'requires about 4,500 tons of uranium over its
lifetime. Thus a world total of 2.000 reactors (estimate of the mid1970s) by 2000 AD would need some 9 million tons - ' more than
twice the estimated world stocks. even at prices past $130 a kilogram.
, Once the reserves of this ore are exhausted. uranium must
be mined from the low-grade reserves - containing perhaps 30
or 40 times less metal per ton. This could severety increase the
cost of nuclear-generated electricity, and destroy its commercial
viability. Moreover,' as we have already noted, when, the grade
is sufficiently poor, one can never recover the energy needed for
extraction.
The remedies hoped for by the industry are all either ineffective or highly speculative. Plutonium could be extracted' from
reactor wastes and used as fresh' fuel; but this would "stretch"
the supply only by a matter of 6 per cent or so, while multiplying
enormously the dangers associated \vith plutonium handling.
Improvement in extraction methods might lower the cost of treatiIlg the low-grade ore; b~t the improvements would need to be
qualitative. Escalating oil prices might keep level with increased
, uranium prices; but no such rise can be anticipated for coal.
, The ind!lstry's major hope here lies in the breeder reactor,
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whose operating core is wrapped in a "blanket" of natural uranium. Such a reactor will convert the bulk of this uranium into
a suitable fuel (normally. less than one per cent of it is available).
thus producing (or ,"breeding") more fuel than it uses up. ,The
world supplies of "burnable" uraclum could thus be effectively
increased perhaps ftfty times over.
Before we agree with the nuclear optimists that breeder
reactors represent the solution to the nuclear fuel shortage. some
facts should be noted. The inherent dangers of the breeder reactor
vastly exceed those of the current models. and justify the greater
. concern and opposition of aware scientists. The significantly
higher capital costs. as compared to today's power stations. are
likely to result in yet more delays. before the buying reluctance
, of electrical utilities is overcome. And even then a breeder will
take somewhere between tWenty and forty years to produce
enough fuel for one reactor.
,
Thus. reliance on the advent of breeders to "stretch" fuel supplies represents a dubious gamble. Yet what the industry is thereby gambling on is the whole future of nuClear power.
It is irrationality of another sort which emerges here: the
nuclear programme is not even rational on capitalism's own
criterion of cost efficiency. Reactors already planned are not
assured of a fuel supply.which can keep them competitive. (Hundreds of billions of dollars are to be invested in the hope that
"something will turn up.")
Even with the cheap uranium supply available today, the industry can establish the competitiveness of new plants only by
ignoring well-established trends that would send the price of
nuclear-generated electricity skyrocketing. The most important
of these trends are. firstly. the staggering escalation in the capital
cost of nuclear plants. and secqndly. the severe drop in efficiency
of nuclear plants after about five years' running.
In May 1975. the Friends of the Earth showed how woefully
the relevant utility had underestirilated costs. when they testified
against the proposed Rancho Seeo 2 reactor near Sacramento
(California). Adopting realistic figures for capital cost. interest
rates and capacity factor (Le. efficiency). and for operation. maintenance and deCOmmissiOning. the FOE calculation showed that
the true cost of a unit of power was nearly four times the figure I
submitted by the utility.
"

.
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A study by the Grenoble Institute has shown that in France,
nuclear-generated electricity is dearer even than that from oil, for
many end uses. In the heating of a household, for example, we
can deduce from the stUdy that oil wiII be cheaper so long as' its
'
"
. ,
price remains below $45 a barrel.
The escalation in capital' cost (we consider its explanation
later)' shows no sign of abating. Of course, that of' coal-fired
plants also shows an increasing trend, but nothing like as severe
- a 1975 study estimated that the difference in price between
a coal and a nuclear plant was itself increasing by $19 per kilowatt per year. In other words: every year the price of a l,OOO~
megawatt nuclear plant leaps another $19 million above'that of
its coal·burning rival. The curves of capacity factor against reactor
age also show a diSmal' trend: that the efficienCy is low and
'
,
becoming even lower. '
All this may make the nuclear commitment seem extraordinarY 'enough; but we have, not yet' mentioned the most
astonishing irrationality of all. Some preliminary remarks are
needed.' .
. .
The power output of a generator of any sort can never represent pure gain, since some power is inevitably consumed in building and running it. In the case of a nuclear reactor, a great deal
of power is required merely to set up in business- to build the
station, mine and mill the initial fuel supply, etc. A most important'part of this power input occurs at, the stage where natural
uranium is treated so as to increase the fraction of it which can
"
be "burnt" as fuel- the "enrichment"' process.
All this means that the station will be running for some
time before' it has "paid, back" the power used to se~' it itlto
operation. Calculations of this "break· even" time have been carriedout for various reactor designs; 'they indicate that about two
years of normal operation will be needed to repay the power
/ input for' construction.
"
'
,
Now consider the effect of a rapid nuclear programme, with
the number of reactors doubling every few years. To see this effect,
let us adopt some definite (though fictitious) figures: suppose
a reactor's "pay-back" time is one year (this is unrealistically
low), and that the number of reactors put into construction is
doubling 'every year (this is unrealistically fast). Suppose a reactor
takes' a year to ~uild (iristead of the ~ctual six to nine years).
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In year one. rio reactors are operating but one is being built:
so no power is produced. but one year's output is consumed (sUice
a year is the "pay-back" time for energy used in construction). In
year two. one reactor is operating, but two are under construc- .
tion: so one year's output is produced but two are consumed. In
year three, three reactors are operating but four are being built;
so three years' output is produced, but four are consumed.•..
If, the calculation is continued, it will be found that the
programme uses up more power than it produces in every year of
its operation. Of course, in the real world such a programme must
come· to a halt at some stage. the number of reactors cannot go
on doubling each year indefinitely. It is at this point that the
nuclear industry will become a' nett power producer, but until'
then, it will actually be a nett consumer of power.
In the real world. also, the figures are not as they are given
in the example. But the effect still persists, in a modified form.
even after we insert the correct data for power input during construction, power output in operation and building time. We still
find that the programme will not "break even", in the sense of
producing more power than it consumes, for a certain number
of years.
Just how many years will depend on a number of factors:
the type of reactor. its· operating efficiency, the grade of are
mined, the power consumed in regular operation. But the most
detailed calculations available suggest that. inserting the figures
appropriate to 1975 programmes. this "break-even". time can
easily be upwards of fifteen or twenty years. But it is this sort
of period in which the nuclear programme is supposed to compensate for. the exhaustion of oil supplies. while the world awaits the
arrival of fresh power sources. . .• In other words, the nuclear
programme will quite possibly consume more power than it produces. in the very period when it is supposed to be the key factor
in power generation I
It should be pointed out that a programme with oil- and
coal-burning stations substituted for nuclear. but expanding just
as quickly, would make an even worse showing. It is the sheer
... speed of the projected construction programmes which detenlrlnes
their short-term energy inefficiencY. But of course. no one plans
to build conventional power stations at such a breakneck pace since no one' has the illusion that such a programme would solve'
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any "energy crisis". This illusion attaches only to plans for nuclear
power 'stations. when one "forgets" the energy needed to build
them: to puncture the illusion.' the sort of energy analysis
.
..
,
sketched above is required.
There is an argument for the industry which. if true. would
give it some rational and indeed humanist justification. Defenders
of nuclear power sometimes found their case on the needs of
third world countries; short of coal. faced with rising oil prices.
and yet starved of energy for their economic take-off. their only .
hope. allegedly, is the power of the atom. But this argument is
either cynical or simply ignorant. A United Nations analysis has
revealed the true situation:
.The third world's very poor infrastructur~ of technology and non-availability of ttained manpower to handle
the reactors and other nuclear plants. The probability of
nuclear accidents and consequently of dangers to human
environment are bound to be far greater :iri these countries.
Further it is doubtful whether those countries can afford to
spend an additional $3·4 billion towards the foreign exchange cost of nuclear facilities during the next twenty-five
years which will be the years of financial stress in these
countries arising from pressure of populatio~ and scarcity
of food.' Moreover. the small size of the national electric
power' grids can integrate only small nuclear power plants
which are at present not being ~anufactured,
This last point is at present vital: the leading corporations
are simply not interested in' building reactors small enough' to
fit third world needs. And they appear to remain adamant despite'
pleas by nuclear protagonists in the specialist literature. and even
by leading figures at the September 1974 conference of the Inter·
national Atomic Energy Authority.
.
Evidently~ 'they prefer to fight one battle at a time. Once'
the developed "heartland" has been conquered for nuclear power.
it may be time to think of the outskirts.
.,
The people of the third world have no interest in speeding
up the process of their "nuclearisation"; the UN comments above
show this clearly enough. Financially. the higher capital cost of
nuclear plants would deepen their dependence on the imperialist
countries, who are skilled in ex~cting a· political price'.' for
I
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"development loans". Techriologically, an important part of their
industry would be in .the hands of metropolitan experts for several
decades. Economically, even a medium-sized plant would usually
constitute, by itself, a high degree of concentration of power
supply, and favour a centralisation of industrY and a grandiosity
of construction squarely opposed to the real needs of the bulk
of the population. (When the majority of the population have no
access to a power point. the arrival of a nuclear plant can hardly
do otherwise than distort the economy further. What benefits
have flowed through to the mass of people in those under-developed countries already boasting nuclear stations - Pakistan, India, Spam?)
.
While the immediate threat to the world from nuclear power
stems ovenvhelriUngIy from the capitalist programmes, there are
salutary lessons to be le~rned from a glance at the nuclear plans
and performance of the SoViet Union. With only a litde over
11 gigawatts of nucleareapacity operating or scheduled before
December, the USSR's 1977 nuclear achievement was less than a
quarter of the USA's; the UK and Western Germany together
exceeded the Soviet effort by over 40 per cent. This lesser level of
development is not to be explained by an iOitial technological lag
- the first Soviet nuclear station opened in 1958, ahead of every
-other country in the world save one (Britain).
In explaining the Soviet tardiness in nuclear development, ,
one cannot overlook the abundance of its coal, oil and hydropower resources. But the absence of private ownership also seems
relevant here. saving the USSR from some of the more spectacularly irrational features of capitalism's technological policies. At
least, its power supply will not be shaped by the imperial adventures of an Energy COmpany.
.
Its smaller short-term programme is certainly not due to
any ideoloiical aversion. Official Soviet doctrine sees no problem
in the inherent centralised nature of nuclear power, no problem
in the superhuman standards demanded for. safe operation in the
long term. no problem in the disposal of radioactive wastes..
Indeed. the absence of, genuine public discussion on the
issues involved has allowed the Soviet nuclear industry to "solve'.' .
its disposal problems with a breathtaking lightmindedness: highlevel radioactive wastes are simply pumped under pressure into
deep permeable zones. Thus they are irretrievable. in insecure
I
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liquid form. and (because of the high pressure of the injection)
a thr'eat' to the seismic stability of the whole region. Disposal
methods with 'these objectionable features would never be per",
mitted in the USA or Europe. '
. The emphasis on industrial· production. the severe restrictions on popular initiative. the obsessive secrecy in which all state
undertakings are swathed - all these features of Soviet society
strongly discourage the growth of movements in defence of the
environment. Where arguments have transpired oveC industrial
pollution or the advisability of grandiose schemes for re-shaping
the landscape. they tend to be conflicts between "experts" of
different specialisations.
.
Few such dissenting voices have been heard in the nuclear
field where. to all appearance. the unity is close to monolithic.
Thus one can hear from pro-SoViet apologists in the capitalist
world crude arguments which nuclear advocates in the USA•
. for example. hardly dare advance any longer (opposition is just
machine-wrecking: we must have progress: there' are always
risks-look at the tens of .thousands killed each year by 'the
automobile ••.).
,',
'
In accordance with this careless optimism. the long-term
Soviet projects are on a grand scale. suggestirig that 50 per cent
of generated electricity will be nuclear by the turn of the century.'
They are already preparing to base the next generation of reactors
on the successful development of the fast breeder - from the
viewpoint even of the nuclear "hawks" in the capitalist countries,
this is optimism indeed.
'
Some caution is needed~ however. in assessing the extent to,
which these plans are realistic or firm in intention. If we look
back. for instance. to the Soviet Sixth Five-Year Plan (1956-60).
the discrepanCY between announced plan and actual achieve~
ment' is striking.' "The peaceful uses of atomic energy will be
'considerably extended." Edward Crankshaw wrote in the
Observer. "It is planned to build in 1956-60 atomic electric
stations with a total capacity of 2,000,000' to 2,500,000 kw."
This reported target. of 2 to 2.5 gigawatts~ should be compared
with the actual capacity achieved. in gigawatts:. by 1960. 0.6;
by 1965.0.91; and even by 1970. only 1.525. The shortfall is s'o
great that it must s~rely have resulte~ from a definite change of
Whatever. the factors repolicy
rather than any "plan failure".
" ,
'
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sponsible. however. it may be hoped that they are still operative.
But it is the nuclear project of the capitalist econoinies
which deserves the closest study. Before arriving at an overall
judgement. we should appreciate the element of uncertainty which
runs through the above analyses. Some of the needed dati
- what fresh reserVes of uranium will be discovered. for instance.
or what long. term efficiency (capacity factor) will be achieved
by nuclear stations - can only be estimated. Some of the relevant
calculations require time and manpower that have not yet been
devoted to them. so that only suggestive approximations are
available. '
'
However. this very absence of reliable information is itself
highly revealing. Let us adopt some of the criteria advanced,
within framework of capitalist assumptions, for implementing
a new technology, and consider how they are met in the case of
nuclear power. Let us see what preconditions should be fulfilled
to justify the investment of capital involved.
'
~ First. the safety of the new industry should be sufficiently
guaranteed to obViate the risk of the whole development being
-aborted. at some future date. (This could occur. for example; as
Sequel to the catastrophic release of radioactive material. by a
plant accident or malevolent design. The. public' reaction could
well make it politically impossible to continue operation of the
existitig plants. and force the abandonment' of the large amounts
of capital they represented.) Secondly,' the programmes adopted
should actually achieve their declared goals: that is. to produce
significantly more power than they consume. in the vital period
of the next few decades. Thirdly, the electricity produced should
be competitive in cost with that generated by "conventional"
(oil or coal· fired) . stations. Fourthly, plants should not be pro·
jected unless they are guaranteed a suitable supply of fuel over
their working lifetime. Fifthly. the financial mechanisms should
exist that will enable the "consumer" (Le. the electrical utilities)
,
to obtain the capital needed to buy the reactors concerned.
It is when we reView these criteria that there emerges the
full irrationality of capitalism's nuclear plans: it has not bee~
demonstrated that they satisfy a single one of these basic require·
ments..
.
At best. the nuClear industrialists can be regarded as undertaking a colossal gamble. They are gambling that no catastrophic
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, accident will occur in the short term. despite the narrow squeaks
already in the record. They are gambling that fresh high-grade
ore reserVes. or a technically and commercially viable breeder
reactor. will be available in time. They are gambling tha~ the trend
to ever-higher capital costs. and the decline with age in' the efficiency of the functioning reactors. will be reversed or economically
compensated for by increased cost of conventional fuels.·
. In the USA. they are even gambling that "something will
turn up" in the way of finance. to permit the purchase of
reactors by the electrical utilities. Early in 1975. some 60" per
cent of reactor orders in the USA had been cancelled or postponed. mainly because of the refusal of finance houses to "lend
the "purchase money. The same factor helps to' explain the
disastrous year of 1976. when only three reactors were ordered,
from the US industry (down from thirty. in 1974)." .
It is
that capitalist enterprises have been known to
"gamble" before this - to spend on research and development.
or to launch on the production of a new commodity whose market was not assured. But we remind the reader of the sums
involved in this particular gamble: a thousand billion dollars.
or thereabouts. in the remainder of this century. in the United
States alone.
"
"
It would be easy to conclude that the gods of history. with
the destruction of capitalism high on their agenda. are staging
. their proverbial prologue of induced lunacy~ But a pat verdict
of "guilty but insane", even if supported by the evidence. hardly
goes far enough; it is also necessary to understand. The attempt
, to reach even a partial understanding is mandatory. and not only
because of the importance of the nuclear programme in itself.
both economically and politically. There is another issue involved:
that of the dynamic of the consumerist economy in contemporary
capitalist societies. It may be that the nuclear industry can serve
as a paradigm. shOwing in not-so-smaII-miniature the emergence
of new: trends or changes in the relative weight of ones already
known.

true

There are few industries. even today. as heavily monopolised as
the nuclear industry. When one says "pressurised-water reactor",
one says Westinghouse; and ~'boiling-water reactor" likewise
means General Electric. And ~hese two types. built by the two
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giants directly or. through subsidiaries and. licensing agents
throughout the caiptalist world. account for about 80 per cent
of the reactors already built. under construction or on order. ,
The powerful pressure of these multinational corporations
exerts itself even on those countries possessing their own proven
reactor designs. Thus Francis Periin. formerly the French high
commissioner for atonuc energy. has complained of the "monolithism" of the French nuclear programme (even while rubbishing
the anti· nuclear campaign as "based on totally false assertions"
and on declarations "devoid of all objective value"). He recalls
General de Gaulle's decision (12 December 1967) to. proceed
with the construction of two large reactors of a French design
(graphite· moderated, gas·cooled, fuelled by natural uranium)
that has elsewhere proved itself. The blocking of this decision
he lays to the account oilly' of some unnamed highly-placed civil
servants, also responsible for the present plan to instal "almost
exclusively", the pressurised-water reactors of .•• Westinghouse.
He calls, but without much apparent faith hi the likelihood
of success. for the French programme to include more "diversification". a feature not sufficiently provided by the present inclusion
of some boiling·water reactors. from • . • General Electric.
The weight of the multinationals has been felt even in Britain,
the country whose own design of gaS-cooled reactor pioneered
the commercial generation of nuclear electricity. Hot debate raged
iri. 1975. after the Central ElectricitY Generating Board and the
National Nuclear Corporation both recommended a switch to the
American light-water reactor. But under intensive questioning
before a House of Commons Select Committee, they were' unable
to justify their reconimendations. and the government decided
not to switch - for the time being, at least. Nevertheless. the
argument continued into 1978, though in a significantly different
context: the need for new stations was now highly doubtful, in
vielv of a slowing down of the rise in demand for electricity
supplies.'
.
The revelations from Lockheed and other firms have made
notorious one of the processes by which the multinationals
"conquer" foreign markets: old-fashioneCl bribery of influential
natives. It should not be assumed. however. that this is always the
predomin:mt factor. Sheer size counts for a great deal- as illustrated in the unhappy caSe of the design of an international com80
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puting language. The, world's' experts agreed on a suitable
language, and devoted much effort to its elaboration. But their
eugenic offspring, Algol, runs a'very poor second in its breadth,
of social acceptance to the inferior language, Fortran - ' which
was born with a silver spoon in its mouth, sited by the market-,
dominating IDM.
In another direCtion. a still vaster oligopolistic structure is
shaping. up. as the leading oil eompaIues complete their transformation into what has been accurately described as "energy
companies". Already in 1971. the oil giants were responsible for
the milling of some 40 per cent of US uranium: their coal production amounted to 20 per cent of the US total•. and their aCquisition of coal reserves guaranteed their future domitlance in the
/ industry (one oil company alone - Humble - was the nation's
second largest coal owner). In the nuclear field. Gulf Oil (with the
third largest assets - about $19 billion - of any oil company)
. had set up Gulf General Atomic.
- This latter company threatened Britain's lead in gas-cooled
reactors, and already in 1972 there was "consternation in the
nuclear industry" 'as' a consequence. according toone writer.
Gulf promised delivery of high-temperature gas reactors (an
advanced design) around 1980. (Like most of the nuClear iIldustry's promises, this will not be fulfilled: 'the company ran into
severe difficulties. due to' the absence of orders for its plants.) ,
A thrust' towards monopolisation is built into the' nuclear
project. A single 'plant of today's typical size -- a thousand megawatts of electrical power - ' costs approximately a billion dollars.
and smaller units are neither readily avaitable nor called for in
quantity. Companies ,'with assets' not runnitlg into billions
can hardly hope for a sizeable share of such a market. nor risk
'
the investments needed to establish themselves. - "
The dynamic of capitalism's nuclear project has been spelled
out -, with some naive admiration - by Simon Rippon, when
editor of a technical journal noted for its fervent.' not to say
fanatical, nuclear partisanShip:"
The big industrial concerns have not entered the business for quick profits - indeed. most of the companies that
have entered the nuclear business around the world have
been shaken
to their foundations by losses on' early projects
.
;
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and few can see dramatic profits in the future. For the supply
is going to be iricreasingly in the direction of nuclear power
and therefore for the wellbeing of their company they must
establish a foothold in this sector of the business in spite of
the heavy initial costs.
.
:
,

'

-

It may be doubted whether the "foothold" is being seized
as reluctantly as Rippon makes it sound. For the larger giants.
nuclear power spells centralisation. size, growth. lhe prospect
before them· is an intoxicactng one: the power industry swollen
to a size unheard of. its relative weight in the economy enhanced
several times over. and all of it within the grasp of one or two
amicably-coexisting combines.
The power industry as a whole can of course anticipate an
increase in its relative share of the gross national product. since
the power needs of industrial capitalist society grow faster than
the GNP itself. In Japan; for instance. official projections in 1975
were for a growth of 4 per cent in the GNP. compared to 6.2
per cent for the electrical output. Using this data. a simple calCulation shows that the proportion of the GNP represented by
the electricity generation industry (Le. its relative weight in the
economy) would double. in a little civer thirty years.
it is only this perspective which can explain the gambles
they are taking. and pressuring governmentS· to take. They are
not really gamblirig that no catastrophes will occur. that no
hitches will hold up the breeder reactor when it is needed. that
the nuclear project will remain cost-competitive. What they are .
really gambling on - and from their viewpoint. it is a "rational"
. risk to take - is that their economic and especially their political.
be so massive. that society has no option
weight in society
but to make their bets come home.
It Is the next decade which is crucial for this outcome. The
nuclear share in electricity production is designed to reach by
then. in the leading capitalist countries, the 10 or even 20 per
cent level or close to it.
Within the present structure of ~onsum~st capitalism, it is
hard to envisage a situation in which such proportions of the
power supply could sunply be sWitched off. no matter hOlY" powerful the arguments in terms of human welfare or even of economic
efficiency.

will
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Perhaps a catastrophic "melt-down". releasing millions of
curies of radioactivity. killing tens of thousands of people. damaging p~opertY to the extent of billions' of dollars? Studies by the
American Atomic Energy Commission have shown thai: accidents
could well have such a scope. But if society really depends on
the nuclear branch of its power industry in order to continue along
its accustomed path. and if this path can still claim an overall
acceptance. then an alternative to a shut-down would' be the
adoption of "firm measures". allegedly ensuring that such disasters
could not recur.
. ,
, , Such measures. as noted above. would be repressive and
authoritarian in the extreme: and there can be little 'doubt that
among the movements heavily repressed would be any spreading
panic or mobilising action in connection with· nuclear power.
. But if nuclear power reveals itself as unarguably ''taSteful?
Suppose the tendencies for nuClear plants to decline in efficiency
with age. and to require more and'more capital for their construction. become so pronounced that•. on economic grounds. they
should simply be replaced by non-nuclear methods of power
generation. Would not this be a situation disastrous to the nuclear
industry. one in which their gamble had definitely failed?
.'
. Possibly - if they allowed such a situation to arise. But as
a Harvard-MIT study pointed out:
"
The price of usable energy from on. coal or uranium
now has little to do with the marginal production cost of
any of these resources.• _ • Instead the price of energy from'
alternative technologies is the result of a complicated pro~
cess of assigning relative values to a variety' of energyproducing resources and technolOgies by those who either
control or require these, resources and technologies. This
process
intenSely and inherently political.
' .
. ' .is both
.
In assessing the degree of control over energy prices. it is vital
to realise that we are not dealing with ,an isolated handful of
reactor manufacturers - ' more and more. the Energy Company
becomes a powerful reality. and the relative pricing of the various
methods of electricity generation falls increasingly under its control. "Free competition" between the various primary fuels started
to lose' its reality many years ago. as the oil companies m<?ved
ove~ into the mining of coal. of uranium: into the processing of
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uranium and - thr~ugh subsidiaries and affiliates - into the
buUding of reactors. Their influence will, be exerted to fiX prices
that reflect, not the resultant of competitive forces, and not the
'- realities of cost-effectiveness, but simply the interests of their own
needs for expansion, investment and profit.
Thus, if the nucle~r industry is gambling, it knows in advance that the dice will be loaded in its favour. And even if its
Itick tUrns unexpectedly bad, and the table runs against it incessantly. there remains a further and decisive recourse: it can
have a word with the management.•.•
Consumerist capitalism needs the power industry: it even
needs its continuous and siieable expansion. The state which
-administers that system'never runs on the basis of one· capitalistone-vote. or
one-rilUlion-dollars-one-vote: always some
animals fu that particular jungle ptay the role of the king of
beasts. The Energy Company, more than hill nuclearised by the
tum of the century. will certainly supply a king or two, perhaps
even a king of Jdngs. Such personages do not need to fear bankruptcy. or even a missed dividend. If even the smaller predators
like Lockheed, Boeing or Grumann can depend on sympathetic
- - ifiterverition by the state in their hour of need. what will be
beyond the power of the Energy Company?
,
. Indeed, nuclear power has already benefited crucially, froin state support, and not only in the bUlions lavished on research
and deyelopment, whose results the corporations simply take
over. Another important parcel of "aid" has been delivered by the
US government plants enriching uranium;, the Westinghouse
and GE reactors require fuel that has passed through this expensive process. Their success in capturing the world market is due
in no small measure to the artifiCially low price, assured by what
amountS to a concealed state subsidy, an advantage which has
not gone unnoticed by their competitors:

even

Ned Franklin,' chairman and managing director of
Britain's Nuclear Power Company ..• maintains that the '
price of uranium enrichment _is now fiXed by" essentially
political considerations. Enrichment is dominated by the
US which supplies most of the enrichment requirements of
-the western world. According to people working in the :US's
nuclear industry, the prevailing price of enrichment is about
84
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half what it would b~ if the industry had to build ne~
facilities and operate them at a profit. The problem is that
enrichment is subsidised by the use of old plant that was
paid for as part of the weapons programme; enrichment
plants are supplied with subsidised electricity; and there is
'
no charge for rese~rc~ and development, "
In an economy which was strictly laissez-faire. with capitalist
firms responsible for,their own R&D. raw material supplies and
investment funds. subject to unrestricted competition' between
alternative power sources. and with the state interVening minimally in the play of market forces - ' in this long-gone era. the'
nuclear power industry would never have got off the ground.
But in the heavily monopolised capitalism of today. with its
manipulated market. its sympathetic state and its inexorable
acceleration' of resource consumption. the dreams of the nuclear
,giants - irrational. inhuman and ominous' as they may beare far from unrealistic.
We do monopoly capital an injustice. then. if we evaluate
its nuclear programme as nothing more than a technological project. Quite apart from its inherent ,hazards to humanity., its
adoption would then become' incomprehensible in View of the
serious doubts as to nett energy production. security of investment. reliability of fuel supply and cost-competitiveness. But
actually it must be seen as a project in a much Wider sense:
namely. as a social project. predicated upon a definite social
structure. that of capitalist consumerism~ and seeking both its
expansion and the exclusion of alternative futures.
'
, The power needs of such a society are vast and ever increas'ing. and it indeed faces a "crisis" in the prospect of exhaustion
of oil reserves. combuied with a severe pollution problem from
coal-btirningpower sources. But fO,r reasons which should be clear
enough. the giant corporations which dom.mate its technical
development can hardly be enthusiastic about the rational lines
'of solution advocated even by its own experts:, elimination of
wasteful energy consumption. reduction in the'growth of the electrical power industry. development of alternative sources such as
solar. geothermal and tidal power.
It is true' that nuclear power. too, has its disadvantagesit may, for example. weaken the bb~c of social control by the
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, destructive or blackmailing opportunities it creates for anti-soclai
groups. But iri lending itself to centralisation. expansion and
domination by a few industrial giants. it accords \vell With the
dynainic. of consumerist capitalisni - which would be hard put
to accommodate policies of energy conservation and the strangling'
of growth.
.
Of course. the system would have to adjust itself to the
peculiarities of this new power source. The Energy Company
would need to distort market and pricing mechanisms more
grotesquely still. to nudge along the consumption of nucleargenerated electricitY and the purchase of nuclear reactors. Massive
and direct state intervention would be required to ensure the
industry's future - with the perhaps grudging consent. or even
against the opposition. of industrialists in other sectors. And
measures of social discipline would almost certainly be called for.
restricting ciVil rights and limiting the activities of protest movements. to provide the safeguards needed once society depends for
its life-blood - electrical power - on one or two thousand incredibly poisonous sources.
.
Such scenario may well appear repugnant. but it cannot
be dubbed fantastic; it is solidly based on existing values and
,assumptioris. those which demarid the constant expansion of the
commodity market and. to an even greater extent. of electricity
output. In other words. this repressive and dangerously unstable
dystopia is a "rational" projection of the irrational society of
consumerism. We have already seen ,,,hat changes are necessary.
in broad outline. if society is to quit the fatal consumerist path.
It is titrie now to look more closely at this alternative of "selfmanagement" •
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Self-mariage~ent a~~

its

environme~tal

prospects

If some of the earliest socialist writings prefigure a centralised
society controlled from the top down. the strand in opposition
- anti-hierarchical. and aimed at the kind of "self-management"
referred to above - likewise can be traced back a' long way in
time. but the recent increase in attention to the ideas of selfmanagement is itself worthy of comment. Partly. of course, it is
. based on a widespread and completely justified revulsion at
obsessively centralised. rigorously hierarchical bureaucratic
societies such as the Soviet Union. But to a much more important extent•. it is a response to unmistakable trends in the new
, popular movements of the last decade: if these movements. in
the industrialised countries. can be said to have single theme.
it is one of self-manage~ent.'
' ,
This has been most apparent. of course. in the industrial
, sphere. where it has usually taken the form of active occupation
- ' that is. the' running of the workplace by the workers them- '
selves. Some of these actions have attracted considerable pub·
. licity. as when the workers of UCS in Glasgow occupied the ship·
yards iil, 1971. for instance. Even more noteworthy was the
French struggle at the LIP watch factory in Besancon. France. in
1973: here the workers took over. manufactured watches. distri- ,
buted and sold them and paid the proceeds to themselves as
wages. (They were dislodged after some months by a force of three
.
thousand riot police.)
Particularly in response to threats of massive redundancy
or complete closedown. the active occupation has become a standard weapon of the working class. While the LIP aCtion drew
notice throughout the world. the way its example has been
followed goes largely unrem:lr~ed: but in ~rance" alone since
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1973. the riumbe~ of factories taken under worker management.
for a' time has run into several score. In other European couittries (Britain. for instance). the same phenomenon is seen on
lesser scale. Italy may appear to lag in this respect. but appearances are deceptive: in fact the Italian workers \'iere among the
early pioneers of this form of action. and if they turn to it less
,
nowadays it is because they have learnt its limitations.
. For while the takeover of 'a single factory certainly reveals
the readiness for self-management of the workers concerned. no
great social change can be envisaged as a sort of "aritIunetic
sum" of such actions. The Occupied factory still depends for its
. materials arid its distribution outlets on a market system operating according to the values of capitalism. values hostile to those
of self-management at every turn. The political system. with the
state at its head. is based upon and enforces concepts of property
which are irreconcilably opposed to those implicit in the workers'
action.
.
Embedded in so inimical a context. an "island of selfmanagement" may serVe well as a tactical weapon against the'
th~eats (usually of unemployment) which impelled its creation, but
it can hardly survive indefinitely as a healthy economic unit. Of
course. in situation where such takeovers were widespread. and
where essential economic links were formed between the selfmariaged factories. a far different and viable structure could result.
If the theme of self-management has emerged unmistakably in
the altered tactics arid, strategy of workers in industrialised
capitalism. the same aspirations are clearer still in the bureau- '
cratic societies. When the workers in these countries are temporarily free to voice their demands - as iIi Hungary and Poland
in 195 6. (or Czechoslovakia in 1968,-, what they produce is a,
detailed and unequivocal programme giving power to the workers'
councils. In such countries., there can be no illusions about
"islands of self-management"; political and economic power are
so indissolubly linked that everybody sees a system in operation.
and knows that meaningful change involves the installation' of
,a different one.
,
These examples have all concerned the industria~ working
,class. but clear indication of' the drive for self-management can
be seen in the actions of a variety of social strata. The universal
upheaval of May 1968 in France., when we saw what lay just
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beneath the quiet surface of consumerist society, exposed above
all the resentment of hierarchical control and the burning desireto manage thdr own affairs that infused nearly every social
grouping - including, for example. the itimates of seminaries
"
and the members of football clubs. '
In quieter times. movements for "community control" hiwe
touched nearly every capitalis't country. Increasingly, urban or
suburban residents refuse to believe in the necessary 'wisdom of
decisions made' on high that threaten' their' community life, whether by bulldozing houses for an expressway,' sacrificing a
dormitory area to the needs of industry, closing, down a valued
school or converting green space irito a car park. And increasingly,
in their campaigns against' the unwanted development. they
replace or supplement older tactics - writing to their local mem·
ber of parliament. circulating a petition - ' with "direct action"
that was once associated only with militant workers or'revolu·
tlonary 'activists. ,Believing that they must take into their own
hands the defence of their neighbourhood. they no longer rely 'on
distant representative to struggle for them; respectable "middle·
Class" people. the backbone of consumerist society, can be found
occupying building sites, demonstrating' on the streets. lying down
in front of the bulldozer.
'
'
, Thanks chiefly to the wave of actions of which those' mentioned are just a few examples. the idea of self-management has
it new and wider currency in developed capitalist countries today.
And already there can be detected a debasement of the concept,
a multiform adaptation of it' to the existing social context. The
same thing happened, of course. when the idea of socialism itself
broke out of narrow sectarian circles' into the wider political
arena. In the interpretation of the German "revisionistS" or the
English Fabians. "socialism"was identified with old-age penSions
, and rent s'ubsidies under a continuing capitalist system. If a titled
lady could note sixty years ago that "we are all socialists nowa;
days", then in the same 'sense the world is becoming crowded
,
',
with partisans of self·management.'
It is generally the debased concept. rather than the" word
, itself. which wins such dubious popularity: "participation" is the
preferred term. or "ifldustrial democracy". or at most' "workers'
, control". It can be disconcerting to hear a paean of praise' for
"industrial ~emo~racy". and then discover what is intended by the
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phrase in practical terms: a few union officials appointed to
board of directors, put on their honour to respect the confidentiality of discussion, and implicated in decisions they have
rio power to influence. .
.
,
But even the word "self-management" receives its token
bows, sometimes from the most unexpected quarters. The French
Communist Party, for instance. could not - in May 1968 - find .
words sufficiently scathing with which to reject the notion of selfmanagement. which was a fantastic and typically bourgeois notion
in the heads of well-to-do students. But within a very few years
it reversed its stand. and began paying respectful lip-service to
. the idea. For its ally and competitor. the Socialist Party. had
developed a strong "self-management" wing. and there was the
danger of being outflanked.
,
If the earlier arguments of this book are sound. they supply
a clearcut test. based on the needs of the ecological crises. for any
scneme of "self-management". We need only ask: under the proposals. will the workers have full and direct control over their
working life. and will the surrounding social cOntext permit
planning from the bottom up rather than control by a blind
market or a distant hierarchy? Unless the answer to both these
questions is "yes". we can be sure that the society proposed
would finish as only a modified consumerism. and still be destructive of the enViromnent.
There exists a corisiderable amount of critical writing. dealing
with a variety of social spheres. which further illuminates the
questions raised here. Much of it. even if this is not the writer's
conscious intention, in fact constitutes an attack on consumerist .
values, along with an advocacy of self-management as the prin. ciple more properly to be applied. The works of lllich on education
night be cited. for instance. with their exposure of the passive
and crippling attitudes attitudes implanted by present-day schooling.
There is one cultural strand. however. which is too important riot to receive particular mention: the nuclear family and its
allocation of sex roles, depending on the inferior position assigned
to women.
These institutions a~e' an absolutely fundamental buttress
, for the society of consumerism.
a glance at any body of ad-
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vertising will make clear. Not only is a significant portion of consumercom'modities designed to serve the nuclear family in its
modern setting, but the latter also fashions in large part the
entire image of the good life and of the ultimate satisfactions
one can achieve in' this world.
'
The manic self-sufficiency advocated as ideal for a nuclear
family involves the most laVish waste of resources. Already this
ideal, in many advanced capitalist countries, is of a single family
equipped with two or three cars', its o\vn swimming pool, its own
deep-freeze, its own self-contained automatic laundry and dryer,
its own dish-washer, its own home workshop, etc_ This equipment stands idle and unused for the greater part of the day,
representing a wholly inefficient use of capital and of resources.
To see what is implied here, let us recall Illich'sestimate of the
average speed at which motorists travel in the United States';
around seven 'miles an hour, or even less in the bigger cities. 'He
arrives at this figure by a revealing calculation in which he (quite
correctly) adds on to the actual trave1lin'g time the 'number of
hours the buyer must work in order to earn the car's purchase
price and maintenance cost. What would be the result of a similar
calculation, showing what 'proportion of the nuclear co'uple's life
up to compulsory (usually more or less repulsive) labour;
is
in exchange for the fittings of an ideal home? It would certainly
not be, trivial.
.
, The lure of the self-sufficient, safely enclosed suburban home
is not hard to understand. In a society of alienated producers and
passive consumers, the human qualities which could allow real
community with one's fellows find little opportunity for development. Love and support seem unpossible to attain in the wider
world. but surely they can be found in a safe retreat \'with just
one other person; later tile children can be added with whom a
loving relationship seems guaranteed' in advance, pre-fabricated.
, After all, they are "our own" children. . . •
'
,
The often bitter reality that comes to puncture these illusions is too well-known to need repeating here. Inside the relationship of the couple, each' expects of the other all the comradeship. understanding and tenderness that in earlier societies were
derived from a whole spectrum
close familial and communal
bonds. Each of the partners. themselves weakened by tile same
deprivation,
is asked to' provide a whole world ~f ~omfo~t and
.
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support: .but no one is Atlas enough to carry such a burden.
There are only quite exceptional cases in which the failure of.
the project is not inevitable. The only uncertain point is the
degree of mutual resentment the disillusion Will generate. and how
permanent psychic damage will be entailed by the life that
much
. '
ensues. ,
But of course. from a strictly "economic" viewpoint. the
details of ,vhat goes on once the front door closes are quite
irrelevant. As indiViduals the partners are required to work at
their meaningless jobs. and as a nuclear family they form an
essential buying 'unit. Nothing more is required of them - or
supplied to them - in the normal operations of consumerist
society.
'
The lot of the two partners is. however. far from equal.
Traditionally the husband. as the breadwinner. is not entirely cut
- off froin social communion. meagre though it may be. The wife.
whose wage-earning labour tends to be more' spasmodic and .
complementary. can fmdherself condemned to long terms of
household imprisonment. involving genuine hard labour and more
. than short spells of solitary confinement. The warm delights of
rearirig children alleviate her sentence. but even here the discouraging social environment can turn a dream into a nightmare.
The pitch of desperation that can be attained within the nuclear
family has one monstrous indicator: the spread of the "battered
,
baby" phenomenon to epidemic proportions.
The woman has an additional burden: a social law. with
. formidable pressure behind it. puts on her shoulders the major
responsibility for "making the marriage work". This demands
that she adapt her needs and behaviour to the requirements of
. the institution and of her husband. ' ,
It is hardly to be wondered at. then. that the most serious
attacks on the institution of the nuclear family come from within the movement for "women's liberation". Thus. with varying
degrees of recognition of the fact. this movement is directing its
practical criticism against the society of consumerist values. by
attacking one of its, most important bastions. The movement is
notable also for its demands that women's status be that of a
full human being. free to lead her own life and not that of a
, secondary adjunct. that there be separate organisations of women
,as such. excluding men from most of their activities. and that they
,
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should have a full autonomy not infringed on by the manipulation of traditionally structured political groups. The theme of self, management coDfronts us again here. as the natural sequel to a
n!jection of consumerist values.
.
..
Our primary' concern is ~ot with self-management theory and
practice in itself. The consideration which is vital to our purposes
here is as follows; If the arguments already presented are valid.
then ecological harmony cannot be achieved as long as the producers lack control over their working life. for the substitute
satisfactions required to "appease" them will be of an environmentally destructive kind. But the converse proposition does not
automatically follow - ' that a self-managed ecc:momy must necessarily preserve the environment. What can be said of the prosp'ects here. and what evidence exists which is relevant?
The discussion so far does. of course. give some grounds for
this conclusion. at least iinplicidy. Some of the deeper satisfactions available in a self· managed economy have been noted:
they can be expected to compete strongly with. and eventually
perhaps replace. those sought'in consumer values. These satisfactions do not require. to anything like the same extent. the
massive and ever·increasing output of commodities.
. .
How responsible would such a society be in its use of
resources and care for the biosphere? The answer to this question
will hinge crucially on one's estimate of the potential for ration~
ality of associated producers. and one cannot ignore 'a body of
evidence' which seems to imply a lack of responsibility and
rationality in this respect. With a few exceptions (some of them
noted below). trade unions throughout the capitalist world have
played a neutral or plainly' negative role in environmental
struggles where these have direcdy concerned the income of theif
. .
.
..
members."
A striking example is prOvided by the automobile industry.
Private cars and heavy trucks have proliferated to an extent where
their exha ust emissioh~ literally poison the' air of large cities.
an'd the space they reqUire for roads and parking stations threatens
to devour whole residential areas. The decay of public transport
. (rail in particular) encourages this noxious growth. which has
. reached a crisis point in many areas. It' is no "technological inevitability" which confronts us here. but a deliberate policy of
"

'
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governments ceding to the heavY pressure of the industrialists .
who benefit. Neglect of the railways goes hand in hand with concealed subsidies for road transport - in the form of ridiculously
small taXes, for instance. which fall far short of meeting repair
, costs for .the damage done by loaded' 32-tonner. In the USA,
automobile interests have been pernutted to take over trolley
. companies and deliberately "run them down", thus destroying
the competition directly.
How have the automobile unions acted in this situation?
Generally, by lobbying for the removal of restrictions to the ouput
of the industry or to the development of road transport. But if
one wishes to draw conclusions about the environmental attitude
9f the producers, an even more striking case could be cited: armaments production.' The apparatus for modern nuclear warfare,
threatens - riot through its effect on the environment, but
directly - the lives of hundreds of millions of people. Yet it is
well-known how - especially in the USA - unions will mobilise
against the threatened close-down of a" military establishment, or
lobby for a new centre of production.
The reason for such actions is just as well-known: in an
eConomy marked by a permanent level of unemployment, the workers wish to protect their jobs' The allocation of productive
resources, the establishment of neW industries, the decision to
invest in cars rather than rail wagons -" over none of these do
the workers have any control. All they can hope to influence is one
simple question: whether they themselves will get living wage
or rot on the dole. The type of job is decided elsewhere. From
such data, we can learn nothing about the workers' likely re-'
sponses if they were choosing freely. Evidence relevant to this
can be gleaned only from the rare cases - if they exist - \vhere
some combination of unlikely circumstances has permitted a
modicum of freedom in their choice.
Two pertinent cases are worth examining: "green bans" in
Australia, and the Lucas Combine plan in Britain.
Australia has the dubious honour of being the world's third
most urbanised nation, with over 85 per cent of its population
in urban areas (1971 figures). Some of the worst effects of modem
urbanism, already evident in the larger Cities, were exacerbated in
the period after 1970 by a boom in the building industry that
followed a massive influx ~f foreign capital. Evils familiar to
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nearly every industrialised country were well exemplified in the
largest Australian city. Sydney. with a population close to' thr'ee
"
.
million.
The community organisations set up there to resist them
- usually called Resident Action Groups (RAGs) - had to cope
with a formidable array of destructive projects. Developers were
poised ready to clear away some of the small area of natural
forest remaining near the city; elsewhere. having previously agreed
to leave some open space in the middle of a housing project. they
prepared to build upon it.' Proposals for an Olympic Games
stadium would have meant the surrender of parkland dose to the
'
city.
. .,
Other projects - for inner-city expressways. high-rise blocks.
office buildings. college extensions - shared a common first stage:
the demolition of hundreds or even thousands of homes. and the
mutilation or destruction of a: thriving community life. The' guiding rule was' almost invariable: the homes had to belong to
workers and the poor. the community had to be plebeian. and
what replaced them had to benefit the wealthier and more privileged - providing them with' easier access by car from their
better outer suburbs 'to the inner city. or with conveniently
located higher-rent housing. or with new office space for their '
business enterprises.
'
Once they had taken the measure of the forces arranged
against' them. the RAGs appreciated the need for allies if their
struggle was to succeed. The developers already had 'powerful
allies. in the shape of governments whose commitment to progress
and quantitative growth turned out. in practice.' to be a final
identity of view with the developer. The only allies possessed of
comparable strength were found in a quarter that, surprised. and
often disconcerted. many middle-class environmental activists:
tile trade-union movement.
'
Nevertheless. the first approach to the unions came. not from
a threatened working. class commuruty. but from a "better'~
suburb where the bulldozers were moving in on bushland. As a
result. the Builders' Labourers Federation imposed its'first "green
ban": it decided (in 1971)' that no builders' labourers ("BLs")
would work on the development project. The Federated Engine
Drivers' and Firemens' Association (FEDFA) imposed a similar
ban; since they covered bulldozer 'drivers. the initial destructive
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step ,was effectiveiy blocked. This was the first of many ~'green
bans" imposed in the next few years - over forty by the BLF
alone. In most cases, simple class considerations coincided with
environmental criteria, in saving from the developer or the roadbuilder predomiriantly workirig-class communities often notable
for their architectural or traditional cultural links With the past.
-But the "arrogance" of the BLs and other trade unioi'lists. in
daring to assert a right to judge the ends to which their labour
,vas applied, was not lost upon the employers or the media, who
vied with each other in explosions of semi-coherent wrath~ ,
'
"There is something highly comical in the' spectacle of
builders' labourers. whose ideas on industrial relations do not rise
above strikes, violence. intimidation and the destruction of
propertY, setting themselves up as arbiters of taste and protectors
of our national heritage," fulminated the Sydney Morning Herald.
in a 1972 editorlal. It was true that a BL needed muscle in his
profession. that the odd compressor had slipped into a ditch duririg
disputes. and that it was not the easiest industry in which to
practise as
scab. But it was not the BLs' industrial tactics,
. militant though they were, which explains the venom with which
they were greeted: it was the ,"sPectacle" they presented - not
really a comical one at all, in the eyes of employers, governrilents
and editorialists - of workers demanding a say in the consequences their labour had on the social and natural environment.
The success of these green bans was a revelation to many
enVironmental activists. They now recognised how the movement
had largely neglected the'vital defence of the environment which
workers co'uld and would provide. We have already noted the
Viewpoint which probably underlay this neglect: what the workers
were generally constrained to do was taken as their free choice .
, -indeed, the constraints'themselves were often completely overlooked. But if environmentalists came to appreciate the significance of the unionists' actions, so also did a varied collection of
opponents - ranging from construction firniS and developmentoriented governments through to conservatives in the trade-union
movement itself (these Iast covering most of the conventional
left-to-right spectrum). While other unions had often joined with
them, the BLF was unquestionably the major force behind the
green bans and, not unexPectedly, the officials of the BLf branch
in New South Wales. the most populous of Australia's six feder-
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ated states, were assailed by a tacit alliance of formidable enemies.
, . In 1975, the federal leadership' of the BLF "moved in" on
New South Wales: the elected state officials were deposed and
new ones simply appointed by tlie federal body. The alacrity with
which employers recognised the federally created branch was of
crucial assistance to' the move's success. The process of dismantling the green bans began almost immediately.
To examine the struggles in greater detail could take us too
far afield here. Our main concern must be' the lessons this period
can teach, on the potential of the working class for enlightened:
environmental policy in a producer-controlled economy. A first
and important point is that the green bans were democratically
adopted by the union membership. not simply imposed as an
executive decision. The leadership' of the BLF during the green
bans period' (in particular Jack Mundey. Joe Owens and Bob
Pringle) were otherwise notable for the procedures they initiated
to strengthen rank-and-file control of the union, including, for
example. a rule that officials could 'serve for no longer than two
consecutive three-year terms before returning to the building
sites. The popularity of these leaders was widely recognised. not
least - U only tacidy - by the new officials who. several years
after their appointment,
considered it best not to Call any
"
mass meetings of builders' labourers~ ,
The green bans'thus qualify as an example of producer-controlled environmental policy - ' they' cannot be seen as actions
taken in the workers' name without their knowledge or consent.
,We have already noted how. in a capitalist or bureaucratic
society. exceptional conditions' must be fulfilled for such events
to occur: these are not hard to delineate in the Australian building industry of the early seventies. The influx of capital, and the
buildiDg boom it initiated. created both the extremity of the
environmental threat and the favourable conditions which allowed
it to be combated by the workers. Given the full and even overfull employment that resulted, building workers could black
harmful projects without thereby condemning themselves to the
dole. Compared to manufacturing industry, for instance. construction work is highly mobile in its ability to redeploy both
labour and fixed capital (equipment and materials). If a factory
is turning out harmful commodities. it is rarely' possible to rearrange its production line 'overnight.
even in.a few months, so
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that a more desirabie output can resuit. G~nerally the balance of
inputs will alter.' new material supplies will have to be assured.
machines
need re-setting or replacement. the spectrum
of requisite labour skills will change.
In contrast. the. djfference between desirable and undesirable
projects in the building industry often consisted in nothing but
their respective locations. In principle. demolition and construction equipment and its operators could be smoothly and quickly
shifted from a valued area under threat to a project of genuine
social value. 11u'; dislocation and difficulty mvolved were far less
than they would be in the average factory. These considerations
"ineant that the construction workers' rejection of socially or
environmentally harmful work did not have to overcome all the
obstacles that confront other workers: but it should not be
thought that they paid no· price at all for their unprecedented
"arrogance". The final destruction of the New South Wales
branch of the BLF was only the culminating batde of a long and ,
ruthless campaign that had to absorb much of that union's
energies over a period of years.
Another essential precondition for the green bans struggle
was the existence of an appopriate leadership in the BLF. Elected
to clean the stables after a period of notorious corruption and
mismanagement. the Mundey group was convinced of the need for
trade unions to take up in practice the ideas of workers' control.
The political influence here was that of the Communist Party
of Australia. whose pro-Peking wing had split away some years
before. and which was in the process of shedding its pro-Moscow
elements. follOwing the leadership's criticism of the invasion of
Czechoslovakia. Its new-found independence. \vhile a great advance over the past submission to the Soviet bureaucracy. did
not in itself constitute a policy. and the search for links with the
actual movements of the day made its more alert members receptive to such ideas as those of "environmentalism",
This last factor. the injection of enlightened ideas. appears
much more frequendy today than it did in 1971- thanks in part
to the example of the Sydney workers. Nevertheless. comparable
actions since then remain few in number. Should we then conclude that the Sydney green bans were produced by an. exceptional conjuncture of circumstances. that are unlikely. to be
repeated? As "a comment on the possibility for independent work-
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ing-class environmental action. in societies where its power over
the nature of production is sO minilnal. this would be reasonable
enough. But if it is intended as a judgment on the environmental
possibilities of self-managed production. it is myopic indeed. To
consider just one factor: it was the presence of full employment
which opened up an area of real choice for the workers. but the
recession' of recent years has closed up that area once more. It is
rare now for workers to have a choice between environmentally
harmful and environmentally benign activities: more usually. the
options are those of working as instructed on the one hand.' or
drawing the dole on the other. But there is another respect in
which the green bans struggle was untypical. as we have noted:
in most industries. it is a much more difficult matter to switch
, labour and capital over to the production of different commodities.
Perhaps we should not generalise from the actions of workers
in such an untypical industry as construction. Even if the pro- .
ducers controlled theii own activities in a self-managed society; .
these -formidable "objective" difficulties might prevent any shift
to environmentally benign production.' Perhaps workers would not
be prepared to accept the "costs" of making such a shift. Or
- recognising the degree of expertise and the burden of work
needed to devise a realistic revamping of a production schedule-'
perhaps the workers would not even bother to consider it. Or
- another possibility -. ' perhaps they would choose. if variants
were presented to them. the schedule that paid best. irrespective
of its environmental impact.
To shed some light on .all these questions. let us tum our
attention to "Lucas Combine Plan" in Britain. The Aerospace
Division of Lucas Industries. a 'British-based multinational with
about' 14.000 workers. found its contracts With the British
Government· curtailed when the aerospace industry throughout
the capitalist world entered its slump of the seventies. The redundancies which followed were not confined to unskilled workers.
but bit deep into the ranks of the highly skilled craftsmen and
even'the professionally (tertiary-trained) engineers.
The thirteen unions covering Lucas Aerospace workers had
no illusions that the worst' was over: as the industry declined
even further. there would be further and more' drastic retrenchments. It was with this prospect that the combined unions 'drew
up the
"Combine Plan".
which it announced
in 1976. This extra.,
.
'
'. ' .
.
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ordinary document of over' a thousand pages sketched out in a
responsible and realistic way some, 150 products that the Lucas
Aerospace factorit~s ought to be making. as opposed to what they
produced for the military and space progra..nunes. The tactic
was clear. and clear above all to the management of Lucas; they
appreciated it. and rightly. as a sword of Damocles suspended over
their heads. If they announced. with the usual regrets. that they
were reluctantly compelled to close down the aerospace plant at
X because of the lack of contract work. the unions would simply
point to certain chapters of the plan. The tools and the human
skills available were quite adequate for a switch of production
at the X plant. so that it would turn out kidney. machines or perhaps a low-pollution diesel-electric car. Not so spectacular for
media coverage. perhaps. but ansWering far better to people's
needs in health care or' environmental preservation. Could not a
governmerit prepared to advance £200 million to "save" Chrysler
give the Lucas workers the backing they needed for a far more
''
desirable project?
The Combine Plan was able to establish with ease its
legitimacy in the eyes of the workers.' in this role alone - as a
weapon for the unions to construct against the threat of redundancies. As a, mere tactical gimmick to this end. it could only
have scored a debating point or two. and perhaps put the management on the defensive for a time. but there would have been no
such widespread reverberations as it actually aroused. In fact it
posed in a' sharp and detailed way the question of producer
management. at least as far as the aims and character of production were concerned. This emerged from the very fact that workers' organisations were proposing drastic but realistic- changes
in the output of existing plants. quite apart from their further
ideas of anti-hierarchical organisation on the shop floor of this
, production. Nor did the unions treat it as a gimmick. Of course•.
once the long-expected retrenchment was at last announced in '
, 1977~ the plan took its place among the weapons to be used iri
the struggle; but already in 1976 it had featured in union nego- .
tiation with the management on questions much 'more general
than the threat of redundancies. The care and seriousness that
the workers had put into its creation made it impossible to ignore.
The central Lucas management rejected it almost out of hand
in May 1976: but they were immediately chided for their haste
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by an editorial in the conservative journal The Engineer" while
some Lucas plant managers (also 'afraid of redundancy) did' not
conceal their interest' in the' plan and their willingness to discuss it.
'
,
We' are dealing, then. with a production plan that can be
described - ' with allowances made for the impediments inescapable in capitalist' society - ' as that of the producers themselves.
What level of responsibility did it show - and in particular. what
level of environmental awareness and provision? The general
theme of the plan was not simply the discovery of marketable
'commodities within the capabilities of Lucas Aerospace. to replace
the contracts that \vere falling off. The 'general theme was rather
that of social' responsibility in any such proopsals - that the
production advocated would not only allow Lucas workers to
continue in employment. but would also satisfy real social needs.
Thus the plan urged that Lucas expand or launch upon the production of various pieces of medical apparatus for which its
collective skills' and machines were adequate. and which were
demonstrably in short supply; these iricluded for' example. kidney
machiries 'and equipment required by children suffering from
' ,
.
spina bifida.
,While this level of social responsibility in itself augured
well for a producers' environmental policy. additional data was
, supplied by proposals in the plan which carried a direct environ- _
mental thrust. Into this category. for instance. fall the low-pollution diesel-electric car (a prototype already existed) and the household heat pump_ (Heat pumps provide the most efficient way.
from an energy-conserving standpoint. to heat' or cool a dwelling.
By mid-1977, this particular proposal had moved much closer
to realisation; shop stewards at the Burnley Lucas plant had negotiated an' agreement with the Open University's Energy Research
Group to build prototype pumps powered by natural gas.)
,
If we look at the Plan from a purely "particularist" viewpoint
- asking only: how will it affect the Lucas workers 'themselves? - then a good case can be made out against its general
"social" theme_ True. this theme could serve as a useful'propa- ganda point in seeking public ~r governmental support for the
proposals. but against this should be weighed its sacrifice of
marketing realism. It might have' been better. fro'm this 'narrow
Viewpoint. to propose com~odities currently demanded by the
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private consumer. cash
hand. rather than ories marketed (like
the kidney machines)· inside the sector of "public squalor". ·or
'others (like the low-pollution car) whose environmental virtues
were more certain than'their mass appeal to affluent consumers.
Thus arguments of some strength could have been raised
against the plan's high level of social responsibility. and we must
regard the latter as a deliberate choice. not to be explained on
purely "tactical" grounds. Once again. as with the green bans..
we should note that it was not the choice of only a handful of
leaders; on each of the seventeen Lucas Aerospace sites. the proposals were thrashed out by the shop stewards' coriunittee and
later by project groups. and widely discussed among the workforce.
Of course. as in the case of the green bans. the whole idea behind
the plan had to be canvassed and "pushed" in the first place.
A vital part ill the campaign was played by members of TASS
(the Technical. Administrative and Supervisory Section of the
Amalgamated. Union of Engineering Workers); the qualified
engineers linked up with the other unions and contributed their
valuable knowledge and skills to the plan's development. Crucial
here was the creeping "proletarianisation" of the professional
engineer's status. a downgrading that included shift work (to
supply the continuous utilisation an expensive computer demands)
and redundancies occurring with litde ceremony. ,
These two cases have been chosen because of their pioneeriDg character. They do not stand alone. and siiniIar lessons emerge
from a less restricted purview suggesting thatJt is not foolish to
be optimistic about the environmental prospects of a sell-managed
society. If they cannot be assembled into an overwhelming body
of evidence. the cirCumstances in which producers can express
their will uncoerced are still rare. But suppose the phenomenon .
of producer control were the rule. Could we anticipate that such
instances of enVironmental sanity would be generalised throughout the sector of production? In drawing up its plan. the Lucas
Combine was careful to work within the limits set by the existing
plant. and to propose new products which were feasible for the
company's machines. But will this always be possible? Or will
a change to environmentally rational output generally require a
change in the productive apparatUs itself?
We might also. ask a related and more difficult question:
can the productive equipment of modem industry simply' be taken
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over by producers' collectives~ in a "system of self-management.
or is it intrinsically adapted to hierarchical control. and thus
to environmental destruction? Such "questions. which" cannot be
ignored. force us now to consider the whole topic of technology
itself: what it is, how it has developed. what it can become.
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Some technological myths
,

,

, The possibilities of environmental destruction are created above
all by the scale and variety of twentieth.century technology.
Material is exchanged and transmuted in such large quantities
that the very composition of the biosphere can be significantly
altered.
This is illustrated strikingly by the global effect that a single
"accident" can produce. The amount of particular radioactive
isotope in the whole atniosphere of, the earth can be doubled
(as with plutonium·238. when a satellite's SNAP reactor burnt up
in 1964). Oil spills can inject into the world's oceans a quantity
of hydrocarbon comparable to the entire natural amount their
waters carry. Less dramatically, the. burning of fuel for industry
(in.oU and coal power stations especially) has produced a steady
, and measurable increase of carbon dioxide in the air we breathe.
Industrial activity has also created a significantly thicker pall of
dust tends to cool it by filtering out the sun's rays: we still are
by trapping more of the sun's heat (the greenhouse effect), while
dust tends to cool it by filtering out the sun's rays: we still are
not sure which of these effects is predominant at present. (This is
only one of the sigriificant areas in which we are ignorant of even
,the qualitative effect on the biosphere of industrial activity.)
The same conclusion appears when we look at problems
manifest. on a scale less than global: the dangers to health from
food additives or new industrial chemicals. the haiard of an in·
creased radiation level due to the nuClear power industrY. the
poisoriing of inland \vaters by industrial effiuent. In all these
cases. it is only the scale 'and ingenuity of applied technology
which make the damage possible. Impressed by this fact. some
people would find that the arguments presented above do
not go far enough. It may be true (they could say) that it is the
consumerist society which puts the biosphere at risk: but the
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consumerist society is made possible only by the present advanced
level of industrial technology. It is this technology which must be
rejected.' not simply the social arrangement it is currently supporting.
, It is hardly necessary to consider the weaker forms of this
attitude. which purport to reject "all" technology, but reveal
themselves in practice as a proposal to return to the already
advanced technology of the eighteenth century or even the nineteenth while often covertly appropriating the rejects or waste of
twentieth-century mass production; But there is a less indefensible standpoint that needs to be considered. one which would not
pretend to discard "all',' technology but only those'developments
which threaten the biosphere. This could often be achieved by' a
, simple prescription: the "freezing" of technical progress. in a
given sector, at the level it reached while still environmentally
acceptable. We might. for example. declare 1929 as the cut-off '
date for electricity generation, discard the giant stations of today
(or not replace them), and return to the simpler.boilers and
smaller generators of that year. '
'
,,
The retreat implied by such a "cut-off" would be a historical
setback for the human race bearing comparison with the fall
of Rome. We would have to accept a prospect of compulsory
, labour hardly, less than that of the present. and thus renounce
any prospect of eventual freedom for humanity in the fullest
sense. For it is only the highest mastery over natural processes that
can free humanity from the need to earn' a living. need which
is basically hostile to the needs of simply living. And such mastery
of nature - including that mastery which expresses itself in a
conscious co-operation - relies on a level of understanding that
is realised above all in science and technology.
'
But if technology is really a Frankenstein's monster - beguiling in its first appearance. as was Mary Shelley·s. but inevitably
, degenerating like him into a horror - then to renounce it would
indeed be the sole solution. And it would also require that the
alternative sketched above - that of self-managed socialism as
the path to a stable an,d non-destructive society - to be immedi-,
ately refuted. If the monster is really a, monster - if technology
at something like our present level is inherently destructivethen a 'stable and pacific household for it to dwell in cannot be
achieved. 'no matter what new domestic arrangements are sug-
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gested. There will be no solution unless the nionster is first thrown
into the cleansing flames. However. as Hollywood has taught us
well. the monster has a disconcerting habit of later emerging
from the flames as good as new - and from sulphur pits or deepburied graves as well. We all know'the motive which resurrects
him - it is avarice. The gates of hell cannot prevail against a
studio that sees the chance for a profitable sequel.
But similar forces would be at work to resurrect the monster
of'technology also. How could it be compelled to stay dead?
What farmer would cheerfully surrender 30 per cent of his harvest
to a moth. when he knew the power of a crop-dusting plane?
What machinist would exert herself with a milling niachine for
a" solid week. when with n"umerical control she had seen the same
casting shaped in an hour?
Science-fiction writers have" offered us societies that enforced such "cut-off" points in pure and applied knowledge; they
are all dystopias. where ignorance has to be repressively enforced.
It" is hard to imagine it happening in any other form. but - fortunately - it is also hard" to imagine it happening at all.
Prometheus may suffer for storming the heavens of technology.
but the gods who chained him to the rock are dead.
In fact. this view of technology as an incorrigible monster has
much in common with that of the most extreme "technological
optimism", Both conceive of only one technology. with a single
inevitable history that could not be otherwise. After the horse
and cart. the private automobile; after the steam and internal
combustion engines. the nuClear power plant. Both views agree
that we are confronted by an inevitable development. a series of
bare technological facts that could not have been otherwise; they
disagree only on whether these hard facts should be approved
"of ("realistically") or rejected ("ethically").
"
This view cannot be sustained. Many writers have shown how
the technological history we know was shaped and channelled by
a varietY of influences lying outside the sphere of technology itself. whose development is thus far from autonomous. We cannot
then consistendy declare this development inevitable unless we
are prepared to" say that" the whole historical experience of
humanity has been inevitable, (And anyone prePared to make this
latter declaration should first be asked precisely what it means.)
There is litde point in simply repeating or amplifying here "
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the theoretical arguments against' the autonomy of technology.
But there is a more concrete aspect of this question which has reo
ceived little attention in 'past discussions. and yet is very 'relevant
to the theme of this' book. In the next chapters we consider this
aspect. which concerns the relation between technological advance
and the experience of working life~ This relation is obviously cru·
cial when questions of "alternative technology" arise. as they
must indeed arise when the early. themes of this book are con·
sidered more deeply.' For it was emphasised there that the basisof the consumerist society. from which the ecological crises stem.
must be sought in the system of production. And just how dif·
ferent can a new society be. if its productive technology remains
,.
.
unaltered? '
The same question can be put in a different way. We saw in
the opening chapters that the basis for the grip of a certain kind
of consumer 'values is laid. to a significant extent. in the currently
alienated and deprived work experience of the producer. But if the
work experience continues in essentially the same' technological .
environment. how much change can' be expected either in that.
work experience or in the wider social attitudes it encourages?'
Such questions indicate why we need to examine more Closely the
nature both of technology. and of the worker's relation to it. As
.a convenient entry point. an appiuently naive question might be
. posed: what do we mean when we say that a certain technological
development will result in higher productivity? What. in' other
words. is a technological advance?
To describe what is meant by a technological advance is less
straightforward than may appear~ One thing we can not mean is I
that higher output is an inherent property of the new device. like'
. its shape or its colour. A more efficient hydro-turbine will hardly
supply more electrical power. if it is installed on the Siberian
steppe far from running water. A new dwarf dce variety.
matter how miraculous. will give sparse yields if it is planted in
the central Australian desert.
'
Obviously we are assuming that suitable material conditions
will be fulfilled. Indeed. this is so obvious that it hardly seems
worth saying; but it is precisely these unspoken assumptions that
need spelling out. and they lead to conclusions that are certainly
~orth saYing. Let us take. a real example: the sinkitig of wells.
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complete ,vith pumps, in Indian villages: Susan George in How

the Other Half Dies tells how, of more than 150,000 such wells
sunk in the last ten years, over' 60 per cent are not \vorkirig at
any given time.
reasons inClude the absence of service engineers and the lack of involvement of the villagers; in other words,
the absence of a "suitable'~ labour force. .
Such cases force us to modify drastically our picture of technolo~cal progress. A new' device is far froin being simply an
offer of higher output potential, or its material embodiment. It is
actually a proposal to alter an important relationship between
a section of humanity (the workers involved) and their environment - namely, the productive relationship itself.
But how are such cases different? Can we not regard the
presence of a trained and acquiescent labour force as simply one
of those "material conditions" needed to make the device realise
its potential-like an adequately strengthened floor. like an
annual thirty inches of rainful? This is the usual viewpomt taken
in histories of technology. and it is only this viewpoint which
allows us to talk of "higher productivity" as though it were an intrinsic property of the device itself. Just as one can predict the
stresses a heavier machine will impose. ana specify the structural
members needed to withstand them. so the properties of the
.workers can be tabulated. their performance predicted and their
composition specified.
'. .
It is worth emphasising this conclusion. To describe a "higher

The

productivity" as inherent in a new piece of technology is justified
only to the extent that the workers involved can be regarded as
objects of natural taws, 'with a predictable behaviour determined
by their known properties.

. It is not an abuse of language. then. but a strictly correct
usage to say that this concept implies a dehumanised work force.
Arid it is a concept which is quite fundamental to prevailing
. accounts of technological history. and to the predominant views
on "technological progress". It is the prevailing view. for example.
among those people who are responsible for creating technological advances. Over a broad range of their experience. it is a self- .
confirining thesis; obvious assump'tions are made about the
material conditions (including the suitable location. raw materials.
workers. etc.) and indeed - if the design sums are righ~
higher ouput for given labour is the result.
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But sometimes thin"gs go wrong; more than that, they go
wrong for the wrong reasons. An error in calculating the stress
in' experimental design at the testing
on{ a component, fault
.
station: it is understandable (even if. chastening) when a new
device fails for one of these reasons. But sometimes the workers
refuse to operate it; or they exhibit a perverse "stupidity'· about
its optimal employment; or suspicious "accidents" keep happen~
ing•••• In such cases the designer will react with a very righteous
indignation. The rational and desirable aim of technolOgical progress has been thwarted, and by factors that are really quite extraneous and should be insignificant. He will not, of course. amend
his conception of what he is doing. And yet all that is happening
is" that, in opposition to his blinkered expectations, a group of
human beings are acting like human beings. rather than like
.'
.
stressed frames.
'
The view we a~e discussing can be labelled with a host ~f
pejorative terms, all of them quite justified. It is an ideology. purporting to describe reality while actually advancing the interests
of the owners or controllers of production. It is Ii reification.
ascribing to a "thing" (the new device) a "property" (higher out~
put) which actually emerges from a social relation between
people (the workers and the designer) ~."ho employ that device.
It is a mystification. concealing what is happening by pretending
that something else is happening.
"
We need not linger over these labels, however. The most important thing for us is that the view is simply not true~ even in
itself. Technological advances do not carry higher productivity
along with them inevitably for the simple reason that workers are
never fully dehumanised. Every manager carries this bitter truth
in his heart; he knows full well that if the technological assumption that workers are predictable is trUe, nevertheless what he
, must sometimes predict is theu: unpredictability.
, . Not all the time. of course. The technolOgical assumption
. would not have survived so well if it did not confirm itself 'abun-,
. -dandy in practice. Indeed, it is such "confirmation" that makes
it an ideology, and not just a piece of false apologetics. When
radically new equipment is itltroduced so that large numbers of
workers are no longer needed. managements have now learnt to
predict the likely course and duration of strikes against redundancy, to estimate their cost, to allo~'l for it in their budgets.
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Thus a stereotyped union response will eventuaiIy allow management to amend the appropriate terms in their equation, so that
technological progress once more depends only on fully predictable "material condtions", into which the workers are assimilated.
But the struggle is never-ending, and the price of bondage (the
worker's) is eternal vigilance (by the management). Recall what
happened at LIP (see chapter eight above). There it was not a
technical but a "financial" reorganisation that was impending, but
, the effect in redundancies was altogether similar. Undoubtedly
management had predicted the likely response, had provided for
the expected stnke. But the human "material conditions" behaved
in a way that reached altogether novel and disconcerting peaks
of perversitY. It is doubtful if the management at Lucas Aerospace, either, had an easy task in adjusting for the anomalous
behaviour of the human material, as represented by the Combine
plan, and in continuing the perversely interrupted sweep of technologicid progress
"
It may be felt that this account exaggerates by using a biased
selection of data and emphasising "abnormal" situations and
"abnormal" responses by the workers. In "normal" times, which
are the great majority of times, the technolOgical myth works very
well. The workers react in a satisfyingly predictable and even
acquiescent manner; the technological advance indeed smoothly
achieves the increased output ascribed to it, and there is no need
to recall that what is happening is a constant and perhaps sub- ,
stantial change in a vital sphere of human relations. Surely it is
the normal phenomenon which matters most, not the rare and
the abnormal?
The 'first thing to be recalled' h'ere is that the whole point
of our inquiry is to estimate people's capacity for "abnormal"
behaviour in just the sense above, preciSely because we have seen
how "normal" adaptation to a dehumanised existence as producers
encourages - if not necessitates - an equally dehumanised
existence as consumers, and that this in turn has ominous consequences for the biosphere itself. However, in esrunating people's'
capacity for the "abnormal" we can learn much from the prev3rung norm in which workers are so successfully dehumanised,
if we look at how it came about. Humanity may have been condeinned to live in the sweat of its brow, but when they stumbled
out of the Garden just ahead of the angelic boot, Adam did not
110
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find himself standing over an automobile assembly line. and Eve
was not operating a key-punch for' eight nerve-wracking hours a
'
day. The "norm" of labour today has a history.
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c.

Tecluiology and people
The history of techllological advance is not the mild' and uplifting
tale. of progressive evolution that most historians of the subject
would have us believe. It is punctuated by the bitterest struggles
and the most epoch-making defeats, "in which workers fought to
preserve their humanity and knew they were doing exactly that.
It is a stoCy in which capitalist mill-owners flank their nel'l stocking-frames with cannon and vitriol, and Stakhanovite "model
\'1orkers" in Stalin's Russia go in fear of their lives.
true his-'
tory of machinery and the modem working class has been largely
hidden, and replaced by urbane accounts of the triumphant march
of techllology. ThiS is understandable, given the sway of the technological myth; we are reminded of those Roman historians who,
in eulogising a heroic general, were silent on his part in servile
wars- there was no glory in defeating slaves.
few factual accoUnts have made little headway against'
the solidly entrenched mythology. It would be a diversion from the
theme of this book to atempt to redress the historical balance
here; but while we are' concerned with the capacitY of modern
workers for changed behaviour, we also need to know how it was
acquired. Some of the insights' needed emerge if we glance briefly
at two developments crucial for our own era: the Taylor system
of time-and-motion study, and the autQmobile assembly line.
The study of "scientific management", inaugurated by
Frederick Winslow Taylor, was a technological development whose
impact on modern working conditions - and thus on the nature
of the modern worker - is hard to overestimate. It differed from
the usual run of innovations in an important respect: instead of
implicitly treating the worker as a machine with circumscribed
and predictable behaviour, it did so explicitly. The process of the
"degradation of labour", ,to use Braverman's' altogether apt
phrase, has had no stronger ally in this centurY. Its field of
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application long ago extended beyond that of manual labour and
purely physical operations. Clerical work has been' painStakingly
analysed according to Taylor's principles, and the
inVolved
in such'tasks as sorting 'papers measured to a hundredth of 'a
second. Its 'scope now extends to operations of a purely' mental
nature; the difference in times is now known. for example. if one
listens to a string of sounds or if one merely hears them. The
signs are already apparent of its further advance into the field
of "professional" labour. organising the work of the tertiatytrained according to its' principles. "
"
, But our concern here is with an earlier period. beginning on
, the day in '1878 when Taylor was promoted from machinist to
foreman at Midvale Steel. and thus climbed over (as he himself
, later said) to "the other side of the fence". His aim was already
clear in his mind: to double the machinists' output. His project
received' the enthusiastic support of' the management. and he
lacked none of the needed authoritY. He 'knew intimately the
various deVices employed by the workers to combat attempts at
speed-up; he was no remote executive or "professional'~ engineer
- he had just walked off the very shop-floor he was now supervising. '
'
'
,
It would seem that the outcome could not' remain long in
doubt. AII'the more extraordinary. then. is his own revelation
that the struggle to adapt the workforce to his "technological
, advance" occupied him for three years. And even after that length
of time. he had to import a fresh labour force of unskilled
workers. and train them himself at the lower level 'of skill his
methods' required; the original machinists had defeated all his
efforts. But even these new workers lacked the gratitude which
their promotion seemed to call for: within' few weeks. their
output had stabilised at a level which - coirlcidentally enough - '
exacdy equa~led ~at of the older worker~. At th!s. Taylor played, '
his last desperate card: he threatened the new men with relegation to their former unskilled' jobs. And with this weapon he won
the battle. a battle of far greater historic importance than most of
those 'commemorated in stone and legend.
,..
His 'memoirs 'make it evident that the outcome of the struggle
was far from predetermined. Taylor's victory demanded 'every'
, ounce of his tremendous strength. a strength born of a righteous
conviction' in his mission that can only be termed fanatical. Con-
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fronted by a les~er personalitY. given another ~ari or another
. place and time. the workers could have won. Perhaps. in similar
struggles on other occasions. they actually did; perhaps the industrial battlefield was littered with the graves of mute. inglorious Taylors. It is difficult to say. because it is the winners
who write the history of this particular war. and they seldom
record anything but their victories.
" Altogether similar is the history of the assembly line.
Although Henry Ford's campaign was somewhat less dramatic.
it was more prolonged and came. perhaps. even closer to defeat.
Ford had introduced a primitive assembly line by 1908. but the
workers did not take to it kindly. Their most effective weapon
(necessitated by Ford's ferocious war on unioxiisni - which was
successful right, up to the New Deal legislation of the thirties)
was to vote with their feet. Management can stand a' little extra
turnover in labour follOWing an especially, successful piece of
degradation. but at Ford's it reached proportions that were highly
damaging. At one stage. after the assembly line had "progressed"
to the moving conveyor belt. he had to cope with an annual turnover of nearly one thousand per cent; it can be assumed that the
workers would often have more direct ways of expressing their
dissatisfaction With a job they could tolerate for no more than
two months on the average.
Ford did not win in a mere three years. like Taylor. It was
1914 before he reluctantly threw last desperate card on the
table. just as Taylor had done. And desperate indeed it was: he
announced a doubling of wages for workers on his line - a whole
five dollars a day. a dazzling sum for t~ai: time. And with that he
'won: a small step for technology. giant stride for mankind.
It should be appreciatoo that neither Taylor nor Ford had to
concern themselves with trade unions; the resistance to their campaigns was the spontaneous reaction of "unorganised" workers.
(Once Ford had expanded his company police. under the notorious
Captain Harry Bennett. a detected union organiser would be
remonstrated with and later - usually. on his emergence from
hospital- escorted beyond the city limits.)
,,
The method by which Ford at last succeeded in manning his
assembly lines is. of course. highly significant; but the workers
were not adapted to the degradation of. modern industry solely
by the financial carrot. The disciplinarY stick also played an essen-
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tial role. particularly at the crucial stages when the "mate~al
, conditions" had to be ensured for a substantial technological
development. Taylor's threats of downgrading or dismissal. even
Ford's lurid "union-busting" violence. were comparatively mud
ex~mples. It is salutary' he~e to read the actu~l history of the /
"machine-wreckers'~ in the industrial revolution. The myth that
they were pitting themselves against "technological progress as
such" (whatever that may mean) finds little justification in the
facts. Their struggles were directed ovenvhelmingly at precisely
those aspects of the new technology, which implied their own
dehumanisation. Arid it was those aspects which were defended
by the forces of a dubious progress - by Parliament. hastily
creating' new capital offences. by thousands' of soldiers with
musket and cannon. and by propertied' magistrates with' savage
sentences.
It is sometimes said that the defeat of the machine~wreckers.
and of their heirs at Midvale Steel and Ford. waS "inevitable".
This is a puzzling concept, both historically and philosophically.
but the intention behind its use is rarely 'much of puzzle. Suppose the neW threshing machines. the conveyor belt or time-andmotion study were indeed all "inevitable." Without probing too
deeply into what this means. we can still ask: given the propensitY
of human beings to retain some shred of human dignity in their
working life. was not the struggle against these novelties also
inevitable? On which of these two "ineVitable" events. then.
should judgement be based?

a

We shall now try to assess the real significance of the kind of
"technological progress" shown in the historical record - and
thus at the same time the significance of the struggle against it.
Such a study'can throw a revealing light on many of th'e contemporary problems which we posed in the preceding chapters.
lhe socialist movement has suffered for many g'enerations
\ from the illusion that technology is value-free. Adopting a misleading schema in which an essentially non-political "base" (the
forces of production) is simply to be taken over and endowed
with a different "superstructure" (SOcialist relations of production). it has failed to appreciate the political content of that tech"
nological base.
Some aspects of this connection are easy to see. Probably the
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most famous case-stUdy in the whole of the literature on political
ecollOmy is Adam Smith's pin factory. In expounding the tremendous productive power' of
a primitive form of the division of
labour, Smith described the allocation to different workers of the
various operations involved in the manufacture of pins. But this
process was comprised of, two distinct aspects. which it is illuminating and essential to separate. First there is the worker's repeated performance, for the duration of a shift, of a single operation requiring the same tools and bench organisation, rather than
successive performance of different tasks with a time-consuming·
readjustment in betWeen. Second, there is the allocation of a given
task to a given individual worker at his permanent job. We will
follow Marx's, useful terminology in calling the first· an example
, of the social division of labour, and the second, the detailed divi,
sion of labour.
The first may be recognised (subject to certairi qualifications'
discussed below) as definitely increasing the output of pins per
hour of labour-time. But what is the role of the second element
- the typing of some workers as "polishers", some as "cutters"
and so on? A little reflection shows that it serves two major purposes. First, it introduces
categories of workers who are reI quired to have lesser skill, and can therefore be paid less. This
elimination of skill (whose connection with increased productivitY
is indirect and infinitesimal), in the interest of lowering the wages
bill. is an iritegral part of the. technological progress of capitalist
society. Secondly, it provides a clear role for the capitalist management. as the organiser and overseer of a body of workers each
capable of only one small part of the entire production process; .
Suppose now that we accept the capitalist pin-factory as a.
slice of "neutral" technology, embodying the higher productivity
required to satisfy consumption needs, and quite suited to function in a socialist economy once the exploiting factor, the Capitalist class, has been dispossessed. Then evidently we envisage
taking over into the new society not only the superior hierarchical
position
the management. which is unjustified on any grounds
. of productivitY, but also the deskiIling of labour that is embodied·
in the supposedly ·'neutral" technology.
I
In this 'simple case, the political content of the technology
is easy to distiriguish: in general, things are not so obvious. simply
because the degrading and managerial component of the tech-
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nology has entered into so intimate a relation with the "productive"· aspects after many decades of technologic~ evolution. '"
In his fascinating study of the development or (as' his subtitle rightly calls it) the degradation of labour in the twentieth
century, Labour and Monopoly Capirol, Braverman shows with a
wealth of detail how "technological progress" has 'contained two
distinguishable though connected aspects. Neither of them has
had veiy much to do with increasing productivity. First. the
amount of skill required of the worker was continuously reduced.
the ideal limit being to zero. The interest here lay in reducing the
wages bill. Secondly. the decisions required of the worker in per. forming his taskS were as far as possible likewise reduced to zero,
and handed over to higher echelons of management. The iriterest
here in 'reinforcing the superior position of the employer is
obvious.
'
,
.,'
The sunple case of Adam Smith's pin factory showed both
these" features, easily distinguishable because of the very simplicity
of the technology. In the latest developments. as for instance when
the jobs of tertiary-trained workers are "rationalised",these two
aspects can no longer be easily separated. Engineers working with
computer-aided design techniques may find the decisions required '
of them reduced to the selection of numbers to enteron a form r
which is later key-punched for computer input. But since decisionmaking is an important component of their "skill. the latter is also
made partly superfluous in the process.'
" .. The 'struggl~ against, this dehumanisation of labour began
with its very introduction. and has been unremitting up to the
present day. But it must be' recognised that the outcome of the
major" battles. revolving around significant and large-scale processes of degradation such as those of Taylor and Ford. has followed the two examples cited. The workers have been defeated:
the dehumanising version of "technological progress" has won the
day, and continued its juggernaut advance till it has covered the
land not only with "prison factories" but with "prison offices"
and "prison services".
.
The significance of this whole historic struggle and especially
of its outcome has not been generally noted, because the war
it'self does not officially exist. Yet it well deserves the appellation
of a "war": it has had its pitched battles, its casualties, its long .
lines of pt1soners after' defeat. B~t the whole process has been
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covered over With the aid of the technological ~yth: technology.
in its autonomous advance that \vaits for no man. creates
machines of ever-increasing productivity that have naturally taken
over. Perhaps. on a closer examination. one might admit to some
minor disturbances. pitiable in their futility; but the short-sighted,
the irrational we shall always have with us..•.
The shape of the modem world has been determined by these
struggles. By mid-century the priso~ factories were staffed with
millions of workers who. to all appearance, were effectively
adapted to a productive life of the most extreme alienation. in
which their output of specifically human activity would be minimal. and their similarity to an especially simple machine accentuated with:each new "advance". The nascent unions generally
accepted and even nurtured this adaptation. acknowledging the
management's right to determine the character of the labour process and confining their struggles to issues of "wages and conditions". The consumerist version of bread and circuses, infinitely
more flexible and alluring than was ever dreamed of in Rome, had
brought about an irreversible servitude, that of slaves consenting
to their slavery~ This was. at any rate, the pessimistic conclusion
reached by many. observers. But in fact this view was superficial
and myopic, taking no account of the past struggles whose outcome was this dubious "consent". Not seeing the present in the
context from which it had emerged, they could not correctly estimate the kinds of .future to which it could give rise. Indeed, in
such view. not even the present can be clearly grasped. Some
important current realities take on their true significance only in
the ,light of this past.

a

Throughout the industrially advanced countries of the capitalist
world. a movement is in progress, and on no trivial scale. which
explicitly aims at the huinanisadon of work. Growing in strength
in the past decade especially. it now extends into some of the
largest and most representative modern industries. and has
alleviated the degradation of labour in corporations among the
, world's biggest.,
.
The aspect which might be found the most surprising - if
one is acquainted with the gruesome history of the struggle against
.dehumanisation - is that this movement has been initiated and
developed by management. Nor' is it a 'case of unrepresentative
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Robert Owens. implementing individual utopias against the uncomprehending hostility of their fellow capitalists. It is true that
the movement has won over' only a fraction of employers. but
this fraction is largely comprised of acknowledged leaders of their
class: employers' federations. opinion-forming business journals.
giant fIrms and even multinational corporations; among the
pioneers are Philips. Olivetti. Imperial Chemical Industries.
American Telephone and Telegraph. and International Business
Machines.
..
The methods studied and implemented can be classified into
three. In job rotation the same spectrum of jobs may be maintained. but the worker shifts regularly from one job to another
within it. In job enlargement tasks previously assigned to separate
jobs are combined so that a single worker performs a greater
variety of them. In job enrichment the workplace hierarchy is .
effectively restructured. so that more initiative and decisionmaking is required of jobs on the shop-floor.
These methods are usually lumped together as comprising
a single process of "job enrichment". Job enrichment has itself
now become a minor industry. in which many graduates in
psychology or SOciology have found their careers enlarged' and
enriched.
.
~'There is apparently no industrial- sector in which job en:'
richment cannot' be introduced": thus a study group reporting .
to the French employers' federation (CNPF) stakes out the
ground to be won. "It is ••• nonsense to talk of treating people
as individuals if the jobs they are required to do strip them
not only of any individuality or identity but even of any
humanity:' declare two British writers. Daniel and McIntosh.
addressing themselves to management. If we recall the consistent
behaviour of employers throughout the history of capitalism. in
which the humanity of the worker has frankly been a nuisance.
we might well wonder \vhat is going on. Are \ve seeing a vaSt
shift in attitudes and values. of a change in the behaviour of a .
whole class?
.
.
The llllswer. to this last question is: yes. we are. But the
class foncerned in this fundamental shift is not the capitalist
class; it is the industrial workers. Management is simply reactiitg to 'this change. its own motivations' still being the old
familiar' ones. ~ere is no mystery about the experiences which
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have impelled management 'towards job enrichment. If Saab and
Volvo in Sweden surrender the ground hard won by Heniy Ford, '
it is because the, only alternative was to watch their, profits .
decline. They started assembling cars with work-teams deciding
on their oWn orgarusation of the task: but what else to do, when
. in the conditions of Sweden's relatively high employment and
comfortable \velfare services people simply would not work on an
assembly-liD.e? .
"Philips found themselves with a chronic labour shortage at
the beginning of the 1960s when they recognized that they had
to take substantial steps to make the work they offered more
attractive in order to attract and retain labour:' So report,
Daniel arid McIntosh. Bosquet tells the story of AT & T:
"Labour turnover was particularly high iri the claims and invoices
departments of American Telegraph and Telephone. ~ .• "Attractive' pay and environment were not succeeding in keeping employees.. The proportion of errors had stood at 13 per cent
for ten years and needed a cumbersome checking system: Exemplifying yet again how science now .enters directly into the
production process, AT & T called in the psychologist-sociologist
Herzberg. "Following Herzberg's advice, AT & T decided to make
each employee responsible for her own sector of town.•.• Each
operator became free to varY her working speed and, within
. certain limits, ber hours of work. The proportion of errors fell to
3 per cent and a whole superstnicture of checkers could be. dis-'
'pensed With. Result: a 27 per cent productivity increase arid a
saving of $558,000 itl one year:'
,
.
The pattern is clear enough. On a more general plane, the
CNPF report goes to the heart of the matter when it asks employers to weigh up "the minutes or seconds gained by a fragmented work-system against the cost of retouching, botched work
and strikes .•• incidents. accidents. absenteeism and labour turnover, not to mention the consequences of a lack of job-satisfaction". Botched work and accidents are no novelty: Taylor knew
all about these elementary working-class weapons. Absenteeism
and labour turnover likewise: they certainly figured prominently
in Henry Ford's calculations. But when Taylor arid Ford did their
sums, as the CNPF also asks. the balance still came out squarely
in favour of the new methods of degradation, .and stayed that
way for many decades. Now, and increasingly, the sums come
120
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out the other way. and there is no trouble in seeing why: those
p~rverse material- conditions, the workers, hav'e 'upset the arithmetic.·
.
, . '
,"
,
,
Union organisation plays a definite but minor role in this
new performance. Unions called strikes. but they were not imposing bans' on assembly-line jobs, ordering a certain number of'
days off. prescribing minor acts of sabotage or a certain level of
inattentive error. We are watching here a phenomenon issuing
from a far deeper level, one that cannot be ascribed to conscious
organisation and even less to "unscrupulous agitators"~ On the
contrary. we' are down to that level of working-class attitudes
and values which itself shapes those organisations and thdr performance, and which itself determines the possibilities open for
agItation.
The more far-sighted employers are perfectly right. in adapt~
ing their factories to this massive resistance as to an elemental
force of nature. There is really nothing else to be done. Managers
can grumble'to their heart's content, complain that you just
can't get the sort of labour you used to, that' workers can't be
depended on any more: but they are wasting their breath. Some
of the older union officials may rail against long-haired ,'Workers
skipping from job to job, and emphasise the working class's 'great
need for discipline: but they too are beating the air. "Idleness,
indifference and irresponsibility are healthy responses to absurd
work.'~ Herzberg has said. They are not the most healthy response,
of course"":" that would be to take hold of the work process and
make it less absurd. But they are certainly more healthy than
the adaptation they succeeded, and there is no way that exhorta~
tions will restore it.
.
, .
The response of the employers testifies to the mass character
of this shift in attitudes: the rebels against degrading work eonditions, with'their lower "reliability" on the shop-floor or in the
office, are no longer the minute. irresponsible fraction they still
were eveD. a generation ago:'the revolt has reached 'the millions,
even the tens of millions. It is not likely to be reversed: it is'
hard to envisagl,'! some new Methodism of the twentieth century
winning these millions' back to th'e ancient virtues, so that' 'they
quietly submit once more to the yoke of technology.
. Nevertheless, the present extent of this development should
not be
overestimated.
It would
be verY
misleaditig to create
the
.
. '.
.
.
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ilnpression that the last vestiges of the degradation of labour are
being swept away evcry\vhere. We are watching the reversal of'
a long-standing trend. but the reversal has barely commenced.
and its progress is impeded by a multitude of factors - some
built into the system. others conjunctural.
One obvious countervailing factor reveals a curious contra~
diction within the 'capitalist industrial system today. Industrial
psychologists and sociologistS are busy carrying out their studies
on behalf of management. recommending the ways in which a particular work process can be humarused. At the same time. the
designers of new technology are doing business at exactly the
same old stand. devising means of securing higher output on the
assumption that the needed adjuncts - including the sentient
ones -'will be simply available. This contradiction is hardly
likely to be resolved without
considerable number of short'
sharp shocks (and wasted Rand D budgets).
- More importatit at the present time are the conjunctural
factors. incltidirig above all the relatively high levels of unemployment in the major capitalist countries. As Darnel and McIntosh
obserVe:
'

a

. '. • • The critical shortage. of labour at the end of the
1950s and beginning of the 1960s had been one of the chief
sources of the felt need to improve jobs to make them more
attractive both to current and potential employees...• The
economic climate changed in the mid-1960s towards one of
partial recession. This put the pressure very much more on
cost reduction and cutting back. ••• The job enrichment ,
programme lagged and there tended to be backsliding.
Similar remarks would apply to the' seventies. But even if
management can slow down the enrichment process and still
obtain labour in sufficient quantity. is this really a solution for
them? Among the workers standirig on'the assembly-lines,Will be
many forced to swallow a dehumanisation they resent bitterly.
and now even denied the safety-valve of a couple of days off or a
"holiday" between jobs. The resentment is there. arid if it cannot
express itself as before it will surely find other channels: another
important element is added to all those which are already making
continued recession danger for' the system. We are not sug-
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gesting that "job enrichment" will inevitably develop to eliminate
the dehumanisation of labour in capitalist 'conditions; we are
merely presenting it as evidence of a significant chaDg~ in the
values of the working class. How workers are to cope with"job
enrichment'" schemes
be given only brief mention here. It
should be evident that some "coping'" is called for; ironically.
capitalism cannot even set about humanising work without doing
it in' an inhuman way. If workers' are' offered more ~atisfying
tasks. whose amelioration permits an increased though less taxing
expenditure of vital energy. there remains the .probability , that
they will be working, themselves out of a job. If the new work
methods give rise (as is common) to increased productivity. then
savings will result; exactly whose pockets will bulge a little more
becomes an interesting question that should rightly be discussed
from the outset. (In the AT & T case quoted above. what happened to the checkers who were rendered superfluous? Who got
that yearly saving of $558.000?)
The understandable and fully justified attraction of a more
human existence will not blind workers to the need for elementary
self-defence. Refusing to permit unlimited exploitation. 'preserving the existing level of employment - such issues as these are
also relevant to one's humanity. There should be no illusions'
about why jobs are being enriched. But insight into management's
real motivations cannot justify a squarely negative attitude to:
wards job enrichment in general. The future does' not belon'g to
today's capitalism but above all to working people; if
are
concerned about that futUre. our attitude to a given development
must depend on its significance for worke~s. not for their te~
porary masters.
The historic redress extorted in the form of "job enrichment" is only one indicator of the' troubles the working people
have in store for consumerist society. Only in its initial stages.
and hampered iri its expression by the current economic stagnation and the unemployment that goes with it. this new consciousness still' asserts itself strongly enough to demand recognition by
employers and social scientists as' a "disturbing" phenomenon
, indeed: the so-called rejection of work. Even in the United States
itself. where it has attracted some anxious attention in recent
years. this phenomenon is not attributed to outside agitators or
mischievous ringleaders; it is rightly seen as it spontaneOus mass
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attitude. 'To appreciate itS most developed flowering. we need to
glance at the country where its impact on the whole econonuc and
social structUre has been the most formidable. The country is
Italy; and if no other· workforce is behaving in quite the same
way as the Italian. we should not see the latter as an ""exceptional"
case that is irrelevant elsewhere.
The story is one in which significant sections of the workforce
have escaped from social control- \vhethei: of normal factory
discipline, consumeclst values or moderating unions. Consider, for
example. the Alfa-Roineo plant at Pomigliano d'Arco, in the
prO\ince of Naples ("Alfa-Sud"). In 1975, this plant employed
about 12.000 workers. and had to cope with over 1,500 strikes
- more than seven per working day. A typical strike would
involve less than fifty workers and last less than an hour. The
great bulk of these stoppages were neither initiated," recom·
mended nor approved by the central union leadership, which was
in the hands of the Communist Party of Italy. Such a' strike pat·
tern - expressing a strategy arrived at, to all appearances, with·
out the benefit of written theory or central leadership -. seems
to achieve a maximum loss of production and profit with minimum
loss of wages; only a handful of workers are on strike. and thus
subject to pay deduction. in any given incident.
It is obviously possible to reorganise the work flow on the
assembly line (for example. by accumulating stocks of vital subassemblies) so as to minimise the fall in output due to such
sectional strikes. Unable to cope in any other way. the FIAT
management reorganised in this way; the workers responded with
an original invention in strike tactics. They instituted the
"'confetti strike". An assigned worker' (perhaps a shop steward
or job delegate. perhaps not) brings a handful of confetti with
him at startirig time. Each of his workmates takes just one piece.
An understanding has been arrived at beforeh~llid: if your piece
is yellow, you are on strike from eight o'clock to nine _. if blue.
then your strike" shift is nine to ten. It is difficult to combat. in
any organised way. a strike that is deliberately random.
Management problems are by no means confined to strikes.
even ones as disconcerting as these. Absenteeism ranks high. and
in some sectors the main problem is sabotage of almost infinite
gradation and subtlety. FIAT. for example. has had to cope with
so-called "cumulative sabotage". A worker early on the line makes
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a "mistake", carefully judged to evade the notice of his inspector;
the assembly goes on to the next station, where another "mistake~'
is made. tending in the same direction. After enough such correlated "mistakes" have accu'mulated the result is a sub-assembly
that must be thrown in the scrap biD - ' or a plant installation
"that needs repair or replacement.
'
The FIAT management's initial attempts to overcome this
difficulty - by altering their inspection procedures.' by reducing
tolerances - were frUstrated by the workers' more intimate know-.
ledge of the work process, and their ability' to find always' the
appropriate response. Finally, FIAT had no recourse but to change
the technology, installing new machlDes that could cope with the
. new and wider variation in component measurements.
It should be noted that the workers behaving in these ways
- it is generally a question of younger workers, 'and of the 'very
largest factories - pay little regard to whether the factory' is
capitalist- or state-owned.' Alfa-Romeo is nationalised, and
altogether similar stories can be told of Italsider, the state
steel iDdustry. If any doubts remain as to the inefficacy of simple
"nationalisation'~ in reconciling these workers to their meaningless tasks, let us add an interesting piece of news: when FIAT
sought "sabota'ge-proof" machinery as a remedy, they ended up
importing it ~rom the Soviet Union.
"
Given the tight control over information exercised by the
Soviet bureaucracy, it is difficult to cite direct· evidence of a
,similar trend in that Country. But ~e all kriow that the current
,party secretary will this year inClude in his economic perspectives
the need to "improve the quality of consumer goods", thus repeating the yearly promise he and his predecessors have made for
decades. Politically repressed, economically disadvantaged, their
trade union simply another vehicle of bureaucratic domination, the
Soviet workers have few opportUnities to express themselves as
producers' save in the way they do their work; and one observer,"
after five years spent in the USSR, has characterised the typical
outlook as one o~ "doing as little as they qn as poorly as they
can".
In Italy, on the contrary, the scale and significance of this
"rejection of work" can be more easily documented:
',
,
[In] nearly
every
industry
of
large
scale
and
with
a
high
.
"
.
'.
,
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concentration of operatives there is recorded a substantial
diminution in the average life of plant and machinery and
an increase in the number of products rejected.•.• Over
the I:ist seven years there has occurred a wholesale evasion
of production procedures. those needed for good product
,quality and those essential to the proper maintenance of the
" plant.
'
The same writers -linked to the autonomia groups sYm.
pathetic to self-management aspirations - wani against any
facile interpretation of such data in terms of advanced anticapitalist feeling or clear revolutionary perspectives:
Let us be clear: one cannot assert that the deterioration of plant and prOduct are the result of an ideologiCal
desire on the part of the worker to "attack fixed capital".
The aim of workers' actions that damage products and
machines. in everyday working practice. is essentially to save
themselves some work; then comes the rejection of (physical)
subordination to the machine; then hatred against the bosses:
only fu the last place. arid at no precise moment. the organised struggle against capital. Nevertheless. this mass prac- '
tice denotes a profound transformation of the workers'
relation to the machine. the transition from one kind of
workers' culture to another.

In the same way. the reasons why workers take a day off
.more frequently. or change jobs every few months. cannot usually
be related to conscious striving for a society in which the work
process is less dehumanised. Still less can absenteeism. high turnover or even sabotage in its various forms be seen as a programme
for revolutionary' overthrow of the system. (We need only, recall
that in the Soviet Union. where "labour troubles" of this kind
appear to have some magnitude. the bureaucratic hierarchy has
reigned despite them for many decades.)
, What the workers are doing. who they are' and what they
are Capable of are thus all vital data in the estimation of real
future possibilities., Their attitudes and their potential are far
from exhausted once their reaction to ,work has been noted: but
this reaction. so fundamental to any society presently conceivable.
can hardly be dismissed as insignificant. nor the novelties it may
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present ignored. One of the novelties. it has been maintained here. ,
emerges from the evidence of the past couple of decades. To
describe it as a wholesale "rejection of work" might be misleading; the great majority of the potential workforce still go to
factory bench or office desk more or less regularly; and few of them
demonstrate there a reVulsion as deep as that of. say. the younger
Fiat or Alfa-Romeo workers. But the recogrution it has extorted
from management testifies that neither is it marginal nor,can it
be ignored; and the real question is whether. in the conditions of
the immediate future. it can be expected to wither or to expand
in scope and significance.
We have already noted how. in times of economic downturn.
the overt expressions it has so far' found become stifled (chiefly
by a high level of unemployment). But it is difficult to see why the
attitude itself. as distinct from its modes of assertion. should be
expected to decline or disappear. It has put down its 'roots in
"consumerist society". as a comprehensive response to the latter's~
internal contradictions (consumers are to be ever more indulged.
for example. while producers are 'ever more alienated - ' when
these are largely the same people). The soil remains fertile for its
growth.'
.'
"
,
To see this struggle by the producers. and especially its outcome.
from the standpoint of the main concerns of this book. it will be
enough to reconsider the paradigms already cited: Henry Ford
with his assembly line. Taylor and his "scientific management".
The collapse of' worker resistance to Ford's conveyor-beIt
technology can be read in one significant indicator alone: the rate
of labour turnover. Ford himself wrote some years later: '
In 1915 we had to hire only 6.608 men and the majority ,
of these new men were taken on because of the growth of
the business. With the old turnover of labOur and 'our present
force we should have [sic] to hire at the rate of nearly
200.000 men a year - which would' be pretty nearly' an
impossible proposition.
'
Ford himself attributed this spectacular' increase in workforce docility, to the "large wage" - that is to say. the five-dollar
day introduced in 1914 and approxi~ately doubling the prevailing Detroit rate. There seems no good reason to doubt his analysis.
.

.'

,
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A rise of this nlagnitUde cannot be seen as simply pemutting a
somewhat fuller satisfaction of those historically established needs
already recognised by the Current price of labour-power; such a
rise is dazzling in the possibilities it opens up for the indulgence
of needs formerly beyond one's scope. With one important proviso, of course: . the new needs must be capable of satisfaction
through the purchase of commodities - they must be consumer
needs. If other things were desired - the exercise of a minimum
of creatiVe energy on the job, the retention of even a spark of
autonomy after entering the factory gate - ' then they could not be
purchased even with a daily five dollars. On the contrary, they
were part 'of the "goods" that had to be surrendered iil order to
gain it.
rn Taylor's scheme of "scientific management". thls dubious'
exchange is spelled out in the most precise terms:
All possibie brain work should be removed from the
shop and centred in the plailning or laying-out depart- .
ment. . • . As the workmen frequently say when they first
come under this system, "'WhY. r am not allo\ved to think
or move without someone interfering or doing it for mel"
The same criticism and objection, however. can be raised
against all other modem subdivisions of labour..•. '
'. . The man who is physically able to handle pig-iron and
is sUfficiently phlegmatic and stupid to choose this for his'
occupation is rarely able to comprehend the science of
handling pig-iron.

ThiS side of Taylorism - the deliberate reduction of the
worker to.a productive automaton - has been sufficiently dissected to need no further comment here (see in particular the
adriUrable analysis by Braverman already cited). Less frequently
examined is the compensation he proposed for this dehumarusation, as dictated by the empirically based laws' of scientific
management, if maximum output were to, be achieved:
(For). ordinary shop work .... such, for instance, as the
more ordinary kinds of routine machine shop work, it is
necessary to pay about 30 per cent more than the average.
For ordinarY day labour requiring little brains or special
skill ••• it is necessary to, pay from 50 per cent to 60 per
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cent above the average. For work requiring especial skill or
brains. coupled With close application ... from 70 per cent
to 80 per cent above the average. And for work requiring'
skill. brains. close application. strength. and' severe, bodily
exertion • . . from 80 per cent to' 100 per cent beyond the
average.
These descriptions of various types of labour must be inter~
preted in their proper Taylorian context: any skill 'or brains involved could be exerted only iIi the most'complete submission ,to
the detailed dictates of the "scientific" planners. But. with that
understood. what are 'we' to say of his proposals for massive wage
"
increases?,
"

i

;

Critics usually say very little. Yet this is no perfunctory genuflection on Taylor's part. a passing pious wish quickly forgotten
when the' real point of 'squeeZing out extra output is developed.
, On the contrary. it is a reCurring theme in his works. so empha,sised that its importance'in his scheme can hardly be denied. Just
as ··scientific management" had established the optimum weight
of shovel-load. and thereby the correct size of a shovel for various
materials. so it had determined once and for all the necessary wage
increases for the various categories of work.' if maximum output
.'
, "
,'
were to be secured.
He could hardly have emphasised this necessity more
strongly. The rises must not be postponed until the desired
increaSe in output is obtained; on the contrary. they must be
introduced with the job reorganisation itself. and not partiilly but
in full. Otherwise the whole scheme ",ill come to naught. There '
must be no attempt to "cut comers" and trlnlthe increases down
from the scientifically-proven levels; with scientific management.
it is all or nothing. .
! ,
.
And so on. Was it all a piece of hypocritical window-dressing? Hardly. Taylor was' aiming his propagandising \vorks
primarily at management. not at a public sympathetic to labour;
no theme could have more disconcerted them or more impeded
the currency' of his ideas. Reading his works. it is difficult to
believe that this component of wage increases was anything b'ut an
authentic pillar of the insane edifice he so obsessively wanted to
build. ,The theory of human motivation on which his "laws"
depended co~ld be reco'nstructed frol!l his writings. but there is .
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no need to do so - he stated it explicitly. Scientific management
had proved. he maintained. that while the desideratum of low
labour-cost was being achieved. "it is possible to give the workman \vhat he most wants - high wages. ~ ••"
,
"What he most wants." The values underlying Taylorism
could hardly be more succinctly expressed. Taylor was proposing
the same "bargain" as Henly Ford. confident in the superior
attraction of the values he relied upon. "Producer" values such
as human community. pride in workmanship. self.respect: these
would be readily surrendered for the power to buy more commodities. Taylor rested his whole system on the invincible force

of consumerist values.·

.

..

With the strategy they pursued in adapting workers to a
dehumanising technology, Ford and Taylor merely exemplify a
general movement. The modern industrialised world cannot be
understood without appreciating this' strategy and its consequences.
.
,The transformation of life effected by technology was not
confined to the workplace; the' human outlets denied there were
increasingly blocked' off in the wider society the workers inhabited. The conversion of agriculture hito agribusiness substantially eliminated the opportunities either for relief or for actual
escape from those cities that were deVeloping so monstrously;
community and neighbourhood consolations were sacrificed ruthlessly to the needs of industrY. as expressWays cut across established living areas and high-rise housing stacked on top of each
other the "material conditions" needed fo_r the workplaces. ~
. ~ We noted above that Taylor's theme of wage-increase is
rarely discussed by his critics; in parentheses, we might here ask
why this is so. In its actual applications, Taylorism' is often
dismissed as a mere fa\;ade for speed-up, and the supporting
evidence for this is not lacking. But suppose we are told of such
a case where, for instance, increasing his output by 200 per
cent, the worker receives only a 30 per cent or even 10 per cent
iricrease in pay. Are we to understand that 'with the' same
dehumanising reorganisation of work, a rise of 200 per cent
would have made everything acceptable? Are some of Taylor's
critics unable to expose his degrading ,iew of human needs
because they share it?
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we go on listing the wholesale intrusions of a triumphant technology into every area of life~ we can 'soon build up a strOlig case
for the existence of a revolutionary situation. as workers have
foun'd stifled. both within and without the workplace. the elementary human needs they had fought for so doggedly ill the past.
But there must be something fundamentally wrong with this
"strong case", for the reality has been not violent rejection but a
general adaptation.' ,
,
Evidently. important factors have been overlooked in the
sketch above. 'And of course there were many such factors; in~
adequate political leadership. and the discouragitli vision of
stalinism masquerading as the alternative. to name just nyo.
But there is one which was more fundamental and cannot be
. overlooked: the extent to which. in these years. another set of
needs was accepted as a substitute for those whose fulfilment was
increasingy denied. This substitute was. 'as we have already' seen.
the needs structure of consumerism; given only' token fulfilment.
perhaps. with more promise than reality. but all the more power.ful for that (it is harder to grow disillusioned with a go:lI whose
attainment forever beckons in the distance).
We have seen that this structure of needs. being restricted
to those which commodities can satisfy. carries ominous consequences for the society of which it is an integral part. that it
implies the unlimited ravaging of resources and pollution of the
biosphere - in a word. ecological crisis. The importance of the'
early lost struggles described above was crucial. The structure of '
consumer values was seized on in order to fill a vacuum; but the
vacuum itself was so pedect only because the triumph of dehumanised technology was 'so complete. .
,.
It is only in this perspective that the full significance
emerges' of that massive shift in working· class values acknowledged 'in their very different and contradictory ways by' the
movement towards "job enrichment" or behaviour of the "Italian"
tYpe. It is "massive" beCause it now has a quantitative aspect.
It is one thing - not insignificant, but socially tolerable - when
a minority reject the prevailing values. i'drop out" partially or
completely. demand their own version of a human existence. It is
quite another and' far more destabilising phenomenon. when a
shift in values is of such scope that' corporations like ICI. IBM•.
AT&T;Philips etc. have to reve~se in practice the verdict of those

a
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earlier struggles of "technology" versus humanity. arid adapt
their industrial practice - ilO ma~er how grudgingly and tenta.
.
tively - to the workers as human subjects.
It was not that the system of consumer values had met with
some material check. that its "bribes" were in poor supply. On
the contrary. this historic retreat was enforced precisely at the
inoment \vhen. in the European countries. available or promised
commodities were at their peak and had never been so alluring.
The· motorcar and the teleVision set \vere a mass commodity.
and over the' horizon was the promise of colour TV and the
\vhole range of "home entertainment" devices flowing from the
advances in solid-state techniques. But all of this was insufficient
to ensure a properly docile labour supply for the modern workplace. and money incentives failed too. The workers' ancestors had
. demanded a modicum of humanity in the industrial erivironment.
and been defeated; but it is now clear that if the battle was lost.
the demands were not. The nightmare of a perfect assimilation of
the working class to consumer society is revealed to be nothing
but that: a nightmare. dreamed by people who were unaware of
the slow accumulation of forces actually in progress.
.
Whether. in a new stage and with a new strategy. consumerism can stifle the development of these forces. and whether
the birth of this ne,v consciousness can be aborted - such questions depend on what coherent alternatives people have to choose
from. In the capitalist countries at least. in the medium term. the ,
current dilemma of economic doWnturn. aggravated by environmental ,constraints seems to leave little room for ~ling-class
manoeuvre.
But in any 'case. the nightmare of a peCfect adaptation
. already seems less than probable. in the light of the considerations
above. They suggest the following hypothesis. which is of obvious
. relevance to some of the questions raised in earlier chapters:

Consumerist society is unstable. The structure of consumerist;
needs is not a permanent ~ubstjtute for the other real needs which
consumerist society denies at the very same time ,that it raises
them. (It should be evident from the discussion that all forms

of consumerism are included here. whether capitalist. bureaucratic

or even putatively "self-m:tnaged".) For this reason, and only for

this reason. there arises here the real perspective of a continued
future for human civilisation. which might otherwise succumb to
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its denial of ecological imperatives.
.
We may thus take with some seriousness the future perspective already outlined: a self-managed socialist society that frees
itself alike from .consumerist values and from their foundation
in .dehumanised and dehunianising work experience. and is uninhibited in developing towards ecological harmony. It is far from
utopian: on the contrary. it is the perspective of an indefinitely
prolonged consumerism which lacks realis"m. wltether on ecological grounds or - in the shorter term - because .it overestimates the likely docility of the workforce. In the light of this.
we can now go on to examine sOme of the remedies widely proposed
for "solving" the ecological
crises.'
.
. .
.
,
. '

~
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On recipes and blinkers
Let us recall the farsighted person who won his spurs as a doomsday prophet with the following chilling prediction: if present
trends continue. and if action is not taken iit dine. then by the
year 1984 the entire land sui-face of Britain will be covered to
a depth of five feet in books on pollution. There now exists a highly valuable store of information and analysis on environmenthl problems. On the whole. however. the recommendations
in the literature do not measure up to the level of their factual
exposure and analysis. Some treatments hardly go further than
to suggest (often rather quietly) that "something should be
done". Many others. after sketching sombre pictures of the likely
futUre. will startle the alert reader by the inconsistent feebleness
of the curative action they recommend: write to your MP or
to your congressman - "bring some pressure to bear".
.
Others are less timid, and attempt to grapple with the eeo- .
logical crisis at the level it demands. In varying degrees,' they
supply a general perspective in which the whole complex of problems may be viewed and remedies sought. It is with these schools
of opinion that the rest of this book is concerned.
Some of the most publicised theorists are also among those
least worthy of credence. The emphasis on "overpopulation" as
the key to the world's major"problems is less fashionable than it
was a few years ago. but is still influential enough to warrant
. some consideration. The extreme versions of this thesis (as. for
example, that proffered by the Paddock brothers. with their
genocidal "triage" concept) hardly need to have their fallacies
exposed yet again in these pages; the frequent labelling of them
.as "fasCist" is not unjust.
Less favoured by the media but infinitely more rewarding
are the works of Murray Bookehiri. In advance of every other
theorist. and at least::l decade before the word "ecology" emerged
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from its specialist obscurity, Bookchin had surVeyed the whole
range of current and pending crises and understood their profound political and historical significance. His conceptual framework, a "marxised" variety of anarchism•. predisposed him to
regard the alleged achievements: of class technology with scant
respect; he could thus grasp in its full scope a threatened historical disaster which more conformist thinkers were unable or
unwilling to appreciate. It is still true today that wisdom in
ecological affairs must begin ,vith the writings of Bookchin,' .
At less intr:msigent level, the school represented by Barry
Commoner has dragged into the light of day some 'of the most
important' and neglected factors responsible for ecological
damage - in particular, the highly wasteful but highly profitable
technologies of modern capitalism, including above all its com:
plete irresponsibility in squandering available energy.
As a. counter to the "population" and "Spaceship Earth'"
schools, who ignore the realities of a world diVided into classes
and into countries of varyitlg degrees of wealth and independence~ ,
Hans·Magnus Enzensberger's ideas are invaluable, It is par~
ticularly necessary to point this out, since in the later discussion
his work will be the subject of some criticism (mainly for its
omiSsions):
.
'.
A full list of all that is valuable in writings on 'the problems
of the human environment would itself form a book of no mean
size; not one' of them, however, could be cited as an ecological
Bible. Wisdom is widely dispersed but patchily elaborated, and
this appearance of theoretical deficiency is in itself worthy of
comment. Our cultural history - and above all, the scientific and
technological revolutions of the last few centuries ~ have im·
printed a definite model in our minds of the relation between
theory and practice. We make the assumption, often without it
being explicit, that the progress of human understanding and
control in any field of 'endeavour will occur along something like
the following lines. In the first stage, purposive activity - ' most
of it social, some of it 'the result of individual enquiry - will
produce a continual accumulation of data relevant to the given
field. The field may be conceptually isolated, or the data may be
confusingly entangled with other ~'facts" which, as Qur hindsight
will later reveal. properly belong to a quite different field. In any
that we can
invoke to bring'
case, the classifications
.
, .
' . some order
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into this chaos of fact are meagre and Iargely ~·empirical". But
at a certain point. general laws of an objective kind are discovered
(other philosophical viewpointS \vould say "invented") and human
understanding takes qualitative leap. (If we have absorbed the
lessons of Thomas Kuhn's work. we will recognise such a leap
is associated with the arrival of a new conceptual framework.)
This picture. of an unhappy groping which culminates in the
revelation of general laws governing the field in question, un~
doubtedly applies to much of our cultural history~ Nature, and
Nature's laws. lay hid in night; God said, "Let NEWTON be,"
and all was light. Pope's urbane couplet. though hardly fair to
· some light-bearing precursors of Newton. is otherWise a reasonable summary. In the same way, Dalton showed us how we should
be looking at the chaotic phenomena of the transformation of
materials; his laws, With their underlying atomic theory, essentially defined the science of chemistry. Darwin gave us the general
scheme by which the multitude of past and present species could
be objectively classified, and' taught us how to understand their
· succession and disappearance. If no one person after Newton can
be said to have revolutionised the whole of mathematics, nevertheless the same pictUre can apply on .a less grandiose scale:
Cauchy and Cantor, in very different ways, showed us how to
handle the infinite. Abel found the subject of elliptic integrals
standing on its head. and turned it right way up•.Though most
applicable to the natural sciences, this picture is not confined to
them. Such people as the physlocrats and Adam Smith brought
some order into the confusion of human relations in economic
production. Marx tackled the whole S\veep of history, and even
· those who would deny his credentials as. great lawgiver will .
usually acknowledge the extent to which his insights contributed
. to the study of society. Even in fields where the notion of "laws"
can be used oilly in a far different sense, a similar picture is. not
hard to defend. Turner showed us how to reorganise the visual
world. along lines radically different from those of naive material· ism with its rigid separation into phases (solid here, liquid
there).
.
(
.
We need not lack, then. for verifications of our picture:
giant strides in understanding; general laws. which make sense
out of a field of endeavour or qualitatively expand the existing
level of comprehension (and, in the natural sciences, of control).
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The picture is so compelling ,that we might be inc1m.edto see it as'
something more being itself the 'great "general law"· that
enables us to understand the progress of human knowledge and,
abilities. Nevertheless, ids' only a picture, and its validity must
be 'questioned afresh each time it is applied. And the point is
for. us that the field 01 "human ecology" cannot be interpreted
according to this picture. There will be no illuminating flash of
discovery in which the' "general laws" of ecological' harmony
for mankind will stand revealed. We shall not arrive· at any
universal set of principles from \vhich the optimum agricultural
policy in south-west Kerala or the desirable configuration of
industrial production iIi Southern California can be deduced as
particular cases.
',
. This does not mean that systematised knowledge, with its
"general laws" in a multitude of fields, has no relevance to ecological problems. On the contrary, we' cannot even say what bits
of knowledge will not be relevant ili some context or other, from
the stress analysis of a small dam to the mating habits 'of 'an
obscure moth. Nor can we deny the usefulness of very broad principles that can serve as "reminders", such as Barry Commoner's
"laws" of ecology (everything is connected to everything else,'
everything must go somewhere, miture knows best, there's no such
thing as a free lunch, etc.).
'
,
What it actually'means should be clear enough from the,
premises set out earlier: It is not by acting in conformity
with any set of ecological or social-scientific "laws" that humanity
can establish a society harmonious with nature. On the contrary,
they can do it only by implementing a multitude of specific and
creative solutions to their most pressing problems, solutions built
up in the course of countless discussions in collectiveS of all kinds.
Only by developing their activity as free subjects to an extent unparallelled in history can they break through the "iron .laws" of
which they are the passive objects in societies today. Only in the
continued expansion of this free activity lies the guarantee that the
new societies will not be those of the passive consumer, will not .
resume the slide towards an ecological abyss_"
It is no straw man that is set up and knocked down here.
We have all heard the wish 'expressed that people would be more
predictable and' therefore more controllable,' or that one day the
science of politics will be as precise as physics. Even more
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familiar. perhaps. and certainly more damaging. are tlie recommendations .of those who believe that they are ruready. in possession of such general controlling laws. ("Above all. take stern
action to reduce the birth rate:' Or: "Follow our party. support
our programme - history is on our side.") The damage done by
these viewpoints does not stem simply from the fact that they
head in the wrong direction but that. out of all directions. theirs
is the wrongest possible: to advocate a solution in' which people
conform to some objective general law (whether of population,
of history or of anYthing else) is precisely to reject the selfmanaging activity whose capacity to provide the elements of a
solution we have already tested. To apply the general picture
sketched above to the field of human ecology is therefore precisely to maximise error. This is not fortuitous. If we look back at
the supporting examples given above. it is apparent that the disclosure of the general laws is· usually associated with one or a
fe\V' names of exceptionally talented people. This is, of course.
not too misleading as an account of the intellectual advances of
the last few centuries at least: no aspect of the division of labour
has been so sharply pronounced as that between the practitioners
and the theorists. But. in applying this picture to the ecological
problems 'of today. we take over given assigmnent of roles:
there are the few who arrive at the grand solutions. and there
are the "masses" who cannot do better than follow. In an intermediate position there may be a minority who understand the
findings of the creative few. and whose knowledge therefore
constitutes them as an elite.
We are going to see the errors (sometimes ludicrous. often
destructive. always diversionary) which Specific examples of such
a position can lead to. But it should be evident already that any
variant of this school Will suffer from the same fatal flaw: if
humanity'sfuture lies in the creative activity of self-managing
collectives. which can be assisted but not reptaced by that of a
distingiushed few. then this part of the picture will exclude such a
solution from the very beginning. Sometimes these elitist preconceptions lie on the' surface of an expressed view. blatantly displayed for
the world to see. No great insight is needed to
observe them. for instance, on the unrepentant political right.
But sometimes one must detect them hiding behind dense thickets
of quotable quotes about- mass creativity and the real makers
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of history:
Unless it has wide connections with the masses. unless
it constantly strengthens these connections.' unless it knows
how to hearken to the voice of the masses and understand
their urgent needs. unless it is prepared not only to' teach
the masses. but to learn from the masses. a party of the
working class cannot be a real mass party.' ••• As long as
the Bolsheviks maintain connection with the broad masses
of the people. they will be inVincible. And. on the contrary.
as soon as the Bolsheviks sever themselves from the masses
and lose' their connection with them. as soon' as they become
covered with bureaucratic .rust. they will lose all their
strength and beco~~ a mere cipher.
Thus Comrade Stalin. rounding off the Short History of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union.' This book appeared in
1938. at the height of the great purges which terrorised the
people of the USSR into a political passivity from which' they .
are only just emerging after forty years.'
.
Hardly less bloodstained was the "cultural revolution" in
China. whose two best-known phenomena were' on the one hand
,the most thoroughgoing celebration the political world' has ever
seen of the abilities and potential of the "masses". and on the
other hand :in elevation of the Thought of Chairman' Mao to
pinnacles of infallibility occupied in the past only (and even then
.'
very rarely) by the Christian Bible.
'
But the balance must sometimes be redressed. Given the
existence of whole libraries exposing the concepts of MarX and
Lenin as essentially dictatorial. it is necessary to recall the Lenin
who wanted every cook to govern. and the· many diverse strands
in Marx which would earn him obloquy as a libertarian revisioIust,
in some "marxist" quarters today. We should also be prepared to
believe that among the Western "maoists" there were very
many who took as their' model not the cynical manipulation of
the crowd 'which actually characterised the "cultural' revolution" in China. but the proclaimed assistance to popular development which they wrongly believed was its theme and its goal.
Here, and not for the last time in this book. we are brought
. up against the question of leadership. 1£ it is people's self-activity
which is crucial today. what is the role' of those who consider
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themselves, (rightly or wrongiy) as more enlightened than the
mass - and particUlarly. what should be the function of structured political groups? Where their aim is to substitute their oWn
activity for that of the people concerned. they are quite evidently
opposing the historical trends which carry in them the hope of
a pacified future society; ,thereby. they act as a support for the
repressive and elitist policies to all existing "Establishments".
however strong their disagreements otherwise. ,
This "substitutionism" is uninistakable in the policies associated With leaders like Stalin or Chiang Ch'ing, but it is not confined to such transparent examples. It was in Lenin's lifetime that
the Bolsheviks quite deliberately (if as a "temporary" expedient)
substituted themselves for masses considered too backward to
guarantee the progress of socialism in the Soviet Union. If Labour
parties.. and social-democrat parties hi general, do not'cIaim that
"notables'~ (and particularly parliamentarians) have a monopoly,
on the making of history. it is only because they do not theorise
at such high-flown levels; but their practice agrees well enough
with such an elitist view.
It is not oilly parties who have won government that show
such traits; substitutionisni is indeed so prevalent as a feature of
structured political groups as to attract suspicion towards them in
general. This suspicion easUy leads to a conviction by no means
rare today. among militants in struggles of all kinds, that the'
concept of "leadership" itself is necessarUy substitutioitist. fundamentally opposed to mass self-activity and therefore - whatever
the policy or programme of that leadership - essentially counterrevolutionary.
But this view. understandable as it may be in the light of
experience in this century. is indefensible. It implies a type of
"spontaneous" action in which all concerned share common
level of understanding and fervour at any given moment, so that '
no individual is playing any special ,role that could not be fulfilled just as well by, any of the others. To a certain extent, this
, is a true portrait of the situation to be desired -, indeed, to be
required - in the self-managed socialism of the future; but, as a
description of the present reality, it is in blatant contradiction to
the facts. Every struggle produces leaders. In a workplace action,
it 'may be some unremarkable \vorker who speaks at a ineetirig for
the first time ~ hi~ or her life, but manages to voice what was
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latent in people's minds. The tactic needed in a· neighbourhood
enviionmental campaign will more often than not be proposed,
perhaps haltingly and with no great confidence. by an unknown
in the crowd. Such people are leaders.
..
At what point. then. does leadership incur the risk of hinder·
ing. rather than assisting, the self· activity of tlie movement?
Should such people. temporarily in advance of the others in com·
prehension or determination.' refrain from piScussions with those
of like mind? Or is it in the progress to formal "meetings" and a
structure that the rot must inevitably set in? It would be splendid
if the question could be resolved by some formal self·denying
ordinance of this kind; it does not. however. appear likely. It is
notorious that no movement is so open to domination by the few,
and repression of mass initiative.' as one which is comphitely
"unstructured"; the leading notables will not usually formalise
themselves into a regular fraction. nor need to do so.
. ,
It is easy enough to see that the extremes are equally un·
acceptable: either the rejection of all leadership (this is simply
impossible). or its elevation into the real and sole motive force
in history (this is a leadership which leads. not to a new society.
but simply to a variant of the old). Although no general solution
. beyond this is to be found here. it is true that we have a touch·
stone available. All interventions by' the more enlightened
(whether they are so in reality. or only in their own estimation)
must be judged by the extent to which they harm or help the real
movement towards self.management: whether they nurture
hierarchical dependence (perhaps with the names of the hierarchs
changed). or give assistance to the "rank and file" in developing
the self· activity and confidence they will need to run tlie world.
In this very general form. we have a criterion that applies to the
actions of individuals as much as to those of structured groups.
.
But, if we have a touchstone, we have no oracle to pronounce
on its proper application in concrete circumstances. and grey areas
still abound. It is perhaps useful to consider this whole question
from a more general viewpoint. People formulate general ideas
about the' world on the basis of their experience: new experiences
will lead to new ideas. so that activity. inspired by the prevailing
ideas. must lead to correction and expansion of those ideas. This
process is not special to a privileged group of "thinkers" (philo.
sophers, scientists or intellectuals in general), but characterises the
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\vhoie development of humanity on thls earth: in a real sens~, .
it is the key to history.' (In parentheses: ,,,hen Hegel denied that
the laws of formal logic could apply to the human mind. it waS
this protean ability to assimilate experience while changing that
he was emphasising - an ability to which we cannot assign any
limits, and which makes it impossible to define humanity by any
set of properties given beforehand. In his famous discussion of
the dialeCtic in the relation between master and slave, he showed
how the experienc~ of labour, to which the "slave" was committed, opened up a path of development inaccessible to the
"master". Kojeve has interpreted this to mean that history belongs
to the slave: exaggerated as this may be, it is still not far from
Marx's comment that Hegel's great discovery was of huinanity's
self-creation through labour.)
The experiences of concern to us here. which supply the
basis for· forming new ideas and values, are predominantly those
. arising from social interaction. In industrially advanced societies,
these sodal experiences overwhelm those deriving from inter-·
action with the "natural" environment: we have already noted,
in chapter one. how. these latter interactions can be understood
arid their significance revealed only when they are seen as con.. trolled by the nature of sodal organisation. Of course. these social
experiences are not the same for all citizens~ and neither· are the ideas and values to which they give rise. One cannot go much
farther unless one reckons with the most important of these
internal distinctions: that between classes. each with its constellation of experience. ideas. values. interests and goals. It is perilous
here to treat Marx as ··outdated".
But it is just one aspect of this question that concerns us
now: the process by which new experiences give rise to new consciousness •. the way in which practice is translated into theory.
It is obvious that this process is far from simple. When light
stokes a photographic plate. the development of the image simply
exemplifies the chernicallaws governing how the emulsion behaves.
. But if we consider experiences in the early industrial revolution.
even confining ourselveS to one class alone. the factory workers,
there are no general laws allOwing us to deduce. as an ineVitable ..
outcome. that particular institution we know as a trade union.
It was in reflecting on their experiences that the workers
evolved those ideas incarnated in the union - not. of course. in
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one single step. but in a whole· chain of stages each involving
the cyCle of practice - reflection _. new ideas practice.
But people do not advance uniformly. either then or now: at a
given moment. reflection would have led some of them to truer
conclusions than others. These leaders often would have been
the same people at many different stages of the process. What
can be said - generalising now beyond this particular case. and
thinking of the present rather than the past - about the possibility of demarcating a leadership. in this sense. which retains its
, identity over more or less lengthy periods of time and throughout
varied stages of a movement?
We touch now on the role of "experts". ill some spheres their
monopoly of correct interpretation - or at least the best possible
interpretation - can hardly be doubted. If we want to know how
theory should best be modified as far as quantum field theory is
concerned. in the light of the new practice emerging in the discovery of psi particles. then we would be unwise to submit the
question to a neighbourhood residents' meeting. A physicist qualified in this area of research will at least start with the advantage
of knowing what the words mean.
'
But of course. we cannot justify the role of the expert in
general by extrapolating from quantum physics to the field that
concerns us: that of social problems and the industrial or political
actions which reply to them. Even when these problems centre
around a scientific or technological issue - as with recombinant
DNA experiments. or nuclear power stations _. they are never
simply questions of science or technology~ They emerge as prob~
lems and provoke controversy preCisely because' of their nonscientific implications in social life and the political sphere. fields
where scientific "expertise" is at best irrelevant and at worst (a not
infrequent "worst") positively disqualifying. (A scientific education only too readily predisposes people to accept and propagate
certain harmful myths: that research problems are the type of
all problems. that a narrowly-conceived "progress" is the ultimate
value. that what is good for science is good for the country.)
,
Are there "experts'.', then. in the field of sociaf and political
change? In this field they would take over the task of reflection.
to arrive 'at the changes in theory made necessary by new social
experience. new practice: to this extent they would be "substitut-·
ing" themselves for the much larger numbers of people actually
,
.
"",
:
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undergoing the experiences. But, as the physics example shows,
such a substitutionism is not necessarily unjustified. Indeed. we
can even point to cases iti which the advanced consciousness of
minority, its ability and even responsibility to aid in this process
of reflection, is undeiiiable. Workers in struggle do. not inevitably
arrive at a spontaneous understanding of what a riational "incomes
policy" implies; residents fighting a proposed expressWay have
perhaps never before reflected on what the domination of the
automobile industry means to social life.
'
.
. But even after we have, appreciated the role of the more enlightened in such respects, we are still far from establishing a
monopoly like that of the qualified "theorist" in the physics
example. Important differences appear at once, betWeen a welldefined and narroW' scientific field and the infinitely broader and
more complex area of social and political action. This area is
suffused through and through with value judgements, and the
consciousness of the people involved - how they see the world,
what they are prepared at any moment to do, the relative importance they give to various desirable goals - all this is itself a
part of the given data, if we want to talk in natural-scientific
terms. We have already seen how human consciousness can never
be considered as "given" in this way.
_
Yet this claim to a virtual monopoly over reflection, a claim.
which is sometimes even explicit, is today part of the outlook
of practically all "vanguard" individuals and groups. Self. proclaimed "vanguards" in the shape of revolutionary organisations may be thought to exhibit this claim in the most striking
form, but in fact they are not the worst offenders. Reformist
parties generally betray a far deeper contempt for the reflective
powers of the "rank and file"; unattached intellectuals usually
have no qualms about giving a complete set of instructions to the
benighted "masses".
.
We could hardly expect otherwise. in societies \vhere the
rightness and inevitability of hierarchical distinctions are imprinted from childhood, by all the formidable mechanisms of
our social education. Nor is it simply a matter of "education",
even in the broader sense going well beyond mere schooling. We
are dealing with an ideology, and like all ideologies it is supported by a "data base" in social practice that the ideology itself
helps to support and reproduce.
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But however much we analyse the origin of ~litist ideas. and
see their roots in our social formation. 'the possibilitY still remains
that they are
for the society we live in. That society' shows
marked success in depressing people below the .level which their
human potential would allow them to attain; perhaps the bulk
of people are dehumanised to such an extent that their powers of
reflection are insigIDficant; and they must depend completely
the prescriptions of an enlightened minority. How this minority
succeeded in evading the conditioning trap would itself need an
explanation; but the posing of this problem would not alter the
facts. if-indeed they were facts. We therefore need to look at the
record. and decide whether or not it establishes such' an unmistakable mass incapacity and vanguard superiority. What. then.
' ,
does the record show?:
If any generalisation is possible from the history of our time.
the last few decades in particular. it inight be this: that the
guides to action offered by the theorising' minority have often
been of great value. but almost never in those fields of struggle
which have turned out to he the most 'important. We need only
think of the way the militant Black" movement began in the
Urrlted States: rejecting its own established leadership. affronting
the liberal intelligentsia. ignoring the prescriptions of the marxist
groups. Or consider how the environmental movement had to
make its way. "against the political theorists lauding the "white
heat of the technological'revolution" or urging faith in the un~
limited freedom' that must flow from a science unrestrained by
capitalism. Even its "own" ecolOgists. who preferred traditional
lobbying o'r a quiet word in the ear of men in power. were usually
appalled by tactics of site occupation or.physical resistance. The
feminist movement had to burst upon the scene in 'almost a
theoretical vacuum. facing hostility or suspicion that waS by no
means confined to- the Establishment., (Indeed. in France the
'movement had an important iIDtial spur; the open "putting
,
down" .0£ women by their male comrades after May '68.)
. Of course, once these movements were establishd, existing
political theory had to' come to terms with them, though ,vith
more'than a suggestion of climbing on to a bandwagon. This is
still much preferable to maintaining a hostile or uncomprehending attitude; but it leaves little doubt as to where' were the
leaders. and where were the led. It is in such stories as these'
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~ which could be multiplied many times over - that we can
find the basis for the' contemporary distrust of all leadership.
certainly of all generalised. society-wide leadership. They certainly throw considerable doubt on any pretence that the processing of political experience can be safely left to the experts.
That such leaderships have a role can scarcely be denied: that
this role is not one they traditionally accord themselves. is hardly
less certain.
.
sharpen our understanding here by a closer examinaWe
tion of important viewpoints on social change and political action.
in cases where their content of ~litist presuppositions can be of
manifest harm. It is in the field of environmental policy. the main
foCus of this book. that we will look 'for them. The first viewpoint
examined. in the next chapter. is not that of any structured
political group. it is more diffuse. both iii content and audience:
, but its bent is nevertheless unmistakable. as is its breadth of
acceptance. particularly among natural scientists concerned with
environmental issues. It is this concern which makes especially
ironical the distortion of vision imposed by the blinkers of
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The "tragedy" of the commons'
.

"

.

When a paper appears in a scientific journal. its usual fate is to
sink with scarcely a ripple in the crowded sea of learned ink. The
extent to which it affects the progress of science can be roughly
judged by the number of times it is referred to ("cited" in other
scientific papers. The average quota of citations for a typical paper
is depressingly small (perhaps less than one). It is quite, unusual
to find a short paper reeeivitlg its ten or more annual citations
five years after publication: It is almost unheard of for these
citations to be found in more than a tiny part of the spectrum of
learned journals. It is extraordinary indeed' woo the same paper
is cited by electrical engineers (writing in Systems Methods~
Spectroscopy. etc.). medical and biological workers (publications
such as the Journal of Forestry. Bioscience. the Australian Medical
Journal) and even social scientists (for example in the Journal of .
Applied Psychology. Current Anthropology and the Journal of
Conflict Resolution). These are only a sample of the entries in the
Citations Index (more than a hundred to the end of 1976) for "The
Tragedy of 'the Commons", by Garrett Hardin. which originally \
appeared in a 1968 issue of Science.
'.
But this data records only the "ripples" in specialised journals.
It has also been reprinted in 'numerous antholOgies. usually ones
dealing with environmental questions (according to one count. it
, was anthologised no 'less than' seventeen times in the first few
years after publication). It is prescribed reading matter in a
variety of university courses. including demog'.raphy and sociology. ,
Its message has therefore spread to circles far Wider than those
.'
in the limited purview of the Citations Index.
This high level of interest and its generally favourable recep·
tion do not belie the paper's' significance. Not only its overt
message but - even' more - its framework of' concept and
assumptio~ nll~st be· shared by a la~ge number' of people con·
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cerned With environmental issues. particularly within the, "scientific culture". It is not Hardin's paper in itself~ but this body of
concept and assumption that we wish to exani.ine here. as typical
of a whole trend. A comprehensive 'statement and examination
of the paper's argument would be out of place here. It is therefore only the central argUment - the parable of the "Commons
Tragedy" itself - which we shall look at; it is from this section.
however. that the paper's impact undoubtedly stems.
This central thesis is expounded by Hardin as follows:
. The tragedy of the commons develops in this way. piCture a pasture open to all. It is to be expected that each
herdsman will try to keep as many cattle as possible on the
commons. Such' an arrangement may work reasonably satis. factorily for centuries because tribal wars. poaching. and
disease keep the numbers of both man and beast well below
the carrying capacity of the land. Finally. however. comes the
day of reckoning. that is. the day when the long-desired goal
of social stability becomes a reality. At this- point. the inherent logic of the commons remorselessly generates tragedy.
As a rational being. each herdsman seeks to maximise
his gain. Explicitly or implicitly. inore or less consciously.
of additig one more
he asks. "What is. the utility to
animal to, my herd?" This utilitY has one negative and one
positive component.
(1) The positive component is a furiction of the in- .
crement of one animal. Since the herdsman receives all the
proceeds from the sale of the additional aniinal. the positive
utility is nearly 1. .
.
. (2) The negative component is a function of the additional overgrazing created by one more imimal. Sirice. however. the effects of overgrazing 'are shared by all the herdsmen. the negative utility for any particular decision-making
herdsmari is only a fraction of -1.
Adding together the component partial utilities. the
rational herdsman concludes that the only sensible course'
for him to pursue is to add another animal to his herd. And
another; and another~ .• But this is the conclusion reached
by each arid eVery rational herdsman sharing a commons.
Therein is the tragedy. Each man is locked into a system
that compels ,hirit to increase his herd without limit - in a
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world that is limited. Ruin is the destination toward which
all men rush. each pursuing his own best interest in a sOciety
that believes in the freedom of the commons .. Freedom in
a commons brings ruin to ~ll.
A later l'assage r!!ads:
An alternative to the commons need not be perfectly
just to be preferable. With real estate and other material
goods. the alternative we have chosen is the mstitution of
private property coupled with legal inheritance. Is this
system perfectly just? As a genetically trained bioloiist I
deny that it is.
We must admit that our legal system of private property
plus inheritance is unjust _. but we put up with it because
we ,are not convinced. at' the moment. that anyone has
invented a better system. The alternative of the commons
is too hoIrifying to contemplate. Injustice is preferable to
total ruin.
'

Hardin says elsewhere in the article:

As 'the human population has increased. the commons has
had to be abandoned in one aspect after another~ • ~ • The
most important aspect of necessity that we must now recognize. is the necessity of abandoning the 'commons in breed•mg.
•

I

..

,

'\

•

While he lays,particular stress on "abandoning the freedom to
breed" (by "mutual coercion mutually agreed upon"). he applies
the 'parable of the Commons Tragedy to a wide range of environmental issues. and his audience have shown a general interpretation of his thesis in this broader sense. as a guideline to' the major
environmental problems.
..
.
, Hardin does not explicitly claim that the parable is an
account. even an' idealised one. of actual historical events. But
he is certainly offering a model of situation and its outcome.
which'is to guide us in understanding .and controlling the real
, world. Now there were' in fact common lands. and there 'was in
fact a process' of enclosing them for private exploitation: Whlle
Hardin cannot be impugned simply by a demonstration of the discrepancies between his parable and the historical facts. those .
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factS could be of value in' assessing the validity of hiS model. Let
us look. then. at some of the relevant historical findings.
Common lands. as they occur in English history. are privately
owned lands over which large numbers of people hold legal rights.
the most important bemg that of grazing their animals. either
when they \vish or at specified times of the year. (Other rights of
common - to gather fuel. to fish. to glean - need not be treated
here. although their historical significance is considerable.) This
systematic incursion on property rights as we practise them today
can be found as early as the eighth century; one type of common.
the village green. is reckoned to be between thousand and fifteen hundred years old.
The dangers Hardin pointS to - of overstocking and consequent overgrazing - were indeed real. (This is attested to by
the very notion of "common rights" over one important type of
land to which they applied - the non-cultivated ··waste". If no
danger existed 'of overstocking that waste, if there were plenty
of grazing for all comers, it would hardly have been necessary for
a particular group to assert its exclusive "common rights" over
it.) This peril of overstocking indeed existed, and from the
. earliest times. But of course, the commoners did not simply throw
upi:heir hands in despair and watch the remorseless tragedy of
their livelihood being destroyed. Their answer was a direct and
simple one: where resources were limited and threatened. each
commoner was given a "stint" - that is, he was rationed as to '
the number and type of beasts he could graze.
By-laws regulating the commons can be found in the earliest
large-scale sources. of manor court rolls (from the thirteenth
century). and later in the records of vestry meetings. taking over
this role from the baron. Regulation by the manor courts can
still be found. however. as late as the eighteenth century. Most
of the Villagers attended these courts, and were variously selected
to serve on their juries.
'
. By 1500, nearly every common in the lowland zone ,vas
stinted. It would seem that however much the rural population
resented the evils - above all. enclosure - that required this
rationing, they had no great fault to find with the administration
of the remedy. Resentment of abuses 'may have burned quietly
in the small farmer's breast for decades. but it expressed itself
clearly in the disturbances that fromdme to time set alight
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(quite literally) the English countryside. Yet the sources in the
bibliography make no mention of any dissatisfaction with the
stinting system being expressed at these or any other times.
'
It seems fair to describe the stinting system, from the viewpoint of the commoners, as participatory and roughly democratic.
Indeed, any change of system in the common fields - including
the'regulation of stinting - needed unanimous consent; not until
1773 did an Act of Parliament lower the required majority, and
then only to' three-fourths., In assessing the limitations on this
"participatory democracy", 'the constant power of the feudal
upper echelons must of course be remembered (the 1773 Act, for
example, gave a veto power to the owner and titheholder); but
in the particular process of stinting with which we are concerned,
there would seem to have been no great interest calling for
arbitrarY intervention from on high.
Restricted to those with rights of common (not necessarily,
and increasingly so in more' recent centuries, all the active
farmers), and concerned usually, only with the interests' of the
commoners in a single village, the system of commons management might be expected to exhibit a thorough~going particularism,
a Chinese Wall policy towards the world outside. But such a
verdict needs to be modified when the actual practice is studied.
The settlement of Uforeigners" on the commons ("squatters',
was a general and tolerated phenomenon. The, walls of village
isolation were breached by the practice of "intercommoning", in
which neighbouring' villages would share pasture on a common
- ' sometimes one they had reclaimed by their joint construction
of dykes. This obviously implies' that any stinting needed to be
agreeable to the commoners of all the villages involved.
In looking at the circumstances in which the commons system
was destroyed,· special attention needs to be paid to the eighteenth century:"";:' a's one writer has put it, "the enclosure movement par excellence". It is also the period from which emerge the '
accounts that are the most critical of 'the commons system. The
most important of these accounts were undoubtedly the official.
reports of the Board of Agriculture, painting a picture which is
"black and destructive". Hoskins notes that this picture "is so
at variance with the picture one forms from reading the records
of manor courts, especially in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, with their minute attention to every detail of the regula-.
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tions of the commons. that one is· forced to wonder where the
trUth really lies'\ .
,
.
The growth of population. and the destruction of the manor
Court system for regulating the commons. could possibly have
produced such effects. Hoskins suggests: but he concludes: "One
suspects that the official case against the commons expressed the
viewpoint of one class only. that of. the landlords and the big
farmers. One hears the familiar noise of axes being gently ground
whenever. the small man is attacked. • . . The basic truth is that
somebody is after his property. with the noblest of motives and
almost invariably in the national interest. So it W;lS with the
commons."
.
The true condition of the cominons in this century. then. is
difficult to assess. But in any case. we are looking at period
when the' ruling oligarchy was completing its extraordinary
arrogation of power in every social and political sphere. to arrive
at that pre-Reform Bill system of "Old Corruption" which. on the
HanUnonds' account. would be well entitled to the epithet
, "totalitarian". ComriJoners can hardly be blamed for any
,deterioration that ensued when (particularly through the destruction of the manor court system noted by Hoskins) they had
largely lost the power to regulate their own affairs.
.
It need not be denied that enclosure stimulated (particularly
in the earlier moves preceding the eighteenth century) important
progress in agricultural technique. Experimentation with root
crops. for example. or underground drainage. was hardly possible
in open fields dependent on one's neighbour's practice or liable
to the common right of grazing after the com harvest.
In his book The Agricuitural Revolution Kerridge gives a
detailed and fascinating account of the advances that constituted
this revolution in Britain. The conservativeness of the open-field
system becomes clearly apparent: but his thesis should .be noted.
that this revolution was essentially completed before the enclosure
upheavals of the eighteenth century. Its important elements
- up and down husbandry. fen drainage. fertilisers. floated
meadows. and ne\v crops. systems and stock - were the work of
the sixteenth arid seventeenth centuries. in his account. '
For all itS improvements. the new agriculture after the
destruction' of the comnions could not keep pace with the incre.aSe
in population. and beriveen 1750 and 1850 Britain's role as a
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substantial exporter of cereals changed to one significantly dependent on imports.
.
.
.
. . .
The shattering impact of enclosure on the old village community was' not matched by any corresponding transformation
of livestock weights. or corn yield per acre - which remained
unchanged in the eighteenth century.'.
."
In the light of Kerridge's data, one must question the thesis
of an alleged eighteenth-century "agricultural revolution", supposedly preparing and paralleling" the undoubted Industrial
Revolution. Thus the case for this most catastrophic of all the
waves of enclosure,' usually justified in strictly "economic'" tenns
as prodUCing a greatly enhanced agricultural yield, must be at
best considered "not proven".·
.
It might be said, however, that the system described above
refers to an earlier period than Hardin would have in mind. Perhaps it worked then because, in his own words, "tribal wars,
poaching and disease kept the numbers of both man and beast
well below the 'carrying capacity' of the land". This sounds more
like a quotation from the Reverend Malthus than any real historical account; but it suggests a question to be posed. Was the
commons system destroyed' because of, population pressure?
Destroyed it certainly was, and the eighteenth century saw it
given the coup de grace after many centuries of lost battles. This
destruction was overtly accomplished,' not by any economic or
environmental. catastrophe, but .by a process squarely in the
political sphere: the straightforward cancellation of common
rights and the
appropriation of the .land to private ownership, I
. .
making it the untrammelled possession we kno~ as "property"
today. .
.
We will consider later whether this enclosure movement can
.plausibly be regarded
stemming from population pressure~
via the environmental degradation the latter caused. This, if true,
would make it accord with Hardin's model. It is a different but
relevant point which needs to be made here: that "population
pressure" was fact of life with which the commons system had
to cope for centuries. Its chief method of coping was, of course~
. the stint.
.'
.
In less than two centuries (between Domesday Book and
the Black Death of 1349) the population of England and Wales
more than doubled. To aggravate the Pfoblem,' large areas of
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, co~on land were siriiultaneously lost, by the creation ,of new
farrns~ the founding of ne\v towns and straightforward enclosure
for separate pastures - a process of erosion which the Statute of
Merton (1236) tried to bring under control.'
The commoners struggled against this erosion by litigation
and by direct action. and extended their stinting procedures to
meet the crisis. Another doubling of population occurred between
1540 and 1700.
,, _
O'ver all these centuries, it is certainly true that the commons system was sporadically accompanied by great distress:
but the cry of the peasantry. and of those sympathetic to them.
does not appear to have been against the crowding of increased
numbers of people on an unchanged area of land. Whether in the
period mentioned above where stinting became widespread. in
Tudor dines when arable land was converted to pasture wholesale. or in the eighteenth century with its rapidly' increasmg
population, the major cause of distress. as seen by contemporaries
and discussed now by historians. is not the addition of people
to the land. but the subtraction of land from the people; the
process of enclosure. It would seem, then. that the commoners'
management of their land was capable of meeting large
population increases without catastrophe. and certainly with,out the particular catastrophe sketched by Hardin. They were.
to put it bluntly. nowhere near as stupid as the' people in his
modeL
'
Of course, given fixed resources. it is possible to envisage a
theoretical limit beyond which the density of population makes
catastrophe inevitable. irrespective of the social arrangements.
To recognise this is a far different thing from asserting that at
some definite time and place - medieval England. for instance.
or the contemporary world - this theoretical limit has actually
been reached. Yet this is the real question. rather than the assertion of an abstract possibility.
' ,
,
.' The juggernaut of enclosure. throughout the centuries. was
rolling over the commoners in ever more destructive SWeeps. How
much increase iti population could they have coped with. if the
juggernaut had been checked and the erosion of their land stemmed? It hardly'seems possible to say. and yet this is one question
that would have to be anSwered. before the advent of Iast~ 'a
fatal populatiori denSity. AS far as the commons system is con-
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cerned. then. the thesis that it was destroyed by population
pressure must be regarded as asserted withou't evidence: asserted.
'
,
"
'
even. against the evidence.
But in any case. we should not confuse economic considerations. in this ""GNP" sense, with environmental ones - which
is what really concerns us here. The correlation between these' t\vo
spheres is. as we now know well. more often negative than
positive. What can be' said, then, of the environmental argument
between the commons system and the "enclosed" private farms
of today? Is it really true -'as we would believe from Hardin's
model- that the commons was environmentally disastrous
because of that "tragedy" he expounds? And that private ownership in the modern sense - that is. untrammelled and absolute
property rights - has emerged ineluctably as the'solution?
Our firs't doubt might arise from the sheer antiquity' of the
commons system. It is difficult to condemn a method of agriculture.
-which succeeded in futictioning for many centuries (close to' a
thousand years. perhaps: as we have seen above) without environmental catastrophe. The succeeding system has yet to exhibit anything like the same performance. and its record cannot be said
to lack serious b l e m i s h e s . . '
It is not hard to cite evidence showing the environmental
,
, concern' of the regulators of the' commons. A stint of grazing,
for example, could specifically exclude goats and pigs older than a
year. to preserve young seedlings - and hence the forest - from
their ravages. Stinting itself, as far as pasture land was concerned.
and its reduction as circumstances warranted, had no other
object but the preservation of' an important natural resource for
future years.
,
Some eloquent testimony bearing on this question emerges
if we consider the sequel to this last wave of enclosure. as shown
by the events and legislation of the succeeding century.
Hampstead Heath. the be~t known of all London's open
spaces, was preserved against a building proposal only after a
struggle 'of nearly forty years (1829-68). which defended its status
as a common against (effectively) an attempt to "enclose" it for
private use. The progress of enclosures in Epping Forest (in the
past, a Royal Forest subject to common grazing rights) was fiercely
contested in the middle of the nineteenth century. and 'the successful assertion of a "commoner's" rights (iIi this case, CUriously,
j'
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the Corporation of London I ) saved it from destruction. It is to
such tenaCious struggles by the last vestiges of the commons
system, assertirig itself in law and in value judgements, that many
town-dwellers in England should now give thanks for the preservation of some natural environment. And on the other hand, it is
,the complete triumph of enclosure which is celebrated in the
'
concrete jungles of other towns.
As Barrington Moore has cominented. the description of
,,
England as ruledby a f'committee of landlords" is "a reasonably
, accurate if unflatteririg desigriation of Parliament in the eight- .
eenth century". The Reform Bill of 1832 changed thi~ situation
sufficiently for the ravages of enclosure to be recognised in a
whole series of Parliamentary acts (1836, 1845, 1866, 1876 and
later). The 1845 Act is particularly noteworthy, including among
its provisions the election of field reeves to regulate a common.
Stinting fell within their province. Hoskins sums up this Act as
follows: "In other words, Parliament was doing its best in the
act of 1845 to restore the very system of regulation by Villagers
and their elected officials which had. been thoughtlessly and
wantonly destroyed by the private enClosure acts of the immediately precedirig generations." '
Even after the Reform Bill, these parliaments were not
noticeably stacked by crowds of poor farmers, participatory democrats or rural anarchists: Nevertheless. it was no tragedy of the '
commons that they seem to have discovered in the facts, but
rather a 'social and environmental tragedy of enclosure.
Now that we have reviewed some of the empirical data, we
are in a position to take up again the original enquiry: what
are the attitudes and preconceptions one needs to have for the
"tragedy of the· commons" to seem a plausible thesis?
It should be rePeated: Hardin cannot be taxed with his story's
failure to be a true historical account; he never claimed (at least,
not unambiguously) that it was intended' to be one. But he cee-'
tainly intended it to act as a guide to our current world. and it is
therefore relevant to examine what it implies about human
behaviour and the relative 'strengths of various political and
social motivations. These implications can be taken to constitute
a kind of "model \vorId", deliberately simplified for the purpose
of the exercise. as all models must be. To siniplify or to omit
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is no mortal sin in the model·building; the only question is
whether the elements omitted or simplified are indeed secondary
and 'inessential.
' ,
To, answer this question, we need to make a comparison
between this "model world" and' some relevant slice of reality.
This is where the historical account can be useful; the fact that
it concerns a world prior to the present one is no hindrance, for
the whole point of Hardin's thesis is the continuing importance
of certain behaviour traits and historical determinantS that are
invariant in time. Let us take, then, some of .the .outstanding
characteristics of Hardin's "model world" and 'compare them
with that slice of the real world which is disclosed by the history
of the c o m m o n s . '
.
First of all, in the model world the degree of self.managing'
ability shown by producers in association is so insignificant that it
can be ignored completely, at'least in matters of environmental
foresight and policy; the "rationality" of an individual
be
extend no further than the c:ilculating. pursuit of his
assumed
own immediate self·interest. In the real world, on the other hand,
the associated producers regulated therr activity through
organisational forms that were flexible, farsighted and effective.
To explain their success in' protecting' resources against formid·
able pressures over the centuries, we would need to include irl our
picture of the individual a high degree of .identification with his
fellows and his community,' and extend our concept of his poten·
tial for "rational" behaviour far beyond that of a narrowly con·
ceived Economic M a n . '
.
.
In the model world, the determining factor is population
density: when this density reaches a certain fatal level, the
commons system collapses and universal ruin ensues. In the real
world, political and social intervention (reduction of the commons
acreage by enclosure, inexorable erosion of their self· management
powers) are much more, important. and undermine the system
much more overtly and disastrously, than any population effect.
In the model world, a new system (private ownership 'and
inheritance of the'land) is adopted after the "commons cata·
strophe" becomes evident; only in this way is environmental ruin
checked. In the real world, belief in this picture depends on
accepting at face value propagand~ from suspect sources, sources
which spring from ~ social context overwhelmingly dominated by
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those who benefited from the destruction of th~ commons system.
The environmental damage ensuing from the new system is. however. quite manifest; ,
'
'
Therefore. even if we prefer to interpret Hardin's story as
a moral fable. not intended as any kirid of deduction from history.
we must have serious doubts about its likely utilitY if it is applied
to policy-makiDg in the real world. A "model" is dubious irideed
if those, factors which it omits from consideration have proved
in practice to be the most decisive. and if it assumes that certain
constrairits on human conduct held fast when in fact they did not.
But an argument can be given for the model- one that probably corresponds to many readers' reactions to its messagerunning something like this: "It is hardly necessary to tie down
the discussion to Hardin's specific formulation in terms of the
commons system. What he is really saying is that we are reaching
limits iri our use of natural resources. and that this situation
demands new'kinds of control over our productive and consum. ing processes. controls which in the past could have been seen as
unwarranted infringementS of personal liberty. Surely this is a
reasonable and important thesis."
Indeed. So "reasonable" that. in this general form. it hardly
needs arguing for. any longer. But the real question throughout
the "industrialised" world is, by what values are these controls
to be guided. and what is the social basis of the power that will
adrDlnister' them? And it is the operant factors most relevant
to these questions whose existence Hardin either suppresses or
explicitly denies. as the three points of comparison outlined above
between the model and the real world will demonstrate.
Another serious deficiency appears when the model. offering
an analogy With the contemporary world. implies that this world
one of independent
may be conceived. without serious error.
producers who have roughly equal power and significance. and
therefore roughly equal responsibility. This picture is such a
, ludicrously false one when compared to the realitY of economies
dominated by giant corporations and powerful bureaucracies. that
the model can, hardly fail to mislead' seriously in this respect
alone.
.
But perhaps it is to a rough equality. not as producers but
as consumers. that the analogy alludes? After all. it is not just
the Rockefellers arid the Brezhrievs who -are squandering the
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last' of humanity's oil in gas-guzzling buggies, or drinking their
beer from energy-expensive aluniinium cans_ It is the millions
who must take the responsibility here.• ~ • In order to accept this
view we would have to treat the sphere of 'consumption as autonomous, not determined in any Significant way by the prOductive
arrangements. This' is simply false, as a whole range of literature
has made clear (beginning, perhaps, with MarX's Introduction to
the Critique of Political Economy). And a body of alienated
producers, cut off from the decision-making processes in their.
workplace, cannot be expected to function rationally and respon~
sibly in their role as consumers. How are we to understand, then,
the widespread response aroused by Hardin's paper? The most
serious' aspect of this resPonse probably lies in the largely un. critical acceptance of Hardin's 'population views. These are frankly
Malthusian and misanthropic, with a message summed up by
other adherents as "the worst pollutant is people". They rest on·
an analysis no less superficial and -no more factual than his
gestures towards history in the Commons Tragedy thesis. But
there is an extensive literature opposed to such views, dating
indeed from polemical writings against Malthus himself, and it
needs greater circulation' rather than supplementation here.
The fact that Hardin's article advocated serious measures
to deal with the environmental crises made it understandably
attractive: to many concerned p'eople: moreover, it had the advantage of simplicity. In a striking and easily understood parable,
it offered a clear picture of a complex situation, provided an
acceptable guideline along which one's environmental reflections
could be organised. It benefited also, perhaps, from its slight touch
of mathematics: not enough to intimidate, but sufficient to convey
that suggestion of rigour which can impress readers .without
mathematical expertise.
..'
.
.
But it was not unique in possessing such attractions, and they
hardly explain the impact of the central thesis itself - the alleged
' . '
"Tragedy of the Commons...·
As a model for understanding the world of the past, we have
seen that it seriously fails. Here we should rephrase two of its
defects in somewhat more general' form. First,· it purports to·
explain social phenomena as determined by factors of a naturalscientific type, whether stemming from biology ("population
pressure'1 or from a naive psychology (the historically unchang-
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ing traits of Econoniic Man}. Secondly. people - in the modellack any positive virtUes of solidarity and cannot form an active.
rational collective. Only a passive virtue can be expected of the'm:
assent to the rational coercion imposed by a state power. This
state is presumed to act effectively iri the general interest. But.
holding these views. we would be at a total loss to account for
the role of either the commoners' collective or the central state
in the actual recorded history of the commons.
The two general theses implied in the model are so widely
believed that they almost qualify ,as conventional wisdom. particularly in the scientific culture. Their appeal cannot be overlooked. when, we seek to explain the impact of Hardin's thesis.
Both themes imply a low estimate of human potential but they
do not extend this estimate to cover the whole of humanity. This
is implicit in the very fact that. if one recognises the abysmal
general level, one automatically puts onself above it. More explicitly: the state. which is the source of rational activity. can
hardly produce it without some superior personnel. even if only
as its advisers. The reader is thus free to grant himself exemption
from the blind laws that control most of humanity and from the
myopic impulses that dominate them.
,
These views fit iri well, then~ with the ~litist preconceptions .
that tend to prevail. for obvious reasons. among the intellectually
trained. Tertiary schooling leads. in general. to careers in which,
the att:ainment of one's goals depends either on one's own individual abilities or the decisions of small hierarchical bodies (e.g. ,
university committees). Thus 'one's life expe1ience will tend to
confirm the ~litist preconceptions a1readY'implanted by a variety
of cultural mechanisms. The belief iIi incorrigible mass stupidity
feeds on
abundance of apparent confirmations. It is no more
justified. of, course. than a belief in invariable mass rationality.
The real problem is to estimate what behaviour is possible. after
recognising the effect of social and existential constraints.
However ~litist their preconceptions. the sincerity of those
who hold these views. in their concern for the environment and
for the future of hillnaruty. cannot be questioned. But only
illusory 'and even dangerous "solutions" can be expected if the
problem is posed in such unreal terms. with the mass of humariity
incorrigibly debased and the only hope residing in a tiny intellec.;
ttially trained ~lite. To ignore the achievements of which pro-
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ducers in·association are capable. in the rational self-management
of their own activities. makes the' centuries-old preservation of
the common fields a complete mystery: To accept implicitly the
alienation of producers today from the control of their own
activities. and thus to fail to consider whether solutions may
require the "restoration" of that control. is an error no less
fatal in the environmental crises of our own time.
The Commons Tragedy. in Hardin's sense. is a myth without historical foundation. But in the widespread and largely uncritical acceptance of its false assumptions. the elements emerge
of a· tragedy far from mythical. and curiously classical: a search
for salvation along paths which all unwittingly lead to destruction.
We might ~all it "the tragedy of 'The Tragedy of the Commons' "~
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The politics of nuciear te~~ology
That technology. and the line of development of technology. are
alike political. is nowhere more evident today than in capitalism's
nuclear project. It is illuminating to consider a non-nuclear alterna'tive for power supply: solar energy. We can see how undesirable this is from monopoly capitars viewpoint. and how an
", apparently inevitable technological progress along nuclear lines
'-'-is actually the result of highly political decisions.
. .A source .of nuclear power has supplied mankind with the
overwheInling bulk of its available energy throughout history: it
, is the sun. a giant reactor' successfully employing the fusion process without pollution and without wasting non-renewable fuel
reserves (over a time seale of several billions of years. at any rate).
Serious studies of the world's energy problems almost invariably
urge the priority of research arid development in the field of solar
power as the most attractive prospect for mailkind.
'
But it might be asked: how real.is this prospect of solar
power? What are, the technological data on its practicability as a
large-scale resource? How does its level of development compare
With other energy resources. arid what is its promise in the short
term?
, Questions such as these are posed at the wrong level: they
seek as answers a recital of "bare" technological data. 'not themselves embodying politico-economic decisions. but supplying the
. value-free facts on which such decisions can be based. It is true '
that there are circumstances (very restricted. and usually of little
social interest) in which such a separation of "the values" from
"the facts" is valid enough; but any such diVision becomes wildly
misleading when questions like those above are considered.',
, Large-scale nuclear reactors actually exist; nuclear power
moved out of the laboratory many decades ago. into the province
of the architect and 'the engineer. Large-scale solar plants! on the
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contrary. remain in'the anteroom of research and development. Is
this a bare technological fact? Only in the most abstract sense;·
in the real world. the genesis. understanding and future iinplications of this 'lict" must besought in the sphere of, political
economy.
'
For there is no autonomous. independently-evolving sphere
of "technological progress" with "inner laws" that made nuclear
plants' arrive before solar, NuClear technology was developed in
response to conscious decisions on the allocation of manpower
, and funds. inspired originally by the search for more destructive
weapons. and later by the attractiveness for monopoly capitalism
of the peculiar qualities of nuclear power.
The 'failure 'to allocate corresponding resources to solar
power reseatch Was·'the cOmplementarY decision that helped to
create the "teclIDological facts" as' they, now exist. And of course.
similar remarks, can be made about projects to tap the earth's sub~
terranean heat (geothermal power) or to utilise the' tides. "
.Thus the facts' are "purely technological" only within a conceptual schema that isolates from its social context an abstract
history of "technological 'progress", In th~ concrete world of
things as they have been and as they are. these facts are born
already "clothed" in a political-economic penumbra that' accompanies them always .. determines their significance' and points to
their future possibilities..
. .
As long ago as-.1946. before eVen one commercial nuclear
station had been' built. ,:the nuclear programme' (military and
civilian) was emplOying no less than 5 per cent of the USA's entire
force of scientists and engineers. As recently' as 1975. the President's energy budget for the~financial year 1976 allocated 65 per
cent of its outlay to nuclear. projects, a little over 4 per cent to
solar. ,
It· is not hard to understand why solar power rouses such
little enthusiasm in' the giant corporations, and in the state
appar~tus which shares th~ir ideological prejudices and pays"
proper respect to their inte~ests. Solar power lends itself admirably to decentralisation. sm~" i~stallations. a minimum inyestment of capital; but these are fatal flaws from the viewpoint of
the giant corporation. The "technical" 'advantages - inexhaustible energy supply. absence of pollution, longevity of the instal':
lation. low ~aintenance expenses - caimot compensate forthese
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inbuilt deficiencies. It has been well srud. that solar power would
fare very differently if only General Electric could buy the sun.
, The sad fact is. however. that solar leases are not yet open
to takeover bids. and so the corporations are doing the next best
thing: plannirig to build their own sun.••. For there is some
corporation interest in solar power. provided the inbuilt Vices
can be eliminated. and the project made capital-intensive. largescale. highly centralised. These are precisely the qualities of the
Satellite Solar Power Station which comes from Arthur D. Little
. Inc•. Grumann. Raytheon and Textron. A giant satellite a kilometre across will absorb sunlight. convert it to microwave radia-,
tion and beam it down to a seven-kilometre receiver on the
earth's surface. generating from three to fifteen times the output
of a single large nuclear plant.
In principle. the solar power source can be a highly flexible
device. adaptable in size to meet a wide range of demand and
providing access to power for the most isolated community. A
minimum of capital investment can provide a self-sufficient source
for an indefinite period. and one uniquely compatible with eCological requirements. These features can hardly be recognised in
the satellite project. which achieves the near-impossible: ,a solar
power source demanding an enormous capital investment. suitable for insertion into only the very largest national electricity
grids. taking no advantage of solar radiation's great suitability
for direct heatiilg of homes and workplaces. and delivering. with
its giant receiving antenriae. an insult to the environment on a
new and monstrous scale.
We see agam how unacceptable are theories of techriological
determinism. which all share a common fallacy: the myth of a
technological domain that evolves independently of its social
context. The nuclear power industry provides a striking counterexample. in its heavy dependence on state subsidies for research
and development and even for its capital outlay. The decisions on
state expenditure are political decisions. which are thus shaping
both the sphere of "technological progress" and. to a significant
extent. the economy itself. Nor is the nuclear power industry untypical in' this respect. In countries like the Soviet Union. the
dependence of the technological domain on politics is evident
enough - the same hands control both the productive machine
and the mechanism.s of political power. But every advanced
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capitalist country shows a similar phenomenon; ~ ever-increasing
share of state expenditure (a' third~ perhaps. of the USA's) goes
iOto direct or indirect subsidy Of present and future capital investment. including research and development. The distribution
, .
.
of these funds is a matter for political decision.,
. This does not mean. of course. that in capitalist countries
the political sphere is now all. and the economy itself a mere byproduct. We could conClude this' only on the basis of the extra- '
ordinarY assumption that the political sphere is autonomous. in
the sense that its workings are not affected by the accepted needs
of the economy nor by the distribution' of property within it.
But without elucidating in theory the whole truth of this interaction. a conclusion can be drawn which is of some importance:
that major economi<; developments. including the dynamics of
technology. have a direcdy political determinant and are thus sub~
ject to influence by political action.
'
, But is this effect really significant? Certainly. in the case of
nuclear power. the giant corporations involved exert their political
weight to shape the ~'technological data" to their liking. ,as we
have seen. But they do not have the field to themselves; another
concept of "political economy" does batde with that of the cor~
porations. and its nature and effects deserve careful study.
After seeing how powerful is its support. both from the
corporations and the state. v;e might expect the nuclear industry
to glow with health and optimism. But the facts are. surprisingly.
quite otherwise; it was apparent quite clearly that the industry,
was floundering as early as 1975.
'
''Things can't get worse. or can they?" was the gloomy title
of an editorial in Nuclear News (April 1975). The New York Times
(16 November 1975) 'summed up the major troubles in a story
headlined. "Hope for cheap power from atom is fading". The
annual conference of the nuclear industry in November 1975
convened with over 100 nuclear plant orders cancelled or delayed
during the' year'; with Gulf OU's subsidiary, General Atomic;
announcing its close-down; and in a state described by one writer
as "on the verge of panic". In Japan the AEC (Atomic Energy
Commission) forecast iD. 1972 that there 'would be 60 Gigawatts
of nuclear power by 1985. By 1977, the best estimates for 1985
were ill the range of 21 to 27 Gigawatts. with the lower figures
more likely. For the same year, 1985, the OEeD's estimate for
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Europe ~vas 513 GIgawatts in 1974; by 1977. it had dropped to
325. Thirty reactors were ordered from the US 'nuclear industry
in 1974; this number dropped to a catastrophic three iri 1976.
:
One well-known hindrance to the nuclear project arises
from an overtly political source: the demonstrations and other
mass actions against the siting of particular reactors_ In such
countries as the USA and Japan they have succeeded in slowirig
down. or altogether preventing. the construction of planned
stations; the most spectacular actions to date are probably those
in Western Germany since the laiter half ,of 1976; In .Sweden.
the importance of public feeling was admitted by ex-Prime
Minister Palme when he attributed his defeat in the October
1976 elections to
opponents' anti-nuclear policy. '
But the riuclear industry has problems which appear to stem
from another source. for its competitiveness with conventional .
power stations is in doubt. Have some "bare" econonuc facts
thrust their way through the corporations' screen of figure-juggling
and misrepresentation? Is nuclear power just too costly? Actually,
,the truth is far more complex - and more interesting.
, NuClear plants must be sited well away from the densely
populated areas that use their electricity. As Hohenemser points
out. this entails twofold economic penalty: no consumers are
nearby for the large-scale waste heat. and distribution costs are
heavily iricreased. Furthermore. conservative (and costly) operating procedures are adopted to prevent possible accidents. It is
not hard to see that these "economic" penalties derive from
sources that can rightly be termed "political": public sus'picion
of nuclear power. and the consequent support of activist intervention (to relocate plants. to raise standards about radiation exposure. to enforce higher and more costly saIety criteria).
But this is not all. Ominous for the future of nuclear po\ver
are the data showing that the, efficiency of nuclear plants
(measured by "capacity factor'1 decliries drastically after seven
years or so. A detailed study of the reasons for this decline has
yet to appear. but some contributing factors are already apparent. which are assoCiated with the radioactive dangers in
nuclear plant and the public consciousness of them. For instance.
the discovery'in September 1974 of cracks in the cooling pipes
of a US reactor resulted iIi the shutting down (for inspection)
of all reactors of the saine type; this would hardly have been
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done in the case of conventional power statio~s. Nor, would it
have been done. in all probability. if the public were less inclined
to associate danger with the world ··nuclear". Unprecedented
maintenance difficulties can arise in nuclear reactors: the simple
welding of a crack becomes a large-scale operation in which hundreds of workers have to be deployed. when the crack occurs in
a region of such high radioactivity that each' worker can remain
there for no longer than a few, minutes. Here again. the long
campaign which forced the ABC to tighten up its radiation stan- '
dards, and the Pllblic suspicion on which it was based (and which,
it justly heightened)~ cannot be overlooked. ' ,
But we have still to examine the most illuminating factor
of all. Perhaps' the most important single factor telling agamst
the economic future of nuclear power is 'the continuing esCalation in capital cost of the nuclear plants. as compared to coalburning plants. The reasons for this escalation were carefully
analysed in Technology Review (February 1975) by Bupp (Harvard) and Derian.' Donsimoni and Treitel (MIT). They found that
total cost is strongly correlated with the length of the licensing
period. i.e. the' time elapsed before the plant is licensed by the
AEC to enter into operation. Under US law, citizens can "intervene',' by court action to oppose the granting of the licence or
secure its postponement. Of course, they are not free to hold
up construction at will: they must show that the particular project
fails to satisfy environmental requirements, existing radiationrelease standards, ABC regulations •••. And it is precisely this kind
of deficiency that they have been able to establish, time and again.
, It is this intervention process, as ~he Bupp study shows, which
carries a major responsi~ility for prolongation of the licensing
period and the correlated rise in capital costs:
The American administrative and judicial processes,
afford .' •• critics ample opportunity 'to impede the rate of
reactor ·com.merdalisation. The principal consequence has
been dramatic cost increases. The extreme critics of nuclear
power have been at least partially successful in their efforts
to force a downward re-evaluation' of the social value' of
reactor teclulology. • •• The iSsue here is not merely technical or eco'nomical. but is inherently political: present
trends in nuclear reactor costs can be interpreted ~s the
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economic result of a fundamental debate on nuClear power
withlfl the US community. Beyond its economic effects. the
real issue of this debate is the social acceptability of nuclear
power.
It would be premature. however. to celebrate the end of the
nuclear nightmare. For 1975 was the year of the great backlash.
when the nuclear forces mobilised their counter-offensive on an
international scale. An unprecedented pro-nuclear rally' was
held in May in Washington; a report of the European Nuclear
Society meeting ill Paris in April stressed its propagandist
aspect; in distant Australia. the Atomic Energy Commission ran
an internal study course to justify nuclear power; Westinghouse
assigned a team of propagandists in Pittsburgh to the job of
"rebutting" the environmentalists.
.
The Atomic Industrial Forum distributed throughout the
world a laVishly produced film. Now That The Dinosaurs Are
Gone. extolling the virtues and necessity of nuclear power. Its
level
argumentation (as opposed to indoctrination) can be
judged from the fact that the word "plutonium" is never uttered.
conviction being sought through soothing colours and a parade of
reassuring father-figures. In launching this propaganda offensive
on a global scale. the corporations tacitly acknowledged how important to them are the nuclear programmes. and how threatening is the level of mass suspicion. Since the main institutionalised
opposition to the policy of corporations comes from the organisations of the left. it is pertinent to ask how adequate a role these
bodies play in the campaign against nuclear power. and in environmental struggles as a whole.

of

. We have devoted some space to refuting the myth that the technological sphere evolves. independently of political action.
Although such a view is crippling when one tries to confront the
, ecological crises. it is widely influential on the left. where it
appears as a sort of (very) "vulgar marxism"~ Some of the philosophical defects in this view have been surveyed above; the particular. case of the nuclear power industry has shown how
woefully it fails to explain the facts and the dynamic of this
major component of capitalist planning in the decades to come.
ef course. the traditional marxist view was rarely a· pure
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"technological determinism"; but it was usually content with a
mere mention of the' existence of "reciprocal interaction". or of .
the ""mutual interdependence" ofthe various sectors of the social
"totality". The analysis itself. however. usually proceeded in a
strictly one-way direction. with the political exercising little if
any direct influence on the technological or economic.
It would be wrong to claim that this method has now lost
all validity; but it is apparent that in the case of nuclear power it
does not give even a good first approximation to the truth. Yet
we can hardly write this industry off as simply an exceptional case.
when it looms so large in terms of economic significance. invest~
ment allocation and level of technological advance. '
'
, Of course. marxism cannot be plausibly interpreted as some
kind of technological determinism. Marx distanced himself from
all such, theories by his standpoint of class analysis - he saw
technological changes as effective only after mediation through
, the prevailing structure of class interests. Now the interests of
the capitalist class cannot be summed up as simply the making
of a fast buck. They include also the 'preservation of a structure '
of industry which will enable the capitalist system to continue;
and it is precisely this continuance of the' centralised. large-scale~
, ever-expanding economy. based on a market of "created demand".
which the environmental crises today put in serious doubt_ In this
situation. the larger investment decisions must be seen as political .
decisio~s, in which the longer-term interests of the system can
take precedence over narrowly conceived ""economic" interests.
But as political acts they become vulnerable to the attacks of
political opponents - a vulnerability which the outstandingly
irrational nuclear industry knows only too well, as it nurses its
.
wounds and lashes back.
,Thus. when intervening in struggles over· the shape of the
economy. one would be fatally hampered by any lingering compunctions, perhaps based on alleged "negative" lessons from ,the
Luddite period, from the "utopian machine-wreckers" Oessons
which are revealed as obsolete by the facts above. and whose basic
historical accuracy is in any case suspect). Some of the most important 'political decisions of the giant' corporations, carrying
immediate threats to the world of today and even sowing the
seeds of disaster for. humanity's whole future. will be left unchall~ged.
'
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.Arid it is precisely such "abstentionism" which has charac~
terised the attitudes of the organised left to\vards enVironmental
issues. as we shall see. In the cainpaign against nuclear power
-. as in most of the campaigns on environmental issues - it has
been exceptional· to find the political vanguards actually in the
van. Those with, a pro-,Moscow orientation have usually endorsed
nuclear power as wholeheartedly and irresponsibly as the Soviet
bureaucracY itself. Others have remairied on the sidelines. or
grudgingly joined in at the rear. because of ideological suspicions
about the movement's purity in general. and its compatibility with
their programme iri particular.
'
,
'In its most extreme form. this suspicion leads to a dismissal
of the anti-nuclear struggle - indeed of environmentalist issues
in general - as a fashionable middle-class phenomenon that doeS
not interest the working cbss. and hence is no concern of the
true revolutionarY. who will concentrate on the real issues: those
at the point of production and in the realm of state power. '
It is more difficult to reconcile this class characterisation of
the environmentalist movement with the facts now than it might
have beeri a few years ago. And a weakness more serious still is
the implied judgement of an issue. not on its merits as valid
transitional demahd. but on its present level of working-class
penetration. It might be worth pointing out how neatly this attitude reverses the approach to social problems that was typical of
MarX. Absorbed above all else by humanity's need for the overthrow of capitalism. Marx hid a sharp eye - whether as Journalist or theoretician - for movements which contained the seed
of revolution. Seeing the revolutionary potential of the working
class. he thereafter focused his theoretical 'and practical activity
on the needs and development of the working-class movement.
. The attitUde we are examining tums this upside down. An
attachment to the role of the working class - or rather. to a
'particular selection from Marx's writings about it in his day serves as it reason for ignoring what was Marx's first concern:
evidence of revolutionary potential in any movements or strata
in the contemporary world. If such schools of thought tum a blind
eye to the' environmental movement, their vision is riot \ much
keener' when it corries to the liberation inovements of women.
blacks or gays. Eventually, after the passage of time. some
Galileo may be able to persuadetherri to look through his tele-
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scope! But they will need first to be convinced that the sights
they. wUlsee can somehow (perhaps tortuously) be reconciled with
the true reality - which for them' (as it never was for Marx) is
,", .
constituted by their doctrine.
To appreciate the abstentionism that this attitude imposes.
it'is only necessary to consider the 'writiJlgs of an analyst as
talented and perceptive as Hans-Magnus Enzensberger. In his
study' "A Critique of Political Ecology" Enzensberger dissects
and exposes some of the best-publicised analyses of the ecological
crises. Although they often draw' attention to neglected areas
of real concern. he is able to show how politically naive are their
recommendations -. when.' indeed. they are not blatandy proimperalist. These comments alone' give the article a high value.
A fair exposition of its merits should not. indeed. stop with that
comment; but it is cited here not in order to give a balanced
appreciation. but precisely to examine the serious defect it contains. For Enzensberger fails on the most important question of
all: what should we do about it?
"
"The left •.. functions chiefly as an instrument of clarification. as a tribunal which attempts to 'dispel the innumerable
mystifications which dominate ecological thinking." Thus Enzens~
berger: and we could expe~t a blast to follo\\'. pointing out just
how sectarian and elitist (and ineffective) it is. to observe a real
movement and simply stand to one side and "clarify" it_ Would
the left see its relation to the trade-union movement as that of
an instructor in the art of ideolOgically correct thinking? But no
such blast is delivered. In the quotation above. it might be thought
that the word "chiefly" gives him' an escape route; but it has no
significance, since he does not describe any other role for the
left - nor does he express his disagreement with the sectarian
'
role he has described_
But perhaps he sees no revolutionary potential in the ecological movement that would justify the left going beyond the
distribution of "claruying'" analyses and actually participating
in it? Perhaps it is all just fashionable stuff. with no possibility
of involVing broad masses? No. this is not his opinion. His
analysis of the crises is far from implying this naive dismissive
view. and his perspective of their possible development rules it
out entirely. He actually canvasses the possibility of ~'ecological
rebellions" and of "uncontrollable riots", A disconcerting picture
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emerges: there are the major cities of the capitalist world racked '
by rebellions and riots as the crises deepen. and standing apart.
on the sidelines are the theoretically advanced left. busily clarifying. clarifying. • • •
.
.
One cannot help belieVing. as one reads the article. that
Enzensberger knows better. that he would like to say what he
carefully never does say. that the left has a duty to participate in
these movements. and to do any clarifying from within. Why. then.
does he so conspicuously refrain from saying it?
Perhaps because of a political environment dominated by the
naive dismissive view sketched above. and the consequent danger
of being labelled a "revisionist"? Indeed. the article abounds with
evasive formulations that are difficult to explain otherwise.
"It is after all easy to understand that the working class
cares little about general environmental problems." Yes, indeed;
and no\'1 that we have understood it. what do we say about it?
Is it light or wrong - progressive (like their lack of interest in
phoney "participation" schemes) or backWard (like male workers'
lack of interest in women's liberation)? Enzensberger is silent.
"In these circumstances it is not surprising that the European left holds aloof from the ecolOgical movement." Very true
_. we record our lack of surprise; and now, is the left right or
wrong in doing this? Again. a deafening silence.
There is one point where he expressly denies that the environmental campaigns have a globally "bourgeois" character: "By
no ineans all ecological inovements based on private initiative put
themselves at the service of the iilterests of capital with such
servility [as those dominated by monopoly]. That is demonstrated
by the fact that their emergerice has often led to confrontations
with the police". No''I. surely now he will come right out and say'
\vhat the left should do about these movements at least! But no
- trembling 'on the brink. with his very next sentence he saves
himself just in time: "The danger of being used is. however.
always present." (Should the women workers of Petrograd really
have taken to the streets on International Women's. Day in
February 1917? After all, there was always the danger of being
"used" by bourgeois feminism - even if in fact what resulted
wis the Russian revolution.)
.
The reader. brooding uneasily on the "danger", is offered
in the sentence· after next a safe and familiar remedy for all
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political ills: ~'A long process of clarification will be necessary."
And we are once more home safe. back in the sheltered world of
.,
non-participatory analysis.
. By· con'fining itself to the study and to a role of instruction
from afar. the left indeed avoid the risk of being "used" - just
as an army is in no danger of being tricked and out-manoeuvred
if it keeps clear of the battlefield. But as regards environmental
issues in general and the nuclear question· in particular. it must
be. asked whether the ground should really be surrendered to the
'
enemy so easily.
Reasons for this ~'abstentionism" are not hard to find. The
environment is a "new" issue. for which guidelines hardly exist
in the socialist classics; this lack of digested experience and
theoretical conclusion is disconcerting. and one can easily feel disoriented. The best-known writings on these issues are blatantly
ideological. as we have seen. and provoke a justified suspicion.
Spontaneous actions in this sphere have tended to come from
social layers outside the organised working class: an9thei reason
, .
.
.
for caution. .
Perhaps 'more important than all of these. however. is an
idea already referred to: that technology is outside politics. that
opposition to its "progress" is simply futile and diversionary.
Enough has been said earlier about this particular mistake; here
we need simply recall the· earlier discussion on the escalation of
the capital' costs of nuclear power. and the reasons for it.
Political action has not only slowed down or stopped a number
of nuclear programmes; in the USA it has actually changed the
"brute facts" of technology. by raising the price of nuclear,
generated electricity as compared to'coal-generated.
, The technological sphere is thus no block of solid crystal.
impermeable to the thrust of political action. Lying within it are
some of the outstanding irrationalities of capitalist or bureaucratic systems. ~hich must be exposed and attacked. along with
all their other insanities. if a rational and humane society is to
be brought about.
,
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IIi lieu of a conclusion
It was pointed out in an earlier chapter why, we cannot expect
some single Grand Design, to emerge from a theoretician's brain
and supply the answers to the ecological crisis of humanity.
It is useful. nevertheless. to consider the various themes of the
present book and tly to see what answers they suggest -,.no
matter how imprecisely or unsatisfactorily - to the' only ques;
tion that finally matters. which is the practical one. What should
we do about the crises?
'
The starting-point is n~ more than a truism: simply that an
ecologically harmonious society requires a different kind of social
/ : iilteraction. and that the people so interacting must be moved by
differerit values from those now predominant. Ecological v:uues'
are those linked With CQnsumption, but they are in fact substantially derived from the way in which people experience
as
producers. It is that exploited. alienated and relatively powedess
period. the working day, which reduces them to settling for commoditY satisfaction in their "free time". The bargain thus struck
-, the deprivation of goods related to human community arid
creative effort. in exchange for commodities or the promise of
them - extends its, influence throughout all levels and institutions. marking oui: the shape of the "consumer society". It is this
society which threatens the environment with its unlimited
appetite - unlimited precisely because its objects are so unsatisfying. '.
.
It is useless to appeal for change to the rulers of this society•
. who rightly, see this irrational dynamic as their sole path of
survival. Satisfactions which would replace those of consumerism
can only be those attached to self-management in all social
spheres, and any such self-management is incompatible with the
legal rights of capitalist property or with the privileges of an
all,polverful bureaucracy,
'
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But by what process could the massive change in popular
values occur. that would be needed for such' a' self-managed
society to function and especially to p'ersist?' It cannot occur
otherwise than in the' experience of struggle \vhose aim - ' consciously or not - is to achieve that verY societY. It is simply bad
history and even worse politics to imagine such a change brought
about by any other process or agent - as the fruit of choosing
the correct leadership. for instance. or by subjecting the "masses'~
to appropriate propaganda. '
"
'
The barriers to the development of such struggles for selfmanagement are formidable. The experience of work, in particular, with its drain on energy and deadening of the mind.
heightens the attractiveness of an evening (or a life) as a passive
consumer. And the whole thrust of technical advance, for' the'
bulk of the population, is continuously to remove whatever spark
of interest or meaning might still remain in the task: It is 'all the
more extraordinary. then. that struggles with an explicit content
of self-management should so abound in modem industrialised
societies. Their significance is twofold: as forerunners of a future
movement. on a greatly expanded scale. 'to achieve a changed
society. and as the school in which people are transforming'them"
, '
selves into citizens of that society.
But if we, confine our attention simply to the organised
struggles - factory occupations. active sit-ins. defence of the
local environment, the liberation movements - we overlook a
crucial segment of that historic self-preparation: the'tfjection
of 'senseless tasks. A docile labour force. perhaps conventionally
militant but "good workers" at their jobs, however degrading.
\vould gladden the heart of any candidates for bureaucratic power.
Docile today in their acceptance of dehumanised tasks. they could
be expected to show an equal docility tomorrow. and adapt
themselves equably to a modified but finally just as disastrous
consumerism. But, the modem labour force. as we have seen. is
less and less docile in its submission to the iron discipline of
the machine. This refractoriness. ,new in its' magnitude though
still only nascent. expresses itself in ways difficult to "organise"
and impossible to tame. An elemental sweep of spontaneous feel-'
ing which stems unmistakeably from the contradictions of consumerism itself. its effects on a particular political situation are
hardly predictable. '
,"
,
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Thls phenomenon creates severe problems for traditional
socialists. who understandably think in terms of political programmes arid predictable movements. It is a difficult enough step
for them to recognise that the phenomenon exists. h;t alcine
that it is an integral part of the movement for a soceity in which
truly human history' can begin. (Could such a society really
function around the moving assembly line? Could its citizens
be the objects of time-and·motion study?) It is even more difficult
to work out the methods by which genuine assistance can be provided to this spontaneous demand for meaning in work. Meanwhile. socialists should guard at least against actively opposing it.
and not put themselves on the side of a supposedly "neutral"
technology and factory discipline•
. We are reminded yei:: again that with movements whose
essential content is the thrust towards self-management. the
question of leadership poses problems that seem almost without
precedent in human history. These problems cannot be solved
either by a blind clinging to inappropriate concepts of total centralised control. not by equally blind pretence that such movements will be well enough served by the indigenous leaders they
throw up when necessary. The typical struggle is confined and
iDtimate. restricted by. its very nature to the achievement of control by the people involved and by nobody else. Thus it is liable
to fall almost at once into the trap of particularism. elevating its
own demands as paramount agamst the rest of the world. But the
rest of the world includes the millions with similar and equally
valid demands. few of which can be fully achieved unless all are
achieved. Standing outside such a movement. it is easy. to note
its errors and formulate a correct "line". But this external stance
usually implies a dilemma: one is either relatively powerless to
influence the movement, 'or the bearer of an external social con- .
trol which in fact represses a valid and necessary liberation. (In
1976. the largest parties of the Italian far left impaled themselves
on both horns of this dilemma: laying down their line· on the
women's movement. they retained a few women cadres prepared to
acknowledge the hegemony of the party. but lost the majority
- who insisted on pursuing the liberation of themselves and of
their sisters in an autonomous movement.)
..'
This dilemma appears as no mere passing difficulty.
be
Circumvented by some ingenious but nunor adaptation. Some-
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thing much more fundamental seems to be suggested: that in
the process of history and more specifically in its revolutionarY
movements. the old relationship of theory to practice has changed.
qualitatively and irreversibly. The richness and 'profundity of
marxist theory in the last few decades. striking in its variety and
scope•. indeed supports such a conclusion - when one won-·
ders how it has remained largely irrelevant to. and penetrated
minimally. the most significant movements of our time. This
phenomenon - the way life has thrust theory aside - ' deserves
much more attention' than it has received. (Or would this attention simply produce an extra batch of ineffective profundities?)
But one remark of a speculative kind might be worth' making.
which has the advantage of being. optimistic. The early vision of
socialism saw it as abolishing the division of labour. as providing
everyone with the general education which would permit the
fullest flowering of all a person's talents. The citizens of that
society. were not to be cripples such as ourselves. confined for life
to the paucity of opportunities open to our single trade or profession. Now. real equality as citizens of a self-managed society is
inconceivable. if anything like the present division of labour persists. But a most important criterion of one's place in the social
hierarchy today, of where one functions in the division of labour.
is the degree of one's ability to handle abstract ideas: and this is
above all what separates the lonely theoretician from the crowd
of mere practitioners.
If a 'society abolishing this distinction is really on the
historical agenda - if the indications of its advent are not misleading or transitory - we should not be surprised if theoCy and
practice already start to reflect, however faintly, the mutual relation th'ey will have' in that future world. And indeed. movements
in modem society commonly tend to reject the experts, to draw
their own conclusions; to launch boldly irito the unprecedented
and the untheorised.This can be seen as partial confirmation of
the outlines of a self-managing society as it appears in the present.
But it involves 'an agonising re'appraisal for those of us.who insist.
and not unjustly, 'on conceiving general patterns and comprehending processes in their full rationality - who, in other
words, demand what had been traditionally labelled as theory. The ,
problem is made more acute by the continued' predominance in
day~to-day struggles of traditional and .far-from·dead issues -, .
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. issues of higher wages and better welfare provision. of politicalparty coriflict and civil liberties. of, resistance to impeiialist
intrusion and control.
.
,
Neither the ecological crises nor the perspective of selfmanagement can lessen the importance or moderate the urgency
of such questions. What sort of self-management. what turn from
consumerist values. could be expected of workers who meekly
accepted a cUt in real wages. or of women who surrendered to
others their right to decide on 'child-bearing? But the way such
struggles develop is crucial- they Can serve as exercises in selfmanagement and strengthen the capacitY for bolder actions. or
they can further reinforce habits of passivity and abdication.,
recognition of the supeiior talents and rights of the leaders.
'This is one vital respect in which the ecological crisis and its
imperatives impinge on every struggle in
industralised society.
whatever the immediate issue. The way in which the struggle is
carried on - the degree of autonomy developed by those involved - will largely determine what traits are developed by it:
those of the passive consumer on which the destructive societies
of the present baSe themselves. or those of the citizen of the
ecologically harmonious society that remains to be built.
Earlier. we looked at some of the clearly ~litist attitudes
which - often in spite of their bearers' conscious aim - presuppose and further the destructive myths and values; of these
destructive societies. It would be pleasant to end with a counterpreScription. specifying the tight thing to do in all political circumstances; but readers should not expect such a "general line"
from this or any other book. Instead. today hundreds of millions
o~ people have commenced a vast. only sometwes perceptible.
multiform transformation. as their response to the conditions of
'life of societies whose enviromnental destructiveness alone is
enough to condemn them. This transformation is expressed most
overtly. and developed most rapidly. in the course of thousands
of struggles of all shapes and sizes. from factory sit-ins to rent
strikes. from demonstrations against nuclear power to campaigns
for abortion on demand. In the most complex and unexpected
, ways. the theme of self-management asserts itself through these
activities.
AInong the people now living. who in one way or another are
the objects of this sOciety's pressures and, the possible subjects
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of this movement's activities, who are fumbling towards the possible creation of a society unparillelled in human history, are the
reader and the writer of this book. We have 'a particular work~
place; a: particular residential area, we belong perhaps to a special
interest group; they
supply opportunities for' struggles of the
kind mentioned. Our political interest in an abstract ~'liberation
of mankind" would be strange indeed, and even suspicious, if we
could not participate in struggles for a liberation touching us so
nearly. If we have knowledge that might be of more general use,
we can offer it. If we have talents 'that could assist, we can try
to play our part. But in no way can we substitute for the group
of people concerned' in the particular struggle they are wagitig.
, or give them detailed instructions as to what they really ought to
want, the relative priorities they should attach to these needs and
the order of the steps they should take to satisfy them. To
imagitle possible such a substitutionism' or such a theoretical
"capture", is simply to mistake the nature of what is going on. as
though it were just a matter of their 'finding better authorities to
'
" ,. ,
turn to.
It is sometimes consoling to talk of a future development as
"inevitable", but the idea of inevitability has only a dubious
rational standing. Nothing' guarantees the gene~alisation and
triumph of self-management bodies, or the successful construction of a self· managed socialism. History tends to be surprising.
and unforeseen variants of consumerism may yet appear, capable'
of forestalling or diverting the process so definitely but so lightly
sketched out by the actions we have been talking about. It seems
clear, however, that any such consumerist alternative would
operate in a sharply deteriorated and polluted world, and have
"\
little scope for anything resembling progress.
'
Those leading features of present-day society which create
, and foster oppositional movements of a self-management character show no long-term signs of abating in number, variety and
significance. The full pos-sibility they point to - prolonged in its
realisation, no doubt - would be epochal in its implications:
people taking in hand their own affairs in a way not seen since
. cities emerged. The acid test for political theories or organisations
today lies in what they say and do about this great movement:
,They might ignore it where possible, combat it when necessary
or perhaps seek (fruitlessly) to "capture" it, either 'in practice 'or
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in theory. Or they can see their role differently:
to carry out this vast transformation.
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